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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Eilers, Wendy
Council, City
February 14 City Council Agenda Item: Provide Direction to Staff on Negotiations with Pets in Need for
Operations and Capital Improvements at the City"s Animal Shelter
Monday, February 14, 2022 10:59:38 AM

Some people who received this message don't often get email from
weilers@stanfordhealthcare.org. Learn why this is important

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Dear Members of the Palo Alto City Council:
I am writing to let you know of my strong support for continued negotiations with Pets In
Need to operate the City’s Animal Shelter. Palo Alto, Los Altos and Los Altos Hills must have
their own shelter, which should also operate a fully functioning spay-neuter clinic, a vital
service to those in the community who work tirelessly to humanely decrease the
overpopulation of cats and dogs.
Thank you for your consideration.
Respectfully,
Wendy Eilers

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Vanessa Forney
Council, City
Pets In Need: Feral cat plan (item #9)
Monday, February 14, 2022 10:22:22 AM
image.png

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Dear City Council,
I am a volunteer trapper and I manage a trapping group, run an educational Instagram, and
share resources for TNR in the Bay Area on my website bayareacats.org. I am continually
asked what people in Los Altos and Palo Alto can do with the feral cats they feed. My answer
is spend $50/cat and wait for appointments.
What does this mean? People do nothing and the cats reproduce on the streets. Unless the
TNR program is FREE and straightforward (e.g. no appointments, traps readily available for
borrowing), people will not trap the cats. They are not their cats, and they are unwilling or
unable to spend money on these cats.
Every single city besides Los Altos and Palo Alto have free TNR and medical care for ferals
(see this overview here on how the other shelters support TNR). This includes but is not
limited to: Sunnyvale, Mountain View, Campbell, Milpitas, Santa Clara, Cupertino, Saratoga,
Los Gatos, Gilroy, Morgan Hill, Alviso, etc. In all of these cities, cats are TNR'd at no cost
(including vaccines, spay/neuter, microchip, flea treatment, and sometimes deworming), many
kittens are socialized and adopted out, and ferals are provided additional medical care at no
cost.
There is no other solution than TNR. No person feeding or trapping will ever support a
euthanasia program, and as you know there are not homes, rescues, sanctuaries, or shelter
space for every feral cat. Therefore, TNR is the only solution besides leaving the cats to breed
on the street.
Attached are the cats that have gone to SJACC, SCCAC, HSSV, and SVACA between myself
and a few other volunteer trappers in the last 12 months. Without these free TNR programs,
that would be over 1200 cats breeding on the street. Even in just the next 2 months that would
have been 3000 more kittens. And wait 6 more months, that could be 10000 or more cats.
Female cats reproduce at 4 months of age, and can have 3-4 litters per year. TNR is the only
solution to stop the breeding and suffering.
Imagine if we had to pay $50 per cat. That would be over $50,000 for the cats in the last year.
Nearly all trappers are independent volunteers or are people looking to fix the cats they feed.
These are not rescue organizations that can easily raise money or ask for donations. These are
not people that have $50,000 lying around. I would not trap cats if I had to make appointments
and trap one cat at a time and pay $50, and I know many are in that same boat.
Every month you delay a TNR program is more cats breeding on the street. TNR is the only
way we will get ourselves out of this kitten and cat overpopulation problem. We need free
TNR, low cost spay/neuter for pets, and a lot of it. The longer we delay, the longer it will take
to get out of this situation.

Please don't delay and implement a TNR program and return-to-field program as soon as
possible. The suffering is unnecessary, and we need your help to stop it.
Thank you,
Vanessa Forney
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

redress.of.grievance@gmail.com
Council, City
Binder, Andrew; Dave Price; Wagner, April; Jonsen, Robert; Perron, Zachary; Reifschneider, James; James Aram;
Tannock, Julie; Jeff Moore; Maloney, Con; Human Relations Commission; darylsavage@gmail.com; Brian Welch;
dokonkwo@dao.sccgov.org; Jeff Rosen; Jay Boyarsky
Price you forgot to block this email address…
Monday, February 14, 2022 10:45:29 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

https://twitter.com/pafreepress/status/1493288140618059782?s=21
Boom Shakalaka, Boom Shakalaka

Sent from my iPad
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Barb Jaarsma
Council, City
Citizen Comment/Plea - FERAL CAT Plan
Monday, February 14, 2022 9:52:43 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Dear City Council Feral cat plan – The current Agreement states that PIN cannot release feral cats within the
City of Palo Alto or any of its Partner Cities. PIN would like to establish a Trap-Neuter- Release
plan for feral cats in cooperation with the City. City staff are open to exploring this topic with
participation from community stakeholders.
As a resident of Palo Alto since 1958, I have been involved in caring for and managing "feral"
(actually fearful) cat colonies for many years, and run a small non- profit dedicated to TNR,
socializing, and rehoming these furry darlings since I was a child.
I am grateful that our City Council is open to working with other established TNR & colony
management programs to establish a working model for the many stray cats on the streets of
Palo Alto who are being cared for unofficially by small, independent operators such as myself.
We literally have no resources available unless we reach out to neighboring cities and counties
and programs and beg for help.
All shelters along the peninsula and south bay have TNR policies for area feral cats. This is so
wildly important to help decrease the number of abandoned and homeless kitties in our area,
while at the same time, humanely take care of this population.
Our neighbors in Sunnyvale, Santa Clara and Milpitas get free spay and neuter services for
feral cats from the HSSV. PHS offers low cost and free spay neuter for this same class of cat.
San Jose residents receive this service from SJACC. They offer vaccinations, deworming, flea
treatments and microchipping services. They loan out traps to residents.
All of this helps low income residents and local rescues that are overloaded with expenses and
animals to save, to participate in ensuring that we can spay/neuter every free roaming cat in
our area. This is the only way to reduce the population. One female cat can have several litters
of kittens (3-6 at a time) starting at only 6 months old. Without a concerted effort to spay and
neuter this population you can see the multiples and understand how quickly this cat
population can grow without this effort.
If you do not support TNR, leaving them to breed means there will be even more cats than
there already are. There are not homes for hundreds of thousands of these cats in the area,
there are not enough rescues, and sanctuaries are non-existent. Euthanasia is not a solution
and it is not humane.
Not all of these homeless cats are wildly feral… many are friendly enough after being fed by
humans, to rescue and find homes for. These “feral” cats are the same breed as your everyday

house cat… these animals deserve a chance too. It’s a very hard life living outside 24/7.
Having Pets In Need (or any experienced nonprofit rescue), support TNR in our
community is a very good thing. For the people and the cats.
Please support this effort.
Thank you so much,
Barbara Jaarsma
3335 Stockton Place
Palo Alto, CA 94303-4202
650-644-5360
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Charlene Mercadante
Council, City
Item 9: Comments for Negotiations with Pets In Need: FERAL CAT PLAN
Monday, February 14, 2022 9:27:48 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Feral cat plan – The current Agreement states that PIN cannot release feral cats within the City
of Palo Alto or any of its Partner Cities. PIN would like to establish a Trap-Neuter- Release plan
for feral cats in cooperation with the City. City staff are open to exploring this topic with
participation from community stakeholders.

Dear City Council,
As a resident of Los Altos Hills, I am grateful that our city is in partnership with the city of
Palo Alto with regard to a local animal shelter.
All shelters along the peninsula and south bay have TNR policies for area feral cats. This is so
wildly important to help decrease the number of abandoned and homeless kitties in our area,
while at the same time, humanely take care of this population.
Our neighbors in Sunnyvale, Santa Clara and Milpitas get free spay and neuter services for
feral cats from the HSSV. PHS offers low cost and free spay neuter for this same class of cat.
San Jose residents receive this service from SJACC. They offer vaccinations, deworming, flea
treatments and microchipping services. They loan out traps to residents.
All of this helps low income residents and local rescues that are overloaded with expenses and
animals to save, to participate in ensuring that we can spay/neuter every free roaming cat in
our area. This is the only way to reduce the population. One female cat can have several litters
of kittens (3-6 at a time) starting at only 6 months old. Without a concerted effort to spay and
neuter this population you can see the multiples and understand how quickly this cat
population can grow without this effort.
If you do not support TNR, leaving them to breed means there will be even more cats than
there already are. There are not homes for hundreds of thousands of these cats in the area,
there are not enough rescues, sanctuaries are non-existent. Euthanasia is not a solution and it
is not humane.
Not all of these homeless cats are wildly feral… many are friendly enough after being fed by
humans, to rescue and find homes for. These “feral” cats are the same breed as your everyday
house cat… these animals deserve a chance too. It’s a very hard life living outside 24/7.
Having Pets In Need, support TNR in our community is a very good thing. For the
people and the cats.
Please support this effort.
Thank you.

Charlene Mercadante
26471 Weston Drive
Los Altos Hills, CA 94022

•

From:
Subject:
Date:

kelvin compaore
From Kelvin Compaore.
Monday, February 14, 2022 9:23:43 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________
-From Kelvin Compaore.
Dear Sir,
It's my desire to write you this direct personal letter, Furthermore
due to the proliferations of scam mails, I still have resolve to
contact you through this medium as the only option for now since I
don't have you telephone numbers, but I hope you maintain the
confidentiality of this mail.
Again, I'm Kelvin Compaore the executive director of Wattaho Mine
Field based in the North of the country Cote d'Ivoire. However Colonel
Issiaka Ouattara nicknamed (Colonel Wattaho) my boss who is also the
leader of the Ivorian Garde republicanize died on the 05/01/2020 in
new York city after a brief illness, I hope you are current with evets
in my country cote d'Ivoire. You can confirm everything through this
website: https://libreinfo.net/le-colonel-major-issiaka-ouattara-alias-wattaoun-militaire-singulier-qui-sest-eteint/
Please I will like you to keep this information top secret, my boss
the late Colonel Issiaka Ouattara deposited the sum of 16.500.000US$
with a security firm in London as cooperate fund and these funds where
intended for the purchase of arms for the destabilization of the
government,.
Now, I as his executive director, I'm the only one who is aware of
this fund deposit and all the relevant deposit documents are intact
with me as his personal confidant, but since the colonel has died and
I don't want the destabilization of my country this is why I'm
requesting for your assistance in the transferring of this sum to your
country for safe keeping and investment as a cooperate fund.
Please indicate your interest as soon as you receive this mail so
that I can furnish you with all necessary information's about the
deposit and possible transfer to your country. You can also contact me
here kkcompaore1@gmail.com
Thanks,
Regards,
Kelvin Compaore

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lisa Navarro
Council, City; Mandy Bell
We bring art to the city of Palo Alto
Monday, February 14, 2022 8:15:12 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

My name is Lisa Navarro . I have been teaching the art of dance in the Bay Area for over 20
years. My partner, Mandy Bell and I teach: Tap, Jazz, Lyrical/contemporary and Hip Hop
dance classes for mainly adults at Cubberley Community Center for 16 years. We have over
150 patrons join our classes and participate in our community showcases.
-Lisa M. Navarro
Dance & Pilates Instructor
www.groovitudedance.com
"breathe, move, create, allow & refine"
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Jenny Kugizaki
Apple, Kara; Council, City
Dustin Underwood
Ramona St, Warby Parker
Monday, February 14, 2022 7:46:57 AM
Palo Alto City Council Letter.pdf

Some people who received this message don't often get email from
jenny.kugizaki@warbyparker.com. Learn why this is important

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Members of the City Council,
I hope this email finds you well and am hoping you are the correct contacts to send this to!  
My name is Jennifer Kugizaki and I am the District Leader that oversees the Warby Parker
location located on Ramona Street in downtown Palo Alto. Please see the attached letter for
your consideration when you further consider the future of Ramona Street.
Feel free to reach out if you have any questions.
Best,
-Jenny Kugizaki

WARBY PARKER
We’ve got your eyes covered.
Follow us: Instagram, Twitter, Facebook

February 9, 2022

Palo Alto City Council
250 Hamilton Ave
Palo Alto, CA 94301

Members of the City Council,
I am writing in opposition of, and asking you to vote against, the upcoming city proposal
to permanently close Ramona Street. I am writing on the behalf of Warby Parker located
at 555 Ramona Street in Palo Alto. As a local business, we ask you to support the
business community on Ramona Street by reopening the street to parking, traffic and
business visibility.
The past two years we understand there has been a need for outdoor spaces and
outdoor dining to support both our local communities safety and the economic interests
of local restaurants. Those needs have now changed with indoor dining being allowed,
Santa Clara vaccination rates above 85% and indoor mask mandates ending in California
on February 15th, 2022. We urge the council to begin the process of reopening our city
streets, as you did with University Avenue, and begin the process of returning Palo Alto
to its former city plan.
As an essential business that serves the Palo Alto community in their eyecare and vision
needs, it is critical that our customers have the greatest opportunity to find and easily
access our business. With the closure of Ramona Street, we have seen a negative
impact in customer traffic, difficulty in finding our location and navigating disruptive
behavior outside our doors from the parklets. While we have continued to hold
consistent open hours as a retail business, we have not seen this same consistency in
the neighboring dining establishments operating hours. This has created negative traffic
on Ramona Street and empty parklets.
We are always in support of the needs of the Palo Alto community. In reviewing all of the
community written requests in the City agenda, it is clear that there is an overwhelming
support in the continuation of closure on California Ave. Those same comments did not
include Ramona Street with the same support and in fact, there was other opposition
from other Ramona Street local business owners. With this in mind, we ask you consider
these nuances in your voting and reopen Ramona Street for free navigation and traffic.

Thank you for your consideration in taking our economic need as a local business in
voting for this important issue that impacts all business owners on Ramona Street.

Sincerely,
Dustin Underwood, Warby Parker Regional Director
Jennifer Kugizaki, Warby Parker District Leader

From:
Subject:
Date:

franca david
From Mrs Mary Clem Hello
Monday, February 14, 2022 7:00:52 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________
Hello
I'm here to see if I can get a competent person or persons Abroad
outside my Country home who will guard, assist and direct me on
investing plans Abroad. I'm interested in partnering with anyone who
will lead me to the success I'm looking for. If you know more about
Business or any type of investment that will generate dividend after
taxes kindly get back to me.
Mrs Mary Clement

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

David Uon
nortoncc2022@outlook.com
INVOICE ID UWT20220214OEQ
Monday, February 14, 2022 6:16:52 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.
Hello there,
Your Yearly product membership for NORTON TOTAL PROTECTION has been renewed AND
updated successfully.
The amount charged will be available within the next 24 to 48 hrs on your profile of account.

BILLING INFO

INVOICE NUMBER

ITEM TITLE

ISSUE DATE

END DATE

AMOUNT TOTAL

METHOD OF PAYMENT

#

UWT20220214OEQ

#

NORTON TOTAL PROTECTION

#

14 Feb 2022

#

One year from ISSUE DATE

#

$234.44USD

#

Automatic Debit

If you wish to not to continue subscription and ask for a REFUND then please feel free to call
our BILLING & SETTLEMENT DEPARTMENT as soon as possible.

You can Reach us on :

+1 – ( 888 ) – ( 302 ) – 3370

Thank you!,
BILLING & SETTLEMENT DEPARTMENT

From:
Subject:
Date:

Engr. Moataz hegab
Engr. Moataz hegab
Monday, February 14, 2022 5:59:02 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________
Dear Sir/Madam
I am a consultant in Agricultural projects in my country, with the
Federal Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development.
Due to the vast nature of agricultural investments opportunities in
my country My Government is building on sustainable agricultural
system open to foreign investors, that will open up export/import
business to other parts of the world.
Following this development, I found it expedient to propose a
business cooperation that
will add value to our lives in this regard.
All modalities concerning the actualization of this investment
opportunity are in place already. Kindly indicate you interest by
responding favorably to my proposal.
Thank you for your anticipated cooperation.
Engr. Moataz hegab

From:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Bar. Ramosy Pokayoka
RE:
Monday, February 14, 2022 5:18:00 AM
image.png

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking on links.
Leiw e Frend,
Ech kontaktei eren lech fi r m ir mat Repatriati oun v u Fongen € 20 Mi lli ounen Euro ze he lie fen, dei zu Arem speiden Cousin mat deemselw echte
Famillj enn umm geheieren, deen Dir hutt, also w ell ech Ar Zou st emmung lech als Nach ste vun de Verstu erw enen ze prese nteieren, w ell Dir dee selw echte
Fami llj ennum m hutt. No erfollegraich Co nclusiou n w aerte mir d'Fongen dee len 50% fi r l ech an 50% f ir mech. Entree f ir d'Tra nsa kti oun ze ko opereieren.
Dof ir bi eden ech lech f ir mech zreck ze kommen f ir m ei lnformatioun.
Numm: ...... .. ........ .... ...... .. ... .
Numm: ... ... .......... .. .
Nat ion alit eit : .. .. ... .. ........ ..
Geschl echt: .... ....... ... ..... ..... ....... ... .
Alter: ............. ..... ............. .
Beruff: ...... ..... ..... ...
Best iet nes Sit uat ioun: ... ..... .. . .
Privat Tele fon- a Faxnumm eren : ........ ... .
Weg Antwert fi r mei lnfo rmat iounen.
Mat bescht e Greiss,
Bar. Ramosy POKAYOKA Esq

From:
Subject:
Date:

linchen huang
How are you dear
Monday, February 14, 2022 4:05:55 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

-how are you dear"

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

George Washington Jr.
Council, City
Personal income by resident
Monday, February 14, 2022 2:01:31 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of
opening attachments and clicking on links.

Personal income by resident
13 Feb 11:56 PM

II]
2-...Read More

Build future better Agenda
13 Feb 01:24 PM

II]
3-...Read More

The R&D Tax Credit (26 U.S. Code §41)
13 Feb 10:55 AM

II]
2-Careers have no gender so attorney word is used for male and female
similarly judge and or justice is used for male and female so Joe Biden should
guide about his opinion about careers have no gender and his curren......Read
More
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Phil Mast
Council, City
City Purchase Of Cubberley Land
Sunday, February 13, 2022 11:16:59 PM

Some people who received this message don't often get email from phil@mastfamily.com. Learn
why this is important

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Dear Mayor Burt,
If the City purchases Cubberley land from the school district, does this mean that the City and
PAUSD will not be sharing any future buildings that are built at Cubberley?
As a taxpayer who supports both the City and PAUSD, it doesn’t make sense to build one set
of buildings (such as gymnasiums and a theater) that are used by PAUSD mostly during
school hours, and another identical set that are used by the City mostly on evenings and
weekends. Other nearby cities have been able to build and share facilities. It seems that
significant taxpayer savings would result from the City and PAUSD cooperating to share
space at Cubberley.
The City and PAUSD worked with Concordia a couple of years ago to develop plans for
building and sharing facilities at Cubberley.
As an alternative to an outright purchase of PAUSD land at Cubberley, is it possible to present
taxpayers with a bond issue that 1) provides funds for the new buildings, and 2) provides
PAUSD with a solid stream of income for buildings that are built on its land?
A significant amount of community effort went into the Concordia plan. It’s hard for me to
imagine what a future Cubberley would look like if the City and PAUSD don’t cooperate in its
development, but I doubt that it would be near as good as the Concordia plan.
I’d personally support a Cubberley bond issue that includes: 1) a Concordia-like vision for
the overall development of the property, 2) eventual sharing of facilities between the City and
PAUSD, and 3) significant compensation to PAUSD for the City’s use of buildings on its
land. I prefer this approach to an outright purchase of PAUSD land.
Sincerely,
Phil Mast
Barron Park
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Herbert Fischgrund
Council, City
Cubberley"s future
Sunday, February 13, 2022 10:37:38 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

I participated in the community meetings about the future of Cubberley.
I urge you to continue your efforts to buy more of the property and do the rebuilding and
modernization, while working with PAUSD to the extent feasible.
There are many good ideas in the co-design plan that will provide benefits to all segments of
the Palo Alto community.
I personally would actively support raising the funds to implement the improvements, whether
by bonds, taxes, or other financing.

Herbert Fischgrund
750 Torreya Court
Palo Alto CA
Home : (650) 493-4440
fischgrundh@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Peter Wolf
Council, City
Comments re: Agenda item #9
Sunday, February 13, 2022 8:58:25 PM
BFAS public comments PIN-Palo Alto.pdf

Some people who received this message don't often get email from peterw@bestfriends.org. Learn
why this is important

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Good morning.
Attached, please find comments regarding Agenda item #9 (Provide Direction to Staff on
Negotiations with Pets in Need for Operations and Capital Improvements at the City's Animal
Shelter).
I'm happy to answer any questions you might have—I can be reached at the e-mail address
shown below.
Respectfully,

Peter J. Wolf
Research/Policy Analyst
Best Friends Animal Society
602.499.1474

•

•

n
.
~

Best
Friends·
Save Them All"

February 13, 2022
Palo Alto City Council
Via e-mail: City.Council@cityofpaloalto.org
Re: Consideration of TNR for managing Palo Alto’s community cats
Mayor Burt and members of the Palo Alto City Council:
Best Friends Animal Society is a leading national animal welfare organization
dedicated to ending the killing of cats and dogs in America’s shelters. On behalf
of Best Friends and our supporters, I urge you to adopt trap-neuter-return (TNR)
for managing Palo Alto’s community cats.
I understand that you will soon to be meeting with Pets in Need (PIN) to discuss
the organization’s plan for a TNR program. Best Friends has operated several
TNR programs across the country and supported many others. Our experience
with these programs is consistent with the growing body of peer-reviewed
research documenting the efficacy of targeted TNR for reducing community cat
populations [1–11] and reducing feline admissions at local animal shelters [12–
15]. These results stand in stark contrast to those of the traditional approach to
managing community cats (i.e., impoundment followed, in most cases, by lethal
injection), which has been used for more than 100 years in this country with no
evidence whatsoever that it’s produced any long-term population reduction. It’s
also wildly unpopular and costly [16], the poster child for failed public policy.
Indeed, recent studies have illustrated the futility of the traditional approach. A
2015 study, for example, found that “low-level ad hoc culling of feral cats” is not
only ineffective at reducing their numbers, but might actually lead to their
increase due to “influxes of new [adult] individuals after dominant resident cats
were removed” [17]. More recently, researchers found that, despite removing “an
estimated 44% of the population,” there were “no meaningful differences in the
relative abundance and density of feral cats” just three months later [18].
Such results are hardly surprising to anybody involved in animal control. Indeed,
nearly 15 years ago, Mark Kumpf, then president of the National Animal Care &
Control Association (NACA), compared the traditional method for managing cats
to “bailing the ocean with a thimble.” Kumpf continued: “There’s no department
that I’m aware of that has enough money in their budget to simply practice the
old capture-and-euthanize policy, nature just keeps having more kittens” [19].
The lessons learned since then were codified last year, when NACA revised its
policy on Animal Control Intake of Free-Roaming Cats. In it, the organization
formed nearly 45 years ago “to provide resources, standardized training, and

support for animal care and control professionals across the United States” [20]
noted that:
“indiscriminate pick up or admission of healthy, free-roaming cats, regardless
of temperament, for any purpose other than TNR… fails to serve commonly
held goals of community animal management and protection programs and,
as such, is a misuse of time and public funds and should be avoided” [21].
Despite the many well-documented benefits of targeted TNR, I imagine you will
be hearing from some vocal detractors. (It’s ironic that the greatest barrier to
sterilizing and vaccinating more cats is often the very people complaining most
loudly about the cats.) I encourage you not to be distracted by their sensational
claims and scaremongering and focus instead on what they’re not saying: they
don’t have any feasible alternative to offer—never mind an example of where this
alternative has proven successful. Empty rhetoric might make for good press, but
it gives policymakers like yourselves very little to work with; as you know, your
constituents expect solutions, however imperfect.
Targeted TNR programs offer a commonsense, humane, effective, and
economical method for managing community cats. No wonder such programs are
becoming increasingly popular across the country, in communities large and
small, urban and rural. I encourage you to work with PIN to implement a TNR
program for managing Palo Alto’s community cats.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.
Respectfully,

Peter J. Wolf
Research/Policy Analyst
Best Friends Animal Society
peterw@bestfriends.org
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Aram James
Council, City; Shikada, Ed; Winter Dellenbach; Perron, Zachary; bob nunez; Betsy Nash; Salem Ajluni; Sajid
Khan; Jeff Rosen; Vara Ramakrishnan; Human Relations Commission; Rebecca Eisenberg; Binder, Andrew; chuck
jagoda; Van Der Zwaag, Minka; Roberta Ahlquist; Joe Simitian; Jeff Moore; Lewis. james; Cecilia Taylor; Raj;
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Take this Hammer circa 1963 (the Director"s Cut) - Bay Area Television Archive
Sunday, February 13, 2022 8:26:18 PM
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FYI:
I highly recommend our city council( our community) watch this extraordinary
video capturing one of America’s greatest writers, greatest speakers on race in
America… and other related topics: the one and only James Baldwin.
Given the ugly ugly use of the N word and the simultaneous attack on Rebecca
Eisenberg-by a very cowardly individual- at last week’s council meeting ( Feb 7,
2022), this video has particular relevance.
As to who in our culture is, in Baldwin’s words, actually and N….see Baldwin’s
compelling explanation in the last 3 minutes of this video.
Scroll to this portion of the video if you will. The entire video is a learning
opportunity.
Aram
https://diva.sfsu.edu/collections/sfbatv/bundles/216518
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FYI:
I highly recommend our city council( our community) watch this extraordinary video capturing one of America’s
greatest writers, greatest speakers on race in America… and other related topics: the one and only James Baldwin.
Given the ugly ugly use of the N word and the simultaneous attack on Rebecca Eisenberg-by a very cowardly
individual- at last week’s council meeting ( Feb 7, 2022), this video has particular relevance.
As to who in our culture is, in Baldwin’s words, actually and N….see Baldwin’s compelling explanation in the last
3 minutes of this video.
Scroll to this portion of the video if you will. The entire video is a learning opportunity.
Aram
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Mrs. Aisha Muammar Gaddafi
Hello Dear
Sunday, February 13, 2022 8:09:11 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________
Assalamu Alaikum Wa Rahmatullahi Wa Barakatuh,
Hello Dear
How are you doing today? I came across your contact prior to a private
search while in need of your assistance. I hope my mail meets you in
good health?
Dear I have decided to contact you after much thought considering the
fact that we have not meet before, but because of some circumstance
obliged me,
I decided to contact you due to the urgency of my present situation
here in the refugee camp for your rescue and also for a business
venture/project in which I need your assistance in this business
establishment in your country as my foreign partner as well as my
legal appointed trustee.
I am Aisha Muammar Gaddafi, the only daughter of the embattled
president of Libya, Hon. Muammar Gaddafi. Am a single Mother and a
Widow with three Children.
I am currently residing in Burkina Faso unfortunately as a refugee.
I am writing this mail with tears and sorrow from my heart asking for
your urgent help. I have passed through pains and sorrowful moments
since the death of my late father.
At the same time, my family is the target of Western nations led by
Nato who want to destroy my father at all costs. Our investments and
bank accounts in several countries are their targets to freeze.
My Father of blessed memory deposited the sum of Twenty Seven Million
Five Hundred Thousand Dollars ($27.500.000.000) in Bank Of Africa
Burkina Faso which he used my name as the next of kin. I have been
commissioned by the Bank to present an interested foreign
investor/partner who can stand as my trustee and receive the fund in
his account for a possible investment in his country due to my refugee
status here in Burkina Faso.
I am in search of an honest and reliable person who will help me and
stand as my trustee so that I will present him to the Bank for the
transfer of the fund to his bank account overseas.
I have chosen to contact you after my prayers and I believe that you
will not betray my trust.
But rather take me as your own sister or daughter. I am willing to

negotiate an investment/business profit sharing ratio with you based
on the future investment earning profits.
Apologetic for my pictures I will enclose it in my next mail and more
about me when I hear from you okay.
Please, I want you to contact me
here (aishamuammar40@gmail.com) for more details.
best regard
Yours Sincerely.
Aisha Gaddafi
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CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Dear Mayor Burt and City Councilmembers,
Attached is a petition on behalf of 370 community members requesting the City to prioritize
the recommendations in the Dec 16, 2021 Civil Grand Jury Report on affordable housing
production.  
These recommendations ask the City to:  
Identify specific locations for the development of significant affordable housing,
including area-specific land use and zoning plans
Expand and diversify funding sources for affordable housing
Invest in more community education and communication around affordable housing
-Streamline: Expedite the review process for all new housing projects that include
Below Market Rate (BMR) units
Many of the identified challenges in the report have been obstacles to developing
affordable housing in our community for many years. Please let’s examine our
policies, practices, and outcomes with a renewed sense of urgency.
Respectfully submitted,
Sheryl Klein
Palo Alto Resident

February 13, 2022

Dear Mayor Burt, Palo Alto City Council Members, and Community:
We, a group of 370 residents and community members, are concerned about the
future affordability and vibrancy of Palo Alto. The December 16, 2021 Santa Clara
County Civil Grand Jury report on Affordable Housing production in Palo Alto
and Mountain View provided numerous recommendations to encourage the
production of affordable housing in both cities. The recommendations for Palo
Alto will make planning easier, reduce development time and cost, and provide
funding to create affordable housing. We urge our leaders to:
1. Plan: Identify specific locations for development of significant affordable
housing, including area-specific land use and zoning plans (Recommendations 6a,
6b)
2.Fund: Expand and diversify funding sources for affordable housing
(Recommendations 12a, 12b, 13)
3. Educate: Invest in more community education and communication around
affordable housing (Recommendations 3, 4, and 8)
4. Streamline: Expedite the review process for all new housing projects that
include Below Market Rate (BMR) units (Recommendations 9a, 9b, 10a, 14)
The Grand Jury report is a call to action for the City Council. Palo Alto should
advance these critical reforms through its Housing Element plan, which must be
certified by the State of California in early 2023. Many of the identified challenges
have been obstacles to developing affordable housing in our community for many
years. We must examine our policies, practices, and outcomes with a renewed
sense of urgency.
Housing options near transit and jobs can both increase housing affordability and
help meet our climate action goals. Palo Alto has the resources, expertise, and
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Kevin Chien
Council, City
2022 priorities
Sunday, February 13, 2022 3:05:56 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________
Hi there,
I am writing because I just reviewed the 2022 city council priorities as well as reviewed all the public comments
from the 79 page document.
I saw many mentions of crime as well as overhead plane noise but these were not part of the 2022 priorities. There
are other priorities that I don’t see mentioned many times in the public comment that are currently on the city
Council 2022 priority list.
How did you determine the 2022 priorities?
Additionally, How do you ensure that these comments are actually come from Palo Alto residents?
It seems like the Council’s priorities are inconsistent with the public comments.
Best,
Kevin
Palo Alto resident

authority to be a leader in housing affordability in the Bay Area. We encourage our
leaders to take bold and speedy action.
The following individuals have signed.
Ozzie
Roberta
Aanika
Mehdi
Ziad
Andrea
Rev. Eileen
Jonathan
Bret
Alex
Amie
William
Kelsey
Sarah
Donald
Penny
Gwendolyn
Kelly
Joyce
Christian
Elizabeth
Sarah
Gregory
Ameze
David
Jared
Zariah
Paul
Megan
Grant
Walter
Ellen
Meredith
Michal

Aery Fallick
Ahlquist
Akkaraju
Alhassani
Ali
Allais
Altman
Amores
Andersen
Antebi
Ashton
Ball
Banes
Baran
Barr
Barrett
Barry
Barthelemy
Beattie
Beauvoir
Beheler
Bell
Bell
Belo-Osagie
Bergen
Bernstein
Betten
Bickmore
Bigelow
Blackburn
Bliss
Bob
Bohen
Bortnik
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Stephen
Lauren
Geoff
Cyrus
Erika
Paul
Owen
Oona
Kristal
William
Anais
Maura
Helen
Katherine
Sarah
Susan
Royce
Susan
Carol Fey
Theresa
Matthew
Chantell
Cynthia
Robert
Luke
Nancy
Dwight
Jessica
David
Kelly
Kate
Sarah
David
Paula
Mariela
Gina
Carol
Grant
Margit
Jean

Branz
Briskin
Browning
Buckman
Bullock
Bundy
Byrd
Cahill
Caidoy
Cane
Carell
Carey
Carnes
Causey
Chaffin
Chamberlain
Chang
Charles
Chatfield
Chen
Chen
Cherry
Chin-Lee
Chun
Churchill
Clark
Clark
Clark
Coale
Collins
Conley
Creighton
Cremins
Crone
Cuevas
Dalma
Danaher
Dasher
David
Dawes
3

Madeleine
James
Lizzie
Lenore
Janka
Jennifer
Suzanne
Katherine
Mike
Kathleen
David
Shirley
Rebecca
Heidi
Leif
Sid
Arden
Kyla
Pamela
Joseph
Jan
Adrian
Martina
Gary
Shelley
Bill
Sidni
Amy
Markus
Kenna
Mary
Andrea
Liz
Lawrence
Meseret
Hilary
Julia
Ryan
Paul
Jose Luis

Dawson
Dehnert
DeKraai
Delgado
Deli
DiBrienza
Doran
Dumont
Dunham
Durham
Easton
Eglington
Eisenberg
Emberling
Erickson
Espinosa
Farr
Farrell
Federman
Felsen
Fenwick
Fine
Fine-Poquet
Fine
Fishkin
Fitch
Frederick
Friedman
Fromherz
Gallagher
Gallagher
Gara
Gardner
Garwin
Gebresialassie
Glann
Gleason
Globus
Goldstein
Gomez Gamez
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Jennifer
Candice
Ana Maria
Barbara
Mike
Berklia
Barbara
Meri
Michele
Jessica
Diane
Ron
James
John
Tom
Erin
Shayla
Susan
Barry
Linda
Matt
Brian
Urs
Mark
Nathaniel
Nancy
Nancy
Diane
Patty
Adrienne
Dennis
Annette
Sam
Dina
Aram
Lauren
Dianne
Liz
Jenny
Lisa

Gonsalves
Gonzalez
Gonzalez Barrios
Gordon
Greenfield
Greine
Gross
Gruber
Grundmann
Guinn
Guinta (St Mark’s)
Hall
Hamilton
Hamilton
Handley
Harrigan
Harris
Hartzell
Hayes
Henigin
Higgins
Higgins
Hoelzle
Hoffberg
Hoffman
Hosay
Huber
Ichikawa
Irish
Irmer
Irwin
Isaacson
Jackson
Jacobson
James
Janas
Jenett
Jensen
Jiao
Jicha
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Sydney
Gaby
Karen
Rena
Elissa
Jonathan
Yannai
Kelly
Marty
Patricia
Josh
Reid
Sheryl
Larry
June
Alexander
Jonathan
Anthony
Mary
Judy
Liz
Abbie
Naphtali
Abigail
Nancy
Carole
Samantha
Emily
Valerie
Chao
Carol
Wendie
Jesse
Virginia
Nicole
Suzanne
Myra
Sarah
Mary Jo
Stephen

Jordan
Joseph
Kalinsky
Kaminsky
Kaplan
Kaplan
Kashtan
Keith
Keller
Kinney
Kirmsse
Kleckner
Klein
Klein
Klein
Klein
Klein
Klein
Klein
Kleinberg
Kniss
Knopper
Knox
Krenz
Krop
Kushnir
Kuzma
Lacroix
LaFountain
Lam
Lamont
Lash
Lazarus
Lebel
Lederer
Lerner
Lessner
Levine
Levy
Levy
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Joshua
Yiran
Elan
Linda
Marisa
Vija
Anita
Jean
Julie
Stephanie
Jacob
Temina
Joseph
Gabriel
Drew
Elliot
Olivia
Jason
Mark
John
Milbrey
Hanon
Lynnie
Umesh
Philip
Mark
Jennifer
Kathy
Rachel
Eric
Randy
Mohit
Mark
Benjamin
Jeralyn
Diane
Sheri
Marni
Dena
Briana

Little
Liu
Loeb
Lopez Otero
Lowe
Lusebrink
Lusebrink
Lythcott
Lythcott-Haims
MacDonad
Maddox
Madon
Makowski
Manjarrez
Maran
Margolies
Martin
Matlof
McBride
McIntosh
McLaughlin
McShea
Melena
Mewari
Meyerson
Michael
Michel
Miller
Miller
Mitchell
Mont Reynaud
Mookim
Moragne
Moran
Moran
Morin
Morrison
Morse
Mossar
Mullen
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Allye
Trish
Garrett
Debbie
Rahul
Subhash
Eric
Nancy
Robert
Alyssa
Susan
Hue
Rob
Ken
Mary Pat
Michelle
Ted
Nancy
Scott
Steven
Pooja
Bonnie
Lisa
Tim
Lisa
Barbara
Forest
Jaclyn
Peter
Steve
Sarah
Alain
Stewart
Stefania
Randy
Kaaren
Jean
Gail
Kwanza
Raul

Mullins
Mulvey
Muscatel
Mytels
Nagvekar
Narang
Nee
Neff
Neff
Netto
Newman
Nguyen
Nielsen
Novak
O’Connell
Oberman
O'Hanlon
Olson
O'Neil
Ortega
Oysgelt
Packer
Peckler
Persyn
Peschcke-Koedt
Peters
Peterson
Petty
Phan
Pierce
Pierce
Pineda
Plock
Pomponi
Popp
Powers
Pressey
Price
Price
Quintana
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Saraswati
Lisa
Grace
Erich
Jeff
Jeanette
Bruce
Ana
Peter
Meghan
Rebecca
Coreen
Patricia
Ruth
Catherine
Stephen
Garth
Diane & Joe
Deborah
Eric
Jan
Elizabeth
Devon
Chris
Jeffrey
Robert
Debra
Alice
Elias
Adam
Heidi
Catherine
Sara
Ashma
Nisar
Megan
Ruby
Jennifer
Sandra
Joy

Rathod
Ratner
Rehaut
Remiker
Rensch
Revela
Reyes-Chow
Ribadeneira
Rice
Rice
Richardson
Riley
Riley
Robertson
Rocchi
Rock
Rogers
Rolfe
Rose
Rosenblum
Rubens
Russell
Ryan
Saccheri
Salzman
Sanner
Satz
Schaffer Smith
Schultz
Schwartz
Schwenk
Seita
Selis
Sethi
Shaikh
Shelby
Shifrin
Siddeek
Slater
Sleizer
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Sandy
Ellen
Ethan
Amy
Sydney
Laura
Andrea
Valerie
Janette
Monica
Alex
Kathie
Amy
Richard
James
Mieko
Hillary
Sarah
Carmen
Jay
Sally
Timothy
Margaret
Mary Beth
Preeva
Barrett
Elizabeth
Jana
Mark
Elaine
Virginia
Susan
Wilma
Jaime
Yvette
Kiely
Lisa
Jackson
Callie
Raevyn

Sloan
Smith
Solomon
Solomon
Speizman
Stefanski
Stern
Stinger
Stokley
Stone
Strange
Studwell
Sung
Swan
Taylor
Temple
Thagard
Thompson
Thong
Tipirneni
Tomlinson
Tomlinson
Tompkins
Train
Tramiel
Travis
Trumbull
Tuschman
Tuschman
Uang
Van Kuran
Van Riesen
VAUGHN
Veitch
Vo
Vo-Bui
Voge-Levin
Wagner
Walker
Walker
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Alexander
Elliot
Thomas
Judith
Elizabeth
Linnea
Brian
Sara
Amir
Rachel
Joy
Hayley
Kathy
Peggy
Patrick
Emily
Dan

Walker
Warren
Wasow
Wasserman
Weal
Wickstrom
Wilson
Woodham
Wright
Wright
Wright
Wrubel
Wu
Xu
Ye
Young
Zalles

In addition, the petition has been endorsed by the Palo Alto League of Women
Voters, Palo Alto Renter’s Association, Palo Alto Forward, Palo Alto Educators
Association and 350 Silicon Valley.

Civil Grand Jury Recommendations
Recommendation 3
The City of Palo Alto should research how other cities foster support for affordable
housing and develop a communication plan focused on increasing community
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support for affordable housing. The plan should be developed and made available
to the public by June 30, 2022.
Recommendation 4
The City of Palo Alto should conduct a “lessons learned” analysis from the 4-year
unsuccessful North Ventura Coordinated Area Plan planning process. The City of
Palo Alto should create an improved process to bring residents to a shared
understanding of the needs and complexities of affordable housing development.
This process should include direct involvement of Palo Alto City elected leaders in
community outreach. These recommendations should be completed by June 30,
2022.
Recommendation 6a
The City of Palo Alto should identify, by March 31, 2022, three or four areas
where significant affordable housing can be built.
Recommendation 6b
The City of Palo Alto should agree, by June 30, 2022, to task its planners to create
realistic plans for each identified area in consultation with residents and
developers.
Recommendation 8
The City of Palo Alto should publish the latest two years of its Housing Element
Annual Updates and cover memos summarizing annual progress to the city’s
website by June 30, 2022. To better communicate to the public, the Housing
Element Annual Updates and the Comprehensive Plan Updates should be
separated.
Recommendation 9a
Once the guidelines for developments are clearly defined in area plans, the Palo
Alto City Council preliminary review could be eliminated. The City of Palo Alto
should establish a schedule by June 30, 2022, for defining and accepting the area
plans identified in Recommendation 6a.
Recommendation 9b
The City of Palo Alto should explore combining the Planning and Transportation
Commission and Architectural Review Board reviews into a single review, as is
12

done in Mountain View. Palo Alto City staff should also consult with Mountain
View planners to
investigate ways to further streamline the approval process. Recommendations for
changes to the planning review process should be proposed by June 30, 2022.
Recommendation 10a
The City of Palo Alto should identify an Affordable Housing Manager who can be
responsible for the affordable housing target and ensure coordination among
stakeholders by June 30, 2022. This role should be the primary focus of this
individual and should have the support of Palo Alto’s City Council.
Recommendation 12a
The City of Palo Alto should create a plan with specific goals and timelines by July
30, 2022, to build up the affordable housing fund considering tools such as
business tax, document tax, bond measure, and property tax.
Recommendation 12b
The City of Palo Alto should create a Memorandum of Understanding with Santa
Clara County by July 30, 2022, to establish goals and actions to leverage Measure
A bond funding and advance identified affordable housing projects.
Recommendation 13
The City of Palo Alto should include both mixed-use and 100% affordable funding
opportunities in its affordable housing plan referred to in Recommendation 12a by
July 30, 2022.
Recommendation 14
By July 30, 2022, both the City of Palo Alto and the City of Mountain View should
require a Housing Impact Study in the approval process for new commercial
development, that informs decision-makers about how the proposed project affects
the job-to-housing ratio.
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From:
Subject:
Date:

Mrs. R. Donald
REPLY
Sunday, February 13, 2022 12:51:50 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________
Dear Friend,
Greetings from L.U.T.H Hospital and God bless I am Bishop Donald from
Liverpool United Kingdom ,A widow to the Late Sainte, I am 53 years
old, and a new Christian convert, suffering from long time, cancer of
the ear. From all indications my condition is really deteriorating and
it's quite obvious that I won't live long according to my doctors.
This is because my cancer stage has gotten to a very bad stage. My
late husband was killed during the U.S raid, against terrorism in
Afghanistan when he traveled to Afghanistan to monitor a Hospital/a
Humanitarian Found at (HHF) he was setting up for the benefit of the
Afghan masses as of then; whose majority and 99 percent of them were
Muslims, Islamic scholars and loyalists. During the period of our
marriage we couldn’t produce any child.
But my late husband was very wealthy and after his death, I inherited
all his businesses and wealth, and when I noticed that my condition is
not improving rather it gets worsen by the day I decided to divide
part of this wealth, to contribute to Charity and the development of
the churches around and later I prayed over it. So I am willing to
donate the sum of $1.2 Million to you for charity, Evangelical work
and the less privileged, churches, orphanages and widows, Propagating
the word of God and to ensure that the house of God is maintained.
I took this decision upon my self because I don't have any child that
will inherit this money and my husband relatives are not Christians
and I don't want my husband's hard earned money to be misused by
unbelievers. Because I have come to find out that wealth acquisition
without Christ is vanity upon vanity. Please I want you to note that
this fund is deposited with security company For safety purpose. And
upon my instruction, I will file in an application for the Change of
Ownership of the fund to your name once I hear from you and you give
me assurance of utilizing the fund properly. May the Grace of our Lord
Jesus Christ, the love of God, and the fellowship of the Holy Spirit
be with you and your family.
I Await Your Urgent response to this email and with your contact
telephone numbers and be informed that any delay in your response will
give me room in sourcing for a church, another person or Christian
individual for this same purpose.
Please get back for Details on this email address: ( donaldrichmon1@gmail.com )
Yours in Christ.
Mrs. R. Donald

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Pat Hukill
Council, City
Closure of California Ave
Sunday, February 13, 2022 9:51:20 AM

Some people who received this message don't often get email from mpathuk@aol.com. Learn why
this is important

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Council members, I am writing on behalf of the very established
businesses on California Avenue that have been precious and a
grounding for all who live here. I am especially thinking of The Cobblery
that goes back 4 generations in our community, the current owners
beloved by so many, energetic and motivated to stay, in fact turning
themselves inside out to stay afloat ie. changing the merchandise to
attract street pedestrian traffic, finding a renter business to use small
spaces. Why are we not supporting such local treasures? We want to
keep, of course, Country Sun, Leaf and Petal, Joanie's who have
somehow found a way to stay without sidewalk drop-ins. These
businesses ARE Palo Alto. What do we want instead? There are plenty
of new restaurants all over the city. Thank you. Pat Hukill, 2200 Amherst
St. Palo Alto.

From:
Subject:
Date:

Mr. Nta Ekpo.
ICPC NIGERIA (Anti-Fraud Unit)
Sunday, February 13, 2022 8:33:34 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

ICPC NIGERIA (Anti-Fraud Unit)
Head Office: Plot 802, Constitution Avenue
Zone A9 Central Area
P. M.B 535, Garki Abuja
Phone/Fax: +234-9132146593
Email : icpcoffice211@gmail.com
We Fight Against Fraud, Funds Delay and Impersonation....
Attention Beneficiary
This letter will definitely be amazing to you because of it’s a realistic value.
Sorry for the inconveniences that was rendered to you in your line of
inheritance Payment transaction with some impersonators some while
ago. I know that this letter will hit you by surprise, but firstly I
will like to introduce myself; I am (Mr. Nta Ekpo) the Legal chairman
of "ICPC", (Nigeria's Anti-Fraud Unit).
On the 1st of October 2000, the President of The Federal Republic of
Nigeria (Chief Olusegun Obasanjo) introduced a Commission named the
"ICPC", (Nigeria's Anti-Fraud Unit) which is duly registered under the
United Nations (U.N.O), This particular Commission was initiated to
detect fraud/funds delay/impersonation of Government Officials.
Secondly,we were mandated by the US Government and the FBI to settle
foreign debts/fraud victims/UN-paid beneficiaries in other to maintain
peace in the world at large and also to create a good relationship
with the international bodies. Presently, we are being paid by the
American government in other to avert beneficiary funds delays/fraud
here in Nigeria.So far, we have settled (Mrs. Mary Mason,
Mr. Greg Mendez etc).
You are being contacted by this office today dated because your Case
File (A) is on our Settlement Files priority. From our intelligent
investigations and Probing processes we discovered that you have been
denied your claim. The "ICPC", is faithfully under my governance as
the Legal Chairman of the great Commission and on this Authority I
took an oath of allegiance to settle all fraud victims peacefully.

This Memorandum is to notify you that you will be settled by the
Nigerian Government from our initial Deposit Account with CBN
on the approval of our legal department.
You will be settled with the actual amount which you lost in your
previous transaction, including your Inheritance Funds.
Your settlement will be actualized within 7working days after your
response to this Official Letter.
For further clarifications/investigation kindly send the below
information to us immediately:
1. Your Full Names.....
2. Your residential address.
3. Mobile and fax number (for regular official contact).....
4. Your inheritance funds value.....
5. Amount, which you have lost previously....
6. Scan copy of your International Passport/Drivers License...
This above-mentioned information will officially enable us to carry
out our verification processes and after that your compensation
sum/Inheritance Funds will be Electronically wired into your
designated Bank account,or any of your choice of receiving your
payment.
Your immediate compliance to this office will expedite action,
Call me immediately +234-9132146593
We await your urgent response and for more clarifications.
Officially Closed by,
Yours faithfully,
Mr. Nta Ekpo.
Chairman ICPC Nigeria
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Mrs. Sarah Mboullise
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________________________________
-Good Morning from here.
Excuse me for the inconveniences. I know my letter will definitely
come to you as a huge surprise, but I implore you to take the time to
go through it carefully. I am Mrs.Sarah Mboullise. from United States
of America. I'm 63 years old. I'm a widow suffering from long time
Illness cancer. Recently, my doctor told me that I would not last for
the next 3 months due to my cancer problem. I have some funds I
inherited from my late husband, the sum of US$ 9, 600, 000.00 [Nine
million, five hundred
thousand US dollars] and I needed a very honest person who can use
the funds for charity works to help the orphans, Widows and needy. I
took this decision because I don't have any child that will inherit
this money, I chose you after honest prayers to God to bring me a
helper and I decided to contact you if you may be willing and
interested to handle these trust funds in good faith before anything
happens to me.
I am desperately in need of assistance and I have summoned up the
courage to contact you for this task, you must not fail me and the
millions of the poor people in our world today. This is no stolen
money and there are no dangers involved. It is 100% risk free with
full legal proof. So please if you would be able to use the funds for
the charity works please kindly contact me immediately for further
details.
God bless you as i wait your response
Best Regards
Mrs. Sarah Mboullise.
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Law and Finance and GDP of USA
12 Feb 09:29 PM
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4- if you spending $3.3 million in R&D expenditure in California in 4 years
then you will get $62,000 annually from California state government for 4
years and USA federal government will give you $90,000 for 4 years
m......Read More

Total R&D expenditure by state
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-Dear Sir,
I am Mr. Andrew N.K, I worked for a Bank but i have since
stopped due to this project. I wish to place your name as the
beneficiary to Eighty Eight Million Five Hundred Thousand Dollars
($88,500,000) due to the death of the depositor who died without any
heirs.I assure you that this transaction will be executed in a manner
that will protect you from any breach of the law both in your country
and here.
I am requesting your collaboration with me, the money will be released
to you in any country of your choosing. I urgently require the
following information for my attorney to start processing vital legal
documents:
1)Name:
2)Address:
3)Tel:
4)Age:
5)Sex:
6)Occupation Status:
Please note that my share of this fund will be sixty (60) percent and
I intend that you invest it in your country real estate on my behalf.
You may keep the remaining forty (40) percent for yourself. I want
you to know this transaction will be directed by me through the help
of my lawyer; it will   help us secure all vital documents that will
support your nomination as the Next of Kin, As the true beneficiary
to the said fund, money will be released in your favor. What I
require from you now is complete trust and honesty.
Awaiting your quick response,
Mr. Andrew N.K
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Herb Borock
P. O. Box 632
Palo Alto, CA 94302
February 12, 2022
Palo Alto City Council
250 Hamilton Avenue
Palo Alto, CA 94301
FEBRUARY 14, 2022 CITY COUNCIL MEETING, AGENDA ITEM #5
AMENDMENT TO CONTRACT #18171057 WITH AECOM
Dear City Council:
I continue to believe that AECOM has a potential conflict of interest due to its receipt of
funds from both the Peninsula Corridor Joint Powers Board and the California High Speed Rail
Authority as stated in the April 15, 2018 letter from me to you that appears below.
Thank you for your consideration of these comments.
Sincerely,
Herb Borock
From: herb <herb_borock@hotmail.com>
Sent: Sunday, April 15, 2018 11:28 PM
To: city.council@cityofpaloalto.org <city.council@cityofpaloalto.org>; city.clerk@cityofpaloalto.org <city.clerk@cityofpaloalto.org>
Subject: April 16, 2018, Council Meeting, Item #6: Rail Contract with AECOM

Herb Borock
P. O. Box 632
Palo Alto, CA 94302
April 15, 2018
Palo Alto City Council
250 Hamilton Avenue
Palo Alto, CA 94301
APRIL 16, 2018, CITY COUNCIL MEETING, AGENDA ITEM #6
CONTRACT WITH AECOM IN THE RAILROAD GRADE SEPARATION AND
SAFETY IMPROVEMENTS PROJECT
Dear City Council:
I urge you to remove this item from the Consent Calendar and reject the proposed contract with
AECOM, because AECOM has a potential conflict of interest due to its receipt of funds from
both the Peninsula Corridor Joint Powers Board and the California High Speed Rail Authority.
I notified you at you January 29, 2018, meeting that the previous contractor for this project,
Mott MacDonald also had a conflict of interest in regard to this project.
See my January 29, 2018, letter to you in the February 12, 2018, City Council agenda packet
Public Letters Set 2 of 2 on PDF pages 149-156 at:
https://www.cityofpaloalto.org/civicax/filebank/documents/63291.
On August 3, 2017, the Peninsula Corridor Joint Powers Board awarded a $4 million contract to
AECOM Technical Services, Inc. (AECOM) to provide on-call planning support for grade
separation projects.
See Peninsula Corridor Joint Powers (JPB) Board staff report, “Award of Contract to Provide
On-Call Planning Support for Grade Separation Projects” in the agenda packet for the August 3,
2017, JPB Board meeting on PDF pages 155-159 at:
http://www.caltrain.com/Assets/__Agendas+and+Minutes/JPB/Board+of+Directors/Agendas/2017/201708-03+JPB+Agenda.pdf; and
minutes of the JPB August 3, 2017, JPB Board Meeting at the bottom of Page 6 of 8 and the top
of Page 7 of 8 at:
http://www.caltrain.com/Assets/__Agendas+and+Minutes/JPB/Board+of+Directors/Minutes/2017/201708-03+JPB+approved+minutes.pdf.
Therefore, AECOM has a potential conflict of interest in working for the City of Palo Alto on

the Grade Separation project, because it receives funds from the JPB for "Planning Support for
Grade Separation Project".
The proposed contract with AECOM, including the Scope of Services for the contract, appears in
the 4/16/2018 staff report (ID # 9100) for this agenda item at:
https://www.cityofpaloalto.org/civicax/filebank/documents/64464.
The following information appears in that staff report and scope of services at the pages
indicated below:
Contract page 7, PDF page 12 of 51, under "Section 21. Conflict of Interest, paragraph 21.1":
"In accepting this agreement, CONSULTANT covenants that it presently has no interest, and will
not acquire any interest, direct or indirect, financial or otherwise, which would conflict in
any manner or degree with the performance of Services."
Contract page 11, PDF page 16 of 51, under "Scope of Services Contents": "Task 7. Assist the
City during CAHSR Environmental Analysis Phase".
Contract page 12, PDF page 17 of 51, under "Project Understanding", first paragraph, last
sentence, "City is preparing for increases in passenger rail service due to Caltrain's
Electrification Project and the probable California High-Speed Rail (CAHSR) Project."
Contract page 28, PDF page 33 of 51, under "Task 7. Assist City during CAHSR Environment
Analysis Phase": "At CITY's request, CONSULTANT will attend relevant CAHSR EIR meetings and
ensure that CITY's interests are represented during the environmental analysis process. ...
CONSULTANT will review and summarize relevant information in the EIR documents and [help]
draft comments and [provide] supplemental information to the CHSRA to address CITY's
concerns."
Since November 2008, AECOM has had a $55 million contract with the California High Speed Rail
Authority (CHSRA) for the Altamont Corridor Rail Project as part of the Bay Area to Central
Valley Program EIR/EIS.
In May 2013 CHSRA transferred funding for Altamont Corridor Planning to the San Joaquin
Regional Rail Commission (SJRRC), including the $36.43 million the California Legislature
appropriated to CHSRA for the Altamont Corridor when the Legislature approved SB 1029.
See the staff report prepared for the June 6, 2013, CHSRA Board Meeting, Item #3 to "Transfer
Leadership and Funding for Altamont Corridor to the SJRRC at:
https://www.hsr.ca.gov/docs/brdmeetings/2013/060613/AI_3_Proposal_Amend_MOU.pdf
See "Amended Second Memorandum of Understanding" between the California High Speed Rail
Authority and the San Joaquin Regional Rail Commission at:
http://www.hsr.ca.gov/docs/brdmeetings/2013/060613/AI_3_Attachment_MOU_SJRRC.pdf, on PDF page
5 of 6, under "12. Funding.: The California State Legislature appropriated funds specifically
for environmental and design work in the Altamont corridor as part of SB 1029 (Chapter 152,
Statutes 2012) in the amount of $36.43 million. The Authority plans to apply these funds to
the planning and environmental work within the Region in cooperation with SJRRC ..."
Monthly reports of the spending on the CHSRA contract with AECOM funded by CHSRA and currently
administered by SJRRC are provided to the CHSRA Finance & Audit Committee.
These reports enable the calculation of the contract amount spent during any time period by
comparing the contract balance between two of these monthly reports.
During the most recent twelve months, it is possible to calculate the amount spent for the ten
months of May 2017 through February 2018 inclusive.
For that ten month period over $7 million of the $55 million contract with AECOM was expended:
     Balance as of April 30, 2017:      $37,222,747
     Balance as of February 28, 2018:   $30,201,568
                                        ----------     Total Expenditure:                 $ 7,021,179
CHSRA June 2017 Contracts & Expenditures Report as of April 30, 2018:
http://www.hsr.ca.gov/docs/brdmeetings/2017/brdmtg_061417_FA_Contracts_Expenditures_Report.pdf,
Page 1 of 19.
CHSRA April 2018 Contracts & Expenditures Report as of February 28, 2018:
http://www.hsr.ca.gov/docs/brdmeetings/2018/brdmtg_041718_FA_Contracts_Expenditures_Report.pdf,
Page 1 of 18.
AECOM has a potential conflict of interest in working for the City of Palo Alto, because it
receives funds from CHSRA that are laundered through SJRRC.
AECOM should not be working for the City of Palo Alto on rail issues related to Caltrain and
related to CHSRA, because AECOM receives funding from both of these organizations.
Therefore, you should remove this item from your Consent Calendar and reject the proposed
contract.
Thank you for your consideration of these comments.
Sincerely,
Herb Borock
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Council, City; Clerk, City
February 14, 2022 Council Meeting, Item #9: Animal Shelter and Pets In Need
Saturday, February 12, 2022 5:37:24 PM
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Herb Borock
P. O. Box 632
Palo Alto, CA 94302
February 12, 2022
Palo Alto City Council
250 Hamilton Avenue
Palo Alto, CA 94301
FEBRUARY 14, 2022 CITY COUNCIL MEETING, AGENDA ITEM #9
CITY'S ANIMAL SHELTER AND PETS IN NEED
Dear City Council:
I urge you to terminate the City's relationship with Pets in
Need and have City employees hired to provide the City's
required animal services function.
The staff report for this agenda item at Packet Page 248 in the
first paragraph under "Background" shows the City's requirement
to provide animal services.
That is not Pets in Need's purpose.
Pets in Need's Form 990 for the fiscal year ending April 30,
2020 at page 2 says, "Most of the shelter guests are loving
animals that have been rescued from public facilities where
they were in danger of being killed."
Pets in Need does not want a contract with the City of Palo
Alto to provide the animal services the City is required to
provide by law.
Pets in Need wants a contract with the City to obtain a
building paid for by the City to house the animals it
"rescues", and Pets in Need wants to use the City's name to
enable Pets in Need to solicit contributions for its objective
of rescuing animals.
Letters from citizens in prior agenda packets have reported the
failure of Pets in Need to provide the services the City is
required to provide by law.
Newspapers have reported the neglect of Pets in Need that
resulted in the death of animals it was "rescuing".
The City has already paid for the capital improvements that a
City operated animal shelter needs.

The budget issue before you is the same issue you have been
presented with by three City Managers: Do you want to spend
money on capital improvements while eliminating City employees,
or do you want to balance expenditures between salaries and
capital improvements so that the workers in the buildings have
the commitment to provide the services that buildings were
constructed to house?
Below is a copy of my September 6, 2016 letter to the Council
on this subject.
Thank you for your consideration of these comments.
Sincerely,
Herb Borock
------------------------------------------------Herb Borock
P. O. Box 632
Palo Alto, CA 94302
September 6, 2016
Palo Alto City Council
250 Hamilton Avenue
Palo Alto, CA 94301
SEPTEMBER 6, 2016, CITY COUNCIL MEETING, AGENDA
ITEM #5
ANIMAL CARE SERVICES AND ANIMAL SHELTER FACILITY
Dear City Council:
I suggest that you structure your direction to
staff based on the adopted Operating Budget's
description of the Animal Services division and
the functions it provides; the Animal Services
annual staff cost including benefits adjusted for
salary adjustments in the most recent collective
bargaining agreement; and the additional proposed
services Pets in Need would like to provide at its
proposed facility.
The adopted budget for Animal Services includes
four Animal Control Officers and four other
employees.
Pets in Need proposes that the City retain the
four Animal Control Officers while Pets in
Need would have eleven other employees.
What would the additional seven employees be doing

that is not being done now?
The budget description for Animal Services says
the division "Provides animal control, pet
recovery/adoption services, animal care, animal
health and welfare, and regional animal services",
where the term "regional animal services"
currently includes only Los Altos and Los Altos
Hills.
Although Pets in Need's proposal would receive
revenue from the City for each animal collected
within the Palo Alto Animal Services service area,
Pets in Need accepts rescues from other northern
California cities.
To what extent does the staffing and facility size
depend upon Pets in Need being an open
access shelter for other northern California
cities to achieve its goal of validating the nokill movement?
If, as the staff report states in the first full
paragraph on Packet Page 372, "adjustments may be
required to service levels based on the negotiated
fee structure and facility's capacity", how would
the need for such adjustments depend upon the
extent to which the facility accepts rescues from
other northern California? Should animals from
the Animal Shelter's current service area have
preference at the shelter over animals from other
communities?
Who would be responsible for licensing animals,
vaccinating animals, and ensuring that the
appropriate City fees are paid on a timely basis
and received by the appropriate part of the City
organization?
Thank you for your consideration of these
comments.
Sincerely,
Herb Borock
Reply
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---------- Forwarded message --------From: Allan Seid <allanseid734@gmail.com>
Date: Sat, Feb 12, 2022 at 5:34 PM
Subject: Bay Area Japanese internment memorial opens at BART station where "assembly
center" stood
To: Allan Seid <allanseid734@gmail.com>

https://www.mercurynews.com/2022/02/11/peninsula-celebrates-groundbreakingof-new-japanese-american-internment-memorial-at-san-bruno-bart-station/?
utm_email=5471747C047CF4F134FEE503FE&utm_source=Bloom&utm_mediu
m=Newsletter&utm_campaign=News%2520Nearby&blm_source=Bloom&blm_
medium=Newsletter&blm_campaign=News%2520Nearby

Bay Area Japanese internment
memorial opens at BART station
where “assembly center” stood
The new memorial will honor the Japanese
people who were imprisoned at Tanforan
Racetrack during World War II
Aldo Toledo February 12, 2022 at 4:16 p.m.

SAN BRUNO, CA – FEBRUARY 11: Tanforan Assembly Center
Memorial Committee president Doug Yamamoto, right, speaks
during a groundbreaking ceremony for a memorial plaza outside the

San Bruno BART station in San Bruno, Calif., on Friday, Feb. 11,
2022. The memorial plaza will include a bronze statue to honor
residents of Japanese ancestry who were unjustly imprisoned at
Tanforan during World War II. (Ray Chavez/Bay Area News Group)
SAN BRUNO — Dozens of people crowded inside the San Bruno
BART station Friday morning to celebrate the groundbreaking of a
new memorial for Japanese-Americans who were imprisoned at the
Tanforan Racetrack during World War II, permanently cementing
the infamous history of internment into the city’s memory.
The memorial will feature a bronze-cast statue depicting the famous
Dorothea Lange picture of two children of the Mochida family who,
with their parents, are awaiting an evacuation bus at Centerville
California, a reminder for all who walk past it that 8,000 Bay Area
residents of Japanese ancestry were forcefully and unjustly detained
and processed at the Tanforan “Assembly Center” for internment in
Utah.

SAN BRUNO, CA – FEBRUARY 11: Tanforan Assembly Center
Memorial Committee member and photojournalist Paul Kitagaki Jr.,
center, and other members, pose for photos during a groundbreaking
ceremony for a memorial plaza outside the San Bruno BART station
in San Bruno, Calif., on Friday, Feb. 11, 2022. The memorial plaza
will include a bronze statue to honor residents of Japanese ancestry
who were unjustly imprisoned at Tanforan during World War II.
Also, a permanent photo project by Kitagaki Jr. is displayed inside
the BART station. (Ray Chavez/Bay Area News Group)
It took nearly a decade to get all the funding and planning together to
build the statue, an endeavor which was taken on by the Tanforan
Assembly Center Memorial Committee led by President Doug

Yamamoto starting in 2012. But for the many Japanese-American
victims of human rights abuses by the US government, the memorial
is really 80 years in the making.
“The committee has been waiting I don’t know how many years,”
said committee member Steve Okamoto. “We’ve faced years of
frustration, obstacles and delays. So this is a truly special occasion.”
Between April and October 1942, the former Tanforan Racetrack —
now home to the soon to be redeveloped Tanforan Shopping Center
— was the site of an internment camp where thousands of Japanese
Americans were detained and processed for forced relocation and
internment in places like the Topaz War Relocation Center in Utah.
The relocation center would be home to people like Jean Mitoma, a
100-year-old Palo Alto woman who spoke with The Mercury News
before her death and who described the grueling, humiliating,
dehumanizing and traumatic events of her forced internment.
For families like Mitoma’s — and many of the other Japanese
Americans who attended Friday’s groundbreaking — the forced
relocation meant giving up homes, furniture, family heirlooms, pets
and history without knowing whether any of it would be returned.
Many times, families returned in the post-war period to vandalized
valuables they’d stored in warehouses or downright nothing at all,
forcing many to start over from scratch.
In a speech to the crowd Friday, Congresswoman Jackie Speier said
the memorial should serve as a reminder for all people that prejudice
is real, its consequences are severe and that something like this
should never happen again.
“People were stripped of their liberty and property at a time when
bigotry prevailed and the constitution was scrapped and Americans

lost their way,” Speier said. “This memorial should remind us how
important it is for all of us to enjoy the freedoms of this country.
Something like this should never happen again.”
Speier — who is retiring this year — compared the internment of
Japanese Americans to the cruel treatment of Mexican immigrants at
the border which she witnessed while on a congressional trip to
Department of Homeland Security camps where asylum-seekers
were kept in deplorable, freezing conditions.
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Moriki Mochida family. The Mochida family was one of the 161
families taken by bus from Hayward, CA, to the Tanforan Detention
Center. The Mochida children ages 3 to 17 were U.S.-born citizens.
Military-issued identification tags labeled both family members and

luggage.
“I looked into a cell filled with children and looked at a little girl
who was bawling,” Speier said. “People were imprisoned here in a
race track, in stables. Many of our friends and colleagues are
descendants of people who were interned here. This memorial should
serve as a daily reminder we will not tolerate this in America.”
The new memorial is the first installation of its size dedicated to
internment victims. The committee who organized it began their
work ten years ago with the installation of a photography exhibit
featuring the work of Lange and Paul Kitagaki, Jr.
Located inside the San Bruno BART Station, once the site of the
detention center, the exhibit showcases Lange’s historical photos of
the mass incarceration of Japanese Americans on the West Coast
alongside Kitagaki’s contemporary images that include some of
Lange’s original subjects from 1942.
Standing beside two pictures of her mother at the BART station on
Friday — one of her as a young child at Tanforan and another
depicting her at an old age — former South San Francisco mayor
Karyl Matsumoto remembered her time at Manzanar, one of the ten
American concentration camps where the more than 120,000
Japanese Americans were incarcerated from March 1942 to
November 1945.
Like about 100 other children at Manzanar, Matsumoto was
orphaned and adopted by Lillian and Harry Matsumoto after the
war’s end. She said internment “broke” her adoptive father, and
many of her other family members also suffered from the posttraumatic stress of internment.
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Japanese Americans arrive at the Tanforan Assembly Center in 1942.
Shizu “Sugar” Mitsuyoshi is in the center with the white coat.
“I was imprisoned at Manzanar, but my grandparents, aunts and
uncles, were here at Tanforan,” Matsumoto said. “I’ve been in this
committee since the get-go and it’s been a hard sell from the
beginning. It was little notice and BART finally in their infinite
wisdom came and gave us the green light. It means so much.”
Matsumoto, painting a picture of her family’s struggles during the
40s, said that it’s unimaginable to sit at home with less than a month
to pack all your things or sell them for pennies on the dollar without
knowing where you’re going or whether you’d ever return to your
home.

“To come here and see that you’d be kept in horse stables, it was just
heartbreaking,” Matsumoto said.
With Asian hate crimes increasing across the country and
particularly in the Bay Area, Matsumoto said she hopes that people
will learn from the past and keep atrocities from being committed
again towards minority groups.
“Thirty years ago people didn’t know about this or didn’t want to
hear it. It’s unconscionable,” Matsumoto said. “History tends to
repeat itself but I hope it won’t.”

SAN BRUNO, CA – FEBRUARY 11: Karyl Matsumoto looks at a

photo of her mother Lilian Matsumoto as part of a permanent photo
exhibit by photographer Paul Kitagaki at the San Bruno BART
station in San Bruno, Calif., on Friday, Feb. 11, 2022. The Tanforan
Assembly Center Memorial Committee held a groundbreaking
ceremony for the construction of a memorial plaza which includes a
bronze statue to honor residents of Japanese ancestry who were
unjustly imprisoned at Tanforan during World War II. (Ray
Chavez/Bay Area News Group)
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Palo Alto Free Press
Rebecca Eisenberg
Zalac, John; Council, City; patti@safekids.com; Anna Griffin; Vara Ramakrishnan; Rebecca Eisenberg; alisa
mallari tu; Cormack, Alison; Gennady Sheyner; Bill Johnson; Jari Brenner; Steven D. Lee; Tannock, Julie; Perron,
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Diaz; Shikada, Ed; Tony Dixon; Dave Price
Re: Hate speech at city council meeting
Saturday, February 12, 2022 3:23:57 PM
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Rebecca,
So sorry to hear about your unpleasant experience, I recall city council member Larry Klein
calling me a “despicable person” publicly from the darius at Monday night’s city Council
meeting.
As unpleasant as it was, it was within his First Amendment right.
There is a difference when the person’s speech warrants the microphone being silenced.
Apparently this was not the case with you and the vulgar speech directed at you continued.
Suggesting that some city council members enjoy such despicable language and pubic
bereavement. Perhaps it’s their way of getting back at you for not taking immediate action in
turning off the microphone.
There is a published policy somewhere on city council chamber decorum which states that any
person who disrupts the meeting can be charged with a misdemeanor, although I believe such
event has never occurred.
Aram James, although not charged with a misdemeanor Palo Alto Police officers were in fact
called into city council chambers by city council member Jack Morton. The police were
armed with there weapons and ready to arrest him.
What could be more frightening and intimidating?
This may be an example of where city council should investigate further who this person is
and charge this person if it warrants, a misdemeanor for being in violation of city council
chambers decorum.   
Although such a charge will in fact not stand up in any court of law with the exception of
slander… My personal opinion in examining hundreds of First Amendment cases. Please keep
in mind, the first amendment was designed not to protect favorable speech, favorable speech
needs no protection.
“I am unable to sleep normally. I experience fear while walking down the
street”.
I understand your fear and its real! I think your should seriously think about

litigating this once the person has been identified. I wish you and your family the
best!
Mark Petersen-Perez
Editor in chief
Palo Alto Free Press
Reporting from Nicaragua

Sent from my iPad
On Feb 12, 2022, at 4:05 PM, Rebecca Eisenberg
<rebecca@privateclientlegal.com> wrote:
I am unable to sleep normally. I experience fear while walking down the street.
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Rebecca Eisenberg
Zalac, John
Council, City; patti@safekids.com; Anna Griffin; Vara Ramakrishnan; Rebecca Eisenberg; alisa mallari tu;
Cormack, Alison; paloaltofreepress@gmail.com; Gennady Sheyner; Bill Johnson; Jari Brenner; Steven D. Lee;
Tannock, Julie; Perron, Zachary; Enberg, Nicholas; Jonsen, Robert; Jay Boyarsky; Sajid Khan; Jeff Rosen; Raj;
Joe Simitian; Roberta Ahlquist; Curtis Smolar; Greer Stone; Tanaka, Greg; chuck jagoda; Jeff Moore; Winter
Dellenbach; cindy.chavez@bos.sccgov.org; Reifschneider, James; michael.gennaco@oirgroup.com; Jethroe
Moore; Human Relations Commission; Binder, Andrew; Cecilia Taylor; mike.wasserman@bos.sccgov.org; MGRMelissa Stevenson Diaz; Shikada, Ed; Tony Dixon; Dave Price
Re: Hate speech at city council meeting
Saturday, February 12, 2022 2:05:59 PM

Some people who received this message don't often get email from
rebecca@privateclientlegal.com. Learn why this is important

Dear Officer Zalac,
Rebecca Eisenberg City Council Meeting.mov

As you know, on Monday night, I was directly verbally assaulted by an anonymous
caller to whom Palo Alto City Council gave the mic (in breach of protocol), and I
still have heard nothing from anyone at the City in their public (and in all cases but
one - Commissioner Kou) private capacity. (I do not think that the Mayor's
incredibly lovely wife's wonderful call makes up for the fact that the Mayor himself
has said nothing.)
As a reminder, the caller, who called himself only "Council Member" was
empowered to speak long enough to complain that there are "too many F-ing Nword-s in Palo Alto," followed by "F- You Rebecca Eisenberg. Rebecca Eisenberg is a
F-ing B-tch" before finally being disconnected. As I mentioned, I have a history of
receiving rape threats, first when I worked as a syndicated newspaper columnist 20
years ago, and then starting again when I ran for office 2 years ago. For anyone who
has a history of attempted sexual assault, has been a victim of stalking, and has
received rape threats, even recently, the act of being publicly told "F You" and that
you (using your name) are a "F'-ing Bitch" can be a frightening matter. Words of
comfort, or at least, disagreement are generally expected in that situation.
(The video is attached, and is still available, last I looked,
at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hK6lESpXH2s , starting at approx 6:15.)
More troubling, I heard directly from a Commissioner that this Commissioner was
instructed by City Staff not to reach out to me or say anything at a public
meeting. Who are the "City Staff" that are instructing city leaders not to mention
the horrible remarks directed at me? Doesn't such an instruction conflict with
common courtesy and human decency? Shouldn't the City leadership take a vocal
stand that they disagree with the words of the caller, that the caller's statements
were intolerable, and that the caller's words do not reflect the opinions of the
city?  
Were any actions taken in response to this call? Has the City or PAPD looked into
the identity of the caller? As we discussed, I rarely file police reports, but was
encouraged to do so this time, given the lack of response by the City. I hoped that
filing a report would lead to action, and was very disappointed to hear that the City
Staff actually is instructing inaction instead.

This lack of response is particularly alienating, isolating, humiliating, and silencing
due to the fact that the Palo Alto Weekly / Palo Alto Online website has silenced
me, singling me (and now my husband Curtis Smolar) out for direct censorship,
making it impossible for us to post on any of their online forums in real time.
Despite the fact that Bill Johnson has stated in writing that neither Curtis nor I
violated any of their posting rules, our posts are put into automatic "moderation"
that results in delays between 4 and 14 hours prior to posting -- and when posted,
there are no changes, proving the imposed "moderation" unnecessary. Bill Johnson's
intentional treatment, coupled with the silence following the direct attack on me
Monday night, has made me feel unwelcome and unsafe. I literally have no means
to be heard if something larger occurs. All normal channels of speaking to the
public have been closed to me. Should I speak again, I risk the same response.
The City's silence has compounded the harm. I am unable to sleep normally. I
experience fear while walking down the street. I have been unable to have courage
to speak publicly since this happened, first at the City Council Policy meeting the
following night, and then at the Human Relations meeting this morning. To the
extent that this caller intended to silence me, his words coupled with the City
Council and City Staff's implicit agreement with them (and Johnson's censorship),
have succeeded in scaring me out of and banning my public participation.
I thank Council Member Lydia Kou for being the only member of Palo Alto
leadership who attempted to contact me. As most know, Lydia and I disagree on
many policy issues. But what Lydia and I share is a commitment to treating each
other with civility and kindness, and these shared values of human decency and
common courtesy always trump political disagreements and petty differences. She
and I both also recognize the harm that these types of implicit threats cause women
in particular.
Please know that if I were in their situation, not only would I have said something
publicly, immediately, but also that I would have checked in with the victim of
these words by phone. That is the way I was brought up to treat others - even those
with whom I disagree. It is in those situations, in fact, that human decency is most
important. I strongly believe that no human being deserves to be treated the way I
was treated by the caller, and via their silence, by our elected officers and
appointed commissioners.
Thank you in advance for updates on this matter.
Best,
Rebecca Eisenberg
415-235-8078
On Thu, Feb 10, 2022 at 1:12 PM Zalac, John <John.Zalac@cityofpaloalto.org> wrote:
Hi Rebecca,
Thank you for sending this over. I’ll keep in touch with you should I need any additional
information.
Sent from my iPhone
On Feb 8, 2022, at 11:39 PM, Rebecca Eisenberg

<rebecca@privateclientlegal.com> wrote:


You don't often get email from rebecca@privateclientlegal.com. Learn why this
is important

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization.
Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking on links.
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Meeting.mov

Dear Officer Zalac,

Thank you very much for the call this evening. I greatly appreciated
your reaching out, especially because I still have not heard back from
anyone at the City. Last night I had reached out to the City of Palo
Alto by email (below) and by Twitter and neither method resulted in
an email, tweet, direct message, or phone call.  
Re-watching the video, I again heard what I heard the first time, after
references to "too many f'ing n-ers," the caller then says "F you
Rebecca Eisenberg, F you, you are a f-ing b-tch, ..." before he is cut
off.  
It is incomprehensible to me that no one at the city condemned the
caller's words after they finally cut him off. It also surprised me that
they still have not apologized, much less responded to my email.
Clearly they could not have known that I have received rape threats
(often) in the past, so they would not know that I would be sensitive to
this kind of language. That said, it is common decency to respond
after allowing such a foul person to speak publicly for long enough to
say so many terrible and inappropriate things.  
Although I believe that this is hate speech (or, to be clear,
experienced it as such), I'm not concerned with having anyone arrested
for a crime. Rather, I simply sought a promise that the City will take
efforts to ensure that this does not happen again. (An apology would
have been nice too.)
A friend of mine did receive a response from a city council member,
who "explained" that the Council could not respond to the call because
it would be "out of turn." That is untrue. First, Mayor Burt *did* speak
out of turn by directly responding to a remark I made, which is
theoretically against those same rules. Second, it would not be out of
turn to remind the public that this kind of language is unacceptable
and not tolerated at meetings. Calling attention to a breach of a rule
is NOT speaking out of turn -- it is explicitly required in this kind of
situation. And, again, saying something to me would have been
common human decency. I can promise that had I been in their
situation, I would have said something.
The email I sent last night is below.

The video including the anonymous caller is still on the Internet for all
to see and hear, and can be located here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hK6lESpXH2s

The caller is at approximately 6:15 (on the video when looking at how much time has
passed) and he speaks for approx 15-20 seconds.
I don't know why they didn't vet the caller before letting him speak. Mayor Burt called
attention to the fact that using the name "Council Member" looked suspicious right
before I spoke, at 6:12:40.  
I attached a file of just the caller, and hopefully you can see the entire context at the
link above. To me the worst part was hearing Mayor Burt go out of his way to "correct"
me on something I said that he disagreed with, but didn't correct the caller who called
me a f-ing b-ch. I will assume he didn't hear the caller .... but didn't see my email? Or
hear from anyone else?
Thank you again, sincerely, for taking the time to listen, and demonstrating true
concern. I cannot tell you how grateful I am for that.
Best regards,
Rebecca Eisenberg
415-235-8078

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Rebecca Eisenberg <rebecca@privateclientlegal.com>
Date: Mon, Feb 7, 2022 at 11:44 PM
Subject: Hate speech at city council meeting
To: City Council <city.council@cityofpaloalto.org>, <hrc@cityofpaloalto.org>,
<CityMgr@cityofpaloalto.org>, Stump, Molly
<molly.stump@cityofpaloalto.org>
Dear City Council:
Is the City of Palo Alto going to respond to the hate speech levied by
the final public speaker at tonight's meeting? This belligerent, hostile,
aggressive speaker demonstrated clear bias against black people, using
the N- word more than once (including putting F-ing in front of it), and
also said F-You to me directly, stating my name in full. You allowed
this man to speak long enough to make these statements heard before
finally cutting him off.
What is your system for responding to this kind of intolerable behavior?
Is pretending it did not happen - which is what you did - your official
policy? As you know, hate speech and profanity -- especially profanity
used in a hostile personal attack (I am not a public figure) -- is not
protected by the First Amendment and is in violation of local and state
law.
Will PAPD Police Chief Jonsen be investigating the caller? Additionally,
given my criticism of his job performance (which is my legal right, and
I used 100% acceptable language) can Mr. Jonsen guarantee that the
caller was not one of the 59 (white) members of his own police force

(or himself personally)? And can he or John Schenk guarantee that the
caller was associated with John Schenk and/or Thoits, whom I also
criticized?
(To clarify my comment about John Schenk that he does not
enjoy/suffer "community member" standing pursuant to the Brown Act,
I stand by that remark on the grounds that (1) The City of Palo Alto
enabled Schenk to actively conceal his role as a landlord (rather than
as a small business owner); and (2) The COPA gave Schenk more power
to speak than actual "community members." It is your behavior -treating him differently than the community -- that changed his status,
including your giving him panelist/speaker status and enabling him to
misrepresent his role. While Molly Stump can and will disagree, that
does not mean that she or you will win a lawsuit on this matter. (As a
reminder, Stump loses most lawsuits, which likely is why she fears
them so much.)
In conclusion, what will be the City's response to tonight's outbreak of
racist and misogyny? Or will it not respond at all?
Sincerely,
Rebecca Eisenberg
Rebecca Eisenberg, Esq.
Principal & Founder
Private Client Legal Services
www.linkedin.com/in/eisenberg
rebecca@privateclientlegal.com
415-235-8078

PLEASE NOTE: The information in this e-mail message is confidential. It may also
be attorney-client privileged and/or protected from disclosure
as attorney work product. If you have received this e-mail message in error or are not
the intended recipient, you are not authorized to use, copy, or disclose to anyone this
message or any information contained in it. Please notify the sender by reply e-mail
and delete the message. Thank you.

From:
Subject:
Date:

Mr Seyba
Good day
Saturday, February 12, 2022 9:43:53 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________
-Dear Good Friend
My Name Is Mr. Seyba. I have a business proposal
for you that involve $5.5 Million Dollars No risk
involved. Contact me for more details
It’s 100% risk free.
Please reply me here email address:
godk52512t@gmail.com
Regards,
Mr.Seyba.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Neilson Buchanan
Council, City
BART Ridership Recovery
Saturday, February 12, 2022 8:25:26 AM
BART Ridership Recovery SJ Merc Feb 12 2022.pdf

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Dear Finance Committee,
It would be helpful to know how Caltrain anticipates its ridership recovery [before city
budgets are finalized in June].
BART forecast is attached.
Neilson Buchanan
155 Bryant Street
Palo Alto, CA 94301
650 329-0484
650 537-9611 cell
cnsbuchanan@yahoo.com

2/12/22, 8:11 AM

BART long-term ridership and deficit worsened by omicron
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Omicron worsened BART ridership recovery, fiscal woes
- and taxpayers may be asked to pay for it
New report forecasts 30% of pre-COVID riders won't come back

MILPITAS, CA- February 02: A passenger waits to board a BART train at the Milpitas BART Station on Wednesday, Feb. 2, 2022, in Milpitas,
Calif. (Dai Sugano/Bay Area News Group)

https://www.mercurynews.com/2022/02/08/omicron-worsened-bart-ridership-recovery-fiscal-woes-and-taxpayers-may-be-asked-to-pay-for-it/?utm_em ...
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With a drastic loss in riders, the agency will need nearly $1 billion to keep the trains running through 2032 and BART may turn to Bay Area
taxpayers to foot the bill.
Over the next 10 years, the transit operator expects an enduring downturn of nearly a third of passenger trips, according to projections
which will be presented at a BART board meeting on Thursday. This is up from a long-term loss of 20% of riders that the embattled
agency was already projecting due to a pandemic that continues to upended public transit across the Bay Area.
The ridership loss is so severe that in its most likely scenario BART expects ridership to remain below the 400,000 daily trips the system
sustained prior to the pandemic for the next decade.
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BART's board of directors will be presented with a ridership outlook over the next decade showing the agency's most likely "base case" scenario for
ridership to stabilize at 70% in 2026. (Provided by Bay Area Rapid Transit)
Laura Tolkoff, a transportation policy director for the urban planning think tank SPUR, said the new projections show the pandemic's
continuing impact on public transportation as offices remain nearly empty in San Francisco and many people avoid transit out of health
concerns. She said the latest highly contagious variant that spreads even among vaccinated people "has definitely led to lower ridership
assumptions."
Nearly two years after the start of coronavirus lockdowns, public transit across the Bay Area is still struggling to claw back ridership even
as bridge traffic congestion approaches pre-pandemic levels. BART trains, which were once packed with daily commuters, carry less than
30% of pre-pandemic passenger trips - a recovery rate far behind BART's peers in New York, Chicago, and Atlanta.
With the loss in passenger fare revenue, BART is projecting an up to $2.2 billion cumulative deficit over the next decade. The agency has
an expected 28-month runway before it burns through $600 million in remaining federal relief money that is currently keeping the trains
running.
Rebecca Saltzman, the BART board president, said it's hard to predict BART's financial future past a couple of years, but the new outlook
means the board needs to "plan for the worst scenario."
"Ultimately we're gonna have hundreds of thousands of people depending on BART every day- it's still going to be important to put out a
robust service, even if it's fewer than we thought," she said.
Now the agency is looking for some combination of regional tax hikes, state-level funds, and federal dollars to keep the trains running. On
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[fl The Trust Project
Stay up to date on the latest Coronavirus coverage in your area.

Sign up for the Coronavirus Update newsletter
Enter your email

SIGN UP
By signing up, you agree to our privar}' polir}' and terms of service.

Tags:

BART, Coronavirus, Editors' Picks, PM Report, Regional, Taxes, Transit, Transportation

Eliyahu Kamisher
Eliyahu Kamisher is the transportation reporter for The Mercury News. He got his start in journalism covering the Israeli
police and then as a foreign correspondent for the German Press Agency. Before joining The Mercury News, Eliyahu
worked as a freelancer with stories across California. He is a graduate of UC Santa Barbara.
ekamisher@bayareanewsgroup.com

'# Follow Eliyahu Kamisher @eli_kamisher
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Here's How Experts Say You Should Organize Your
Fridge
By Thermador

T,..,_.,
Learn to fully utilize your fridge space with these helpful hacks.

SUBSCRIBE TODAY!
ALL ACCESS DIGITAL OFFER FOR JUST 99 CENTS!
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From:
Subject:
Date:

fbi.details@gmail.com on behalf of Maryam Al Khaled Yassin Sameer
Write a response as fast as you can,
Saturday, February 12, 2022 6:11:22 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________
Dearest,
Good day and how are you doing today. I'm really delighted to
communicate with you and I believe we can achieve everything together
and create something great in nearest future. My name is Ms. Maryam
AlKhaled Yassin Sameer. and I'm a young girl of 24 year old from
Kobani a city in the Aleppo Governorate in Northern Syria and
presently, I'm residing in the Republic of Burkina Faso as a refugee
due to killing of my parents by the ISIS fighters on the year 2015
popularly know as "Kobani Massacre" that was carried out by the
Daesh/ISIS fighters. Please don't be discouraged for hearing this. I
believe deep down inside me that you will never break my heart or let
me down in anyway.
My beloved father(Mr. AlKhaled Yassin Sameer ) was the Mayor of the
city of Kobani and also the Head of Aleppo Investment Authority. The
brutal killing of my father took place one early morning by the
Daesh/ISIS fighters as a result of the ongoing civil war in Syria. I
was in my first year in the University of Aleppo studying Arts and
Humanities before the sad incident and that led to the death of my
beloved father. Darling, I know that it is too early to disclose my
life story to you but please bear with me. My living condition is very
critical, please I need your possible help to reclaim my inheritance
and start a new life. My uncle have sought to kill me so that he will
have full control of my father's estate but I am happy that all his
evil failed.
Meanwhile, I decided to travel abroad in order to secure my future but
the problem is that since I don't have an international passport, I
cannot be allowed to enter any Country freely and legally. However,
the only choice for me was to enter Turkey, because it is not far from
Kobani and many people are crossing to Turkey so I joined them and
crossed over to Turkey. It was in my presence that the Turkish
soldiers gunned down Kader Ortakaya a famous woman activist at the
Turkey and Syria border. A lot happened during this conflict, it was
awful, I only thank God that I'm alive today.
I arrived to Burkina Faso through the help of International Red Cross
and Red Crescent Movement, they were moving people away from the
Turkish border because of the insecurity of the border, so they moved
some people to Canada, some to Germany and Italy and few to Morocco
and Burkina Faso. I decided to come to Burkina Faso, because when my
beloved father was alive, he revealed to me about the sum of $27.5
Million which he deposited in one of the Banks in Burkina Faso with my
name as his next of kin. On my arrival to Ouagadougou, where the Bank
is located, I contacted them to clear the money, but the Branch
operation Manager who confirmed the deposited amount of money told me

that my status as a refugee according to the Laws of Burkina Faso does
not permit me to engage in any Bank transaction. He advised me to
nominate a trustee who will stand on my behalf and carry out the
operation. This has become necessary after I have been denied the
right to own a Bank account or perform other forms of financial
transaction here because I am a political asylum seeker. So, I decided
to get in touch with you so that you will help me with the transfer of
this money into your Bank account for investment in your Country.
After you have received the money in your Bank account, you will send
me some amount of money to process my traveling papers because I want
to relocate to your Country where I will start a new life with you.
And I intend to complete my academic studies in your Country. I accept
to share my life with you and give you all my attention from day one
of the meetings.
Immediately you confirm your interest to help me, then I will give you
more details as to how we shall conclude this transaction. Please do
let me know if you are interested in helping me with the transfer of
the money into your bank account for possible investment in your
Country so that I will send you more details on how you will stand as
my trustee and finalize the transaction with the Bank where my dad
deposited the money. I beg you please to keep this as a top secret
between us for confidential reasons. At the moment I am living in the
Mission House. Life in this place is very unbearable because we are
not allowed to go out and we are monitored by the Church security
guard. Please help me because I want to leave this place quickly to
live my normal with you. Reply me on my email address
(maryam.alkhaled189@gmail.com)
I look forward to hearing from you soon.
Yours truly
Ms.Maryam AlKhaled Yassin Sameer.
(maryam.alkhaled189@gmail.com)

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

George Washington Jr.
Council, City
Donot call coat lifter as coat lifter
Saturday, February 12, 2022 2:01:22 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of
opening attachments and clicking on links.

Donot call coat lifter as coat lifter
11 Feb 07:56 PM
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5-Per capita GDP for following in USA as per 2020 as we see that North East
has good amount of health insurance coverage but GDP from following are
kind of coming similar in all regions of USA so we need to improve as
wh......Read More
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From:
Subject:
Date:

Paul Omene
With Regards,
Friday, February 11, 2022 11:07:39 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

--

Attn,
I anticipate that you read this mail quickly and let me know your opinion or willingness
on this classified information that I will release to you.  
Firstly, I am Mr.Paul Omene,the regional manager of the Diamond Bank of Nigeria. I
am writing to solicit your assistance in the transfer of Ten million seven hundred fifty
thousand Dollars ($10,750.000.00) This fund is the excess of what my branch in which
I am the manager made as profit during the last three years.
I have already submitted an approved End of the Year report to my Head Office here
in Lagos and they will never know of this Excess. I have since then, placed this amount
of ($10,750.000.00) On a SUSPENSE ACCOUNT without a beneficiary.
As an officer of the bank, I cannot be directly connected to this money thus I am
impelled to request for your assistance to receive this money into your bank account. I
intend to give 30% of this fund to you while 65% shall be for me while 5% shall be set
to offset any expenses incurred in the course of this transaction.
I do need to stress that there is practically no risk involved in this. It is going to be a
bank-to-bank transfer to your nominated bank account anywhere you feel safer. All I
need from you is to stand as the original depositor of this fund.
If you accept this offer, I will appreciate your timely response.
With Regards,
Mr.Paul Omene.

From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

Aram James
chuck jagoda; Human Relations Commission; Jay Boyarsky; Sajid Khan; Roberta Ahlquist; Joe Simitian; Council,
City; Raj; Greer Stone; Winter Dellenbach; Enberg, Nicholas; Tannock, Julie; Binder, Andrew; Jeff Moore; Jonsen,
Robert; Reifschneider, James; Rebecca Eisenberg; Jeff Rosen; Lewis. james; Perron, Zachary; Enberg, Nicholas;
GRP-City Council; Angie Evans
"American Reckoning": 55 Years After KKK Murder of Mississippi NAACP Lea...
Friday, February 11, 2022 5:54:09 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________
https://youtu.be/9-8U-V8WdS0
Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

herb
Council, City; Clerk, City
February 14 2022 Council Meeting, Item #2: Minutes Approval for January 31, 2022 Meeting
Friday, February 11, 2022 5:38:55 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Herb Borock
P. O. Box 632
Palo Alto ,CA 94302
February 11, 2022
Palo Alto City Council
250 Hamilton Avenue
Palo Alto, CA 94301
FEBRUARY 14, 2022 CITY COUNCIL MEETING, AGENDA ITEM #2
APPROVAL OF MINUTES FOR JANUARY 31, 2022 MEETING
Dear City Council:
The January 31, 2022 Draft Minutes at agenda item #3,
"Relocation Assistance for No-Fault Evictions" shows Council
Member Stone as Abstaining.
The Palo Alto Weekly "City View" published February 4, 2022
shows Council Member Stone as Recused.
If Council Member Stone recused himself from voting due to a
conflict of interest, the minutes should show him as Not
Participating instead of Abstaining, and the minutes should
include, before listing each Council Member's vote, the reason
Council Member Stone stated (with specificity) for not
participating during the agenda item.
Recently, the Minutes item has been shown on Council agendas as
part of the Consent Calendar instead of as a separate Minutes
category on the agenda.
The Consent Calendar contains items that are adopted without
discussion, while a majority vote of the Council is needed to
remove an item from the Consent Calendar, but the Palo Alto
Municipal Code indicates that the Minutes agenda item is the
appropriate place to make corrections to the draft minutes.
Therefore, I urge you to require that the Minutes category of
the agenda be restored and that meeting minutes are no longer
included as part of the Consent Calendar.
Thank you for your consideration of these comments.
Sincerely,
Herb Borock

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Hussein
Council, City
check on our 20% promo on which on product you purchase
Friday, February 11, 2022 4:58:56 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of
opening attachments and clicking on links.

ABOUT US
We are a team of enthusiastic developers and entrepreneurs who decided to
convert their common experience into this web store. We hope you’ll like it as
much as we do and have a great shopping experience here. Our prime goal is to
create a shop in which you can easily find whatever product you need.
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ABOUT US
We are a team of enthusiastic developers and entrepreneurs who decided to
convert their common experience into this web store. We hope you’ll like it as
much as we do and have a great shopping experience here. Our prime goal is to
create a shop in which you can easily find whatever product you need.
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From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

Loran Harding
Loran Harding; antonia.tinoco@hsr.ca.gov; alumnipresident@stanford.edu; David Balakian; beachrides; fred
beyerlein; bballpod; boardmembers; Leodies Buchanan; Cathy Lewis; Chris Field; Council, City; dennisbalakian;
Doug Vagim; Dan Richard; Daniel Zack; esmeralda.soria@fresno.gov; eappel@stanford.edu;
grinellelake@yahoo.com; Gabriel.Ramirez@fresno.gov; George.Rutherford@ucsf.edu; huidentalsanmateo;
hennessy; Irv Weissman; jerry ruopoli; Joel Stiner; kfsndesk; kwalsh@kmaxtv.com;
karkazianjewelers@gmail.com; lalws4@gmail.com; leager; Mark Standriff;
mthibodeaux@electriclaboratories.com; margaret-sasaki@live.com; merazroofinginc@att.net; Mayor; newsdesk;
nick yovino; news@fresnobee.com; david pomaville; russ@topperjewelers.com; Sally Thiessen; Steve Wayte;
tsheehan; terry; VT3126782@gmail.com; vallesR1969@att.net; dallen1212@gmail.com
Fwd: Dr. John Campbell. Deer on Staten Island infected with Covid- from humans
Friday, February 11, 2022 4:02:13 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Loran Harding <loran.harding@stanfordalumni.org>
Date: Fri, Feb 11, 2022 at 2:32 PM
Subject: Fwd: Dr. John Campbell. Deer on Staten Island infected with Covid- from humans
To: Loran Harding <loran.harding@stanfordalumni.org>

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Loran Harding <loran.harding@stanfordalumni.org>
Date: Fri, Feb 11, 2022 at 2:21 PM
Subject: Fwd: Dr. John Campbell. Deer on Staten Island infected with Covid- from humans
To: Loran Harding <loran.harding@stanfordalumni.org>

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Loran Harding <loran.harding@stanfordalumni.org>
Date: Thu, Feb 10, 2022 at 2:40 AM
Subject: Fwd: Dr. John Campbell. Deer on Staten Island infected with Covid- from humans
To: Loran Harding <loran.harding@stanfordalumni.org>

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Loran Harding <loran.harding@stanfordalumni.org>
Date: Thu, Feb 10, 2022 at 2:29 AM
Subject: Dr. John Campbell. Deer on Staten Island infected with Covid- from humans
To: Loran Harding <loran.harding@stanfordalumni.org>
Friday, February 11, 2022

To allHere is Dr. John Campbell in Carlisle, England discussing a report of deer on Staten
Island, New York being infected with the Omicron virus.
They have done the sequencing and the deer have the human Omicron virus. How'd they
get it? Probably people getting close to them and feeding them. The people are infected with
Omicron, are exhaling the virus, and the deer breath it in.
Potential significance? The virus could, could mutate in the deer, become more
pathogenic, and then jump species again and infect humans. They think that a different virus,
the AIDS virus, originated in the green monkey in Africa. It jumped species to humans and
that was the start of the AIDS epidemic. How? Somebody butchered an infected monkey. The
hunter had a cut on his hand or arm. Blood from the monkey got into his blood stream. He was
now infected with the AIDS virus and from him, it spread to millions of humans. I seem to
recall that that initial infection from a green monkey may have taken place in the 50s.
  Omicron spreading between animals - YouTube
LH- Note- After writing the above, I find an article confirming that AIDS originated in
monkeys, not chimps. Chimps eat monkeys and humans eat chimps- bush meat. That last
step, butchering a chimp, is how the virus got into humans, they think. The first time the AIDS
virus was found in a human's blood was in a man in Kensasha, Zaire in 1958. They think that
the virus evolved in Africa the 1920s but the big increase in human populations in the 20th c.
allowed it to take off. Here are good articles about how viruses jump species into humans,
well worth reading:
The exotic animal trade, wet markets in China, we open a Pandora's box when we do all
of that, the second article says:
HIV Originated With Monkeys, Not Chimps, Study Finds (nationalgeographic.com)
Where Did HIV Come From? A Look at the Origins of the Pandemic of Our Time EcoHealth Alliance
In 1987, I was using the Stanford libraries to prepare for the CPA exam. Passed CPA
exam November, 1987. Stanford alumni got an annual library pass to Stanford's 20 libraries
for $100. I saw a notice that an epidemiolgist from Johns Hopkins would discuss his work on
AIDS at an auditorium at Stanford Med Center, and I went. He said that he did research at a
3,000 bed hospital in Kensasha, Zaire just over-flowing with AIDS pts. He talked for nearly 2
hours as I recall and put on a big slide show. He showed big color slides of he genital
infections folks there get, providing a perfect pathway for the AIDS virus. He said "We're up
to 30,000 cases already and predicted that by 1992 the US would have 250,000 AIDS cases. I
noticed when 1992 came around, we had very close to that number of cases. But if that lecture
didn't scare you straight, nothing ever would.
In July,1992 I moved from Hayward, Ca. to Guadalajara, Mexico, driving there in my
fully-loaded 1985 Fiero. Stops for the night were Grass Valley, Ca., Elko, Nev., Rock Springs,
Wyo., Ft. Collins, Colo., Albuquerque, NM, Ozona,Tex., Laredo, Tex., Saltillo, Mex., two
nights in Zacatecas, Mex., and Guadalajara. Quite a hike. It is all desert from Laredo down to

Zacatecas, and then it is all jungle (jungla) from there to Guadalajara. You drive further on US
highways to drive less on Mexican highways. A shorter route would be Hayward to the CalifMexican border and then down through Sinaloa, Mexico, but Sinaloa is famed for violent drug
traffic and people like to avoid it. No disrespect to the people of Sinaloa.
Several States are lifting, modfying mask requirements. California will not require masks
in indoor settings starting next Wednesday, February 15, 2022. I think State officials said that
will be OK PROVIDED the people who do not wear a mask have been fully vaccinated.
Last night KCBS 740 AM SF interviewed a big gun experts in viruses. They said "are you
going to continue to wear a mask in public indoor settings"? He said he sure was! Then
they asked him how confident we can be that those not wearing a mask have been fully
vaccinated. He said not very confident at all !!!!!!!!!
In other words, the new rule is a total joke if people are on the "honor system" That is like
the State saying you can leave your keys in the ignition from now on and nobody in California
will steal your car.
Wallensky was on the network news last night saying it is a little too soon to lift mask and
other protective measures.
This morning, KCBS interviewed the prime minister (?) of Denmark where ALL Covid
restrictions are being lifted. They asked her if everybody should do that now, the US, e.g. She
replied "Of course not!" Most Danes are fully vaccinated and, with their excellent HC system,
far fewer Danes have the horrible, often undiagnosed and untreated co-morbidities that we in
the US, with our fragmented, for-profit HC system, have. The US is not Denmark, so we
cannot follow what they are doing, but a bunch of States seem to be following them. This
morning KCBS interviewed a female virologist (?) or o. big gun expert at USC or UCLA. She
didn't think much of California lifting the mask requirement for public indoor spaces. She said
if you are going to wear a mask, make it a good one, like N95. The second variant of Omicron,
BA.2, is even more transmissble than original Omicron.
L. William Harding
Fresno, Ca.
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Jeff Brown
Council, City; Milton, Lesley; Kang, Danielle; Nguyen, Vinhloc; Ah Yun, Mahealani
Rice, Danille; City Attorney
Renewed Request for Help on Claim (No. C21-0053) Rejection by City Attorney"s Office
Friday, February 11, 2022 3:54:41 PM
FW Requesting Help in Overruling Claim (No. C21-0053) Rejection by City Attorney"s Office.msg
High

Some people who received this message don't often get email from jeffrey.d.brown1@comcast.net. Learn why this is important

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Dear Members of the Palo Alto City Council and City Clerk’s staff;
On this past December 10th I sent an email requesting Council’s help in resolving a dispute between
me and the City Attorney’s Office over a rejected claim for damages. On December 16th that email,
with attachments, was resent to the City Clerk’s Office by Danille Rice of the City Manager’s Office
asking on my behalf when I might expect a response on the matter. It is now over two months since I
sent the original email, and I have yet to hear anything back from anyone at City Hall.
I realize that my original email with all of its attachments – included again here for completeness,
appended to Ms. Rice’s December 16th query – might not have been the best way to broach the
matter and possibly discouraged or delayed Council’s taking it up. So, I will state the essence of it
here.
I believe that:
• The City (via the roots of its street tree) bears responsibility for damage to my property (main
water distribution line) and, therefore, its repair
• Regardless of the above point, the City (by its inexplicable placement of the street tree
immediately adjacent to the water meter for our home, or vice versa) bears responsibility for
the cost of the abovementioned repair being much (thousands of dollars) greater than it
otherwise should or would have been and, therefore, for that incremental cost
Furthermore, I believe that the City Attorney’s Office acted in bad faith regarding investigation of my
claim, issuance of the rejection of said claim, and responding to my request for explanation of that
rejection. I believe this because:
• The explanation is incomplete, wholly insufficient, and it addresses neither of the above
points included in the claim

•

The initial rejection of the August 27, 2021 claim, dated October 26th, contained no
explanation whatsoever. It did, however, issue me a “WARNING” (all-cap bold type and
underline included, centered on the page) that I had “only six (6) months from the date [of]
this notice . . . to file a court action” and that “. . . the City [would] seek to recover all costs of
defense [if] an action is filed . . .”

•

The explanation was only issued, on November 24th, after I requested it on November 1st and
contacted the City Attorney’s Office several times after that to follow up

I was never contacted by the City Attorney’s Office during the course of the “investigation” to
seek clarification of my claim
Finally, I believe this is a matter for the City (specifically the City Council, which represents me and
presides over the City Attorney) and not our beleaguered court system to resolve. I do not dispute
that the regulatory language cited by the City Attorney’s Office in its November 24th explanation
establishes the water line in question as my property as well as my responsibility to maintain it. I do
dispute that the cited language in any way absolves the City, its agencies or property (including
trees) from responsibility for damage it causes to my property. If the City can cite additional
statutory or case law saying it does, I ask that it please do so. Otherwise, it should be willing to
accept that responsibility.
In either case, I do not ask for special treatment. I simply ask not to be mistreated or ignored, which
I’m sad to say I feel has been the case thus far. I hope and trust that I will hear from you soon.
Respectfully,
Jeff Brown
660 Lincoln Ave
Palo Alto, CA 94301
(650) 328-7191

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Tracy-Gmail
Council, City
Keep California Ave as a pedestrian zone!
Friday, February 11, 2022 3:33:24 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Hi,
I'm a resident of Southgate and want you to know that I totally support leaving CA
avenue as a pedestrian mall. It is a delight to use this space on a nearly weekly
basis. The lack of cars changes the entire demeanor of this area, it is slower, more
leisurely to have coffee, etc. This extends PA's reputation as a pedestrian/bike friend
city.
I do want to support merchants as well and that is important. For the
destination merchants, I suspect the closure is not an issue given all the new parking
that is available. For Molly Stones, it may be an issue, but there are many ways to get
to Molly Stones without going down Cal avenue. Most modern maps compensate for
street closures.
Please keep CA ave pedestrian only.
Tracy

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lawrence Garwin
Council, City
Grid Modernization discussed at Wednesday’s UAC Meeting
Friday, February 11, 2022 2:47:52 PM

Some people who received this message don't often get email from lawrencegarwin@yahoo.com.
Learn why this is important

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.



Honorable City Council Members,
I send this to you all, as I’d like you to read what some of your colleagues have seen via the
Utilities Advisory Committee.
Thanks for taking these proposals under consideration.
Lawrence Garwin
Palo Alto
From: Lawrence Garwin <lawrencegarwin@yahoo.com>
Date: February 4, 2022 at 4:46:18 PM PST
To: UACPublicMeetings@cityofpaloalto.org, Dean.Batchelor@cityofpaloalto.org,
uac@cityofpaloalto.org
Subject: Re: Grid Modernization discussed at Wednesday’s UAC Meeting
(Please forward to Alison Cormack and Tomm Marshall, as I was not able to find their email
addresses through the Palo Alto website. Thank you.)
Honorable Utilities Advisory Commission Members, Council Liaison Alison
Cormack, Utilities Director Dean Batchelor, and Assistant Director Tomm Marshall,
I had hoped to share some more comments during Wednesday February 2nd’s Utilities
Advisory Commission meeting, but despite having my virtual Zoom hand up for some time,
the meeting went to break without me being called upon. I was disappointed, as family
responsibilities prevented me from attending the rest of the meeting.
Therefore I take this opportunity to suggest we consider an alternative way to move forward
with Palo Alto’s building and transportation electrification with substantially reduced grid
modernization costs.
Imagine that most people who live in Palo Alto who have electric vehicles (EVs) are able to
plug them in to charge slowly throughout the day, when surplus renewable energy is usually
available on the grid. For many, this would be at work. There, EVs would be plugged into
normal 120 VAC outlets for the most part, but those with longer commutes would plug into
240 VAC outlets or Level 2 chargers. The target would be for the EVs to be driven home with
an 80%+ charge.
These cars are then plugged into residences via bidirectional chargers, with the mostly full

batteries covering the evening loads associated with people returning home that currently tax
the electrical grid and often require gas turbine peaker plants to operate. The EVs, if
needed, charge slowly overnight at whatever is the best time and rate to use the grid’s surplus
renewable energy, with the target of having enough charge by morning for the commute to
work, where the cycle starts once again.
With the evening peak grid loads flattened via bidirectional chargers and EVs, many more of
which we can safely expect in the coming years, especially given that by 2035, all new cars
and passenger trucks sold in California will be required to be zero-emission vehicles, I
believe that Palo Alto’s grid modernization costs to cover building and vehicle
electrification can be substantially reduced by adopting this slow daytime and
bidirectional evening charging of EVs.
If some aspect of this approach is unworkable, I ask that all of the involved parties maintain
open minds and a willingness to brainstorm, develop, and explore solutions radically different
than what have been employed in the past. We have amazing technologies and resources at
our disposal that did not exist a few years ago; if we embrace them, perhaps we can
inexpensively, and with a minimum of unneeded natural resource use, reach our climate goals
and be good stewards for our descendants.
Thank you in advance for your enthusiastic and in-depth consideration of this proposal, and
any others that may come before you, to move us forward to full electrification of our energyrelated needs.
I look forward to your questions and thoughts on this proposal and would be happy to help in
whatever way I can in developing innovative solutions to our climate issues.
(A different, yet related, pre-meeting proposal is reprinted below.)
Lawrence Garwin
Community Center
Palo Alto, California
On Feb 2, 2022, at 12:28 PM, Lawrence Garwin wrote:
Honorable Utilities Advisory Commission Members,
It’s imperative for Palo Alto to implement and incentivize the use of electric vehicle (EV)
bidirectional charging and demand/response load shedding to remove fossil fuels from our
electricity supply.
Whereas traditional utilities might prefer stationary battery storage, because most battery
manufacturing is currently focused on EVs, there are battery raw material constraints, EVs sit
unused 90+% of the time, and some studies show EV batteries plugged in most of the time to
provide grid services actually degrade less than ones charged occasionally on an as-needed
basis, EV based grid storage is the clear choice to decarbonize our electricity supply.
As well, recent developments in electrolyte additives (partially funded by Tesla) have yielded
lithium ion batteries with a 4 to 8 times increase in battery cycle life, depending on

temperature. This promises an EV battery pack useful for a million miles and perhaps a
century, which is well over the 20+ years generally required for investing in grid infrastructure
for storage applications (in this case, bidirectional chargers, communications systems, City
fleet vehicles, and incentives for residents and commuters to plug in their own vehicles).
In 2021 the Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) updated their Combined Charging
System (CCS) Direct Current Fast Charging (DCFC) protocols to allow bidirectional charging.
This was the last piece needed for wide scale adoption of Vehicle to Grid (V2G) and
demand/response EV charging in the US.
The Interstate Renewable Energy Council (IREC) has published
Paving the Way: Vehicle-to-Grid Standards for Electric Vehicles,
https://irecusa.org/resources/paving-the-way-vehicle-to-grid-standards-for-electric-vehicles/
which describes how municipalities, public utilities commissions, and manufacturers now
have all the standards necessary to implement Vehicle to Grid (V2G) and demand/response
EV charging in the US.
I ask that Palo Alto Utilities engage with the Palo Alto city Council and other City
departments to immediately review this document and swiftly implement and
incentivize Vehicle to Grid (V2G) and demand/response EV charging in Palo Alto.
Thank you for giving this issue the priority and immediate attention it deserves.
Lawrence Garwin
Community Center
Palo Alto

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Tran, Joanna
Council, City
Executive Leadership Team; ORG - Clerk"s Office
Council Action Agenda Question for 2/14/22: Item 9
Friday, February 11, 2022 1:22:20 PM
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Dear Mayor and Councilmembers:
On behalf of City Manager Ed Shikada, please view the following links for the staff response to a
question from Councilmember Filseth regarding Monday night’s Council Meeting:
• February 14, 2022 Amended Agenda
• Staff response to Action Item 9
Thank you,
Joanna

Joanna Tran
Executive Assistant to the City Manager
Office of the City Manager
(650) 329-2105 | joanna.tran@cityofpaloalto.org
www.cityofpaloalto.org
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From:
Subject:
Date:

INFO REFERENCE
Your Purchase status
Friday, February 11, 2022 12:51:38 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Your Purchase is confirmed. Thanks for using PayPal.
You authorised a payment of $ 550.0 USD for a purchase on Ebay.com
If you haven’t made this purchase, Contact PayPal immediately at +1-800-291-8192 to report
and block this transaction.
Transaction ID     -      69BS213125
Transaction Date -    02–11-2022
Product Description    :-         
Item                      :             HP Helpdesk 5155E   Colour Printer
Order ID               :            # 9912451
Quantity               :                   1
Unit Price             :              $ 550.00 USD
Subtotal                :              $ 550.00 USD
           
Charge will appear on your credit card statement as "PAYPAL * Payment sent to
(shawnon_1961@gmail.com)
Issues with this transaction?
You have 7 days from to report this transaction.
PayPal USA: +1-800-291-8192
Unsubscribe from all mails by clicking below.
List Unsubscribe
                                                       
                                                    Help & Contact | Security | Apps

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Chris Robell
Council, City
Andrew Robell
QUARTZ: San Francisco is the latest city to consider tackling its housing crisis by taxing empty homes
Friday, February 11, 2022 12:39:55 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

I believe PACC has housing and community (sense of belonging) as two of the four priorities.
Here is an action that would help with both of these goals:
San Francisco is the latest city to consider tackling its housing crisis by taxing empty
homes
San Francisco could soon become the latest city to tell property owners to put vacant housing
on the market or pay up. On Feb. 8, city supervisor Dean Preston and supporters submitted a
proposal for voters to decide this November whether the city should create a new vacancy tax,
a measure now being adopted around...
Read in Quartz: https://apple.news/ABnugxP4yTl2dF6ulplSJhw
Shared from Apple Stocks

Sent from my iPhone

From:
Subject:
Date:

(IMF) SCAM VICTIMS
Dear email owner,
Friday, February 11, 2022 10:37:56 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________
Dear email owner,
The International Monetary Fund (IMF) compensates all victims of fraud
and your email address was found on the list of victims of fraud. This
Western Union office has been hired by the IMF to transfer your
compensation to you via Western Union Money Transfer.
However, we have decided to make your own payment through Western
Union Money Transfer, $5,000 per day until the total of $500,000.00,
has been transferred to you in full.
We may not be able to send the payment with your email address alone,
so we need your information on where we will send the money to
you,such as:
Name of the addressee________________
Address________________
Country__________________
Telephone number________________
Attached copy of your ID_____________
Age ________________________
We will start the transfer once we have received your information:
Contact email (wwesternuniontransfer925@gmail.com)
Thank you
faithfully,
Mr. MICHAEL ANTHONY,
Director of Western Union Money Transfer.

From:
Subject:
Date:

Veronica Lee
Greetings to you
Friday, February 11, 2022 10:25:59 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________
Greetings dear,
I contact you for an information which I would like to share with you
get back to me for more details reply me here (mrsvl06@gmail.com)
Thanks
Mrs Veronica Rebek Lee

From:
Subject:
Date:

DHL Company
ATM PACKAGE
Friday, February 11, 2022 10:00:21 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Dear Recipient,
How are you? It has been a long time since I heard from you, please what happened? Are
you OK?
I await your response to know if you are still at the same address so I can deliver your package
content ATM CARD totalling $900,000.00 all fees have been paid. Kindly reconfirm your
details to avoid wrong delivery.
Full Name:
Residence Address:
Phone Number:
I await your response!
Mr. Ronald Frank Thom
DHL Director
Telephone #: +1 (813) 666-7054
Address: 3130 V St NE, Washington, DC 20018, United States.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Allan Seid
Channing House Bulletin Board
Fwd: Oooh... Look What You Did! See Your Impact in 2021
Friday, February 11, 2022 9:28:59 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Sarita Kohli <development@aaci.org>
Date: Fri, Feb 11, 2022 at 8:03 AM
Subject: Oooh... Look What You Did! See Your Impact in 2021
To: Allan Seid <allanseid734@gmail.com>

We Can’t Believe You Did THIS in 2021!

See the impact you made here:
Your Impact Report - Fresh Off The Press!

Amazing!! Your support reached over 21,000 individuals and families
in our community in 2021!
You really did all of THIS:

•

Answered 2,847 calls for help to AACI's 24-hour domestic violence

•
•
•
•
•
•

and human trafficking hotline
Offered a safe space and counseling to 1,260 youth, adults and
seniors in need of behavioral health services
Gave 14,331 hot lunches to seniors
Provided medical care through 9,888 patient visits at AACI Health
Center
Vaccinated 5,483 individuals and families with the COVID-19 vaccine
Administered 1,030 COVID-19 tests through AACI's walk-in COVID
testing
Trained 143 youth and their families in Brave Bystander intervention to
combat racial violence

We are honored to highlight your impact in our annual report. As community
need grows, so do our hearts as we realize we have your support!
Together, we can address adversity and cultivate resilience in our
community. Thank you for being a part of the AACI family and ensuring that
all families stay healthy and safe. After over 45 years, AACI remains
committed to the community and to providing access to health and wellness
services to more people in the languages they understand!
Learn more about the impact you made in the lives of families seeking
healthcare, counseling, safety, mentorship, and meals in AACI's FY2021 Annual Impact Report.

Our Contact Information
AACI
2400 Moorpark Ave.
Suite 300
San Jose, CA 95128
(408) 975-2730
http://www.aaci.org
Unsubscribe | Manage email preferences

From:
Subject:
Date:

mrsmelaniat@gmail.com on behalf of Mrs.Candice Marie Benbow
Good Day My beloved,
Friday, February 11, 2022 7:45:24 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________
Dear Friend,
It is my pleasure to communicate with you, I know that this message
will be a surprise to you my name is Mrs.Candice Marie Benbow, I am
diagnosed with ovarian cancer which my doctor have confirmed that I
have only some weeks to live so I have decided you handover the sum
of($12,000.000 Million Dollars) through I decided handover the money
in my account to you for help of the orphanage homes and the needy
once
Please   kindly reply me here as soon as possible to enable me give
you more information but before handing over my bank to you please
assure me that you will only take 40% of the money and share the rest
to the poor orphanage home and the needy once, thank you am waiting to
hear from you
Mrs,Candice Marie Benbow.

From:
Subject:
Date:

Mrs.Samiratou Idrissa
NOTE: WE ARE ABOUT TO DELIVER YOU’RE FUNDS, WAITING FOR YOUR COMMENT TO PROCEED:
Friday, February 11, 2022 7:39:10 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________
ATTEN:
OFFICIAL GREETING TO YOU FROM THE OFFICE OF (B.I.B BANK): HOW IS
EVERYTHING GOING WITH YOU?
I AM (MRS. SAMIRATOU IDRISSA), THE BIB INTERNATIONAL BANK FINANCIAL
SECRETARY, OUAGADOUGOU DU BURKINA FASO: WHY CONTACTING YOU, GO THROUGH
THIS OFFICIAL NOTIFICATION TEXT MESSAGE OF YOUR INHERITANCE MISSING
FUNDS WORTH $10.5 MILLION UNITED STATES DOLLARS, WHICH HAS FINALLY
BEEN DISCOVER HERE DURING OUR VERIFICATION CONTROL, THIS IS TO
OFFICIALLY INFORM YOU THAT WE HAVE VERIFIED YOUR CONTRACT INHERITANCE
CASE FILE my office, AND I FOUND OUT PRESENTLY THAT YOU ARE THE
RIGHTFUL OWNER BENEFICIARY TO THE FUND ON MY DESK.
NOW, AFTER WE HAVE FINISHED OUR GENERAL EXECUTIVE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
MEETINGS WITH THE CENTRAL BANK OF BURKINA FASO (BCEAO), AT THE END OF
THE executive BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING, THE (B.I.B BANK PRESIDENT),
HAVE CONCLUDED TO ISSUE AND ACCREDITED YOUR DISCOVER MISSING FUNDS
WHICH CONTAIN SUM OF $10.5 MILLION DOLLARS INTO SPECIALIZE: (ATM VISA
CARD), AND SEND IT TO YOU THROUGH D.H.L, DELIVERY COMPANY, DOWN TO
YOUR CONTACT ADDRESS OF YOUR COUNTRY. BECAUSE YOU ARE AMONG SIXTY
PEOPLE ARE SELECTED FROM THE B.I.B BANK, UNDER BY THE UNITE NATION
AMERICA, HIGH AUTHORITY SUPERVISION OF INTERNATIONAL COMMISSIONERS’
PAYMENT CONTROLLER OFFICE,
TO RECEIVE THEY SPECIALIZE: (ATM VISA CARD FUNDS), AND HERE IN
OUAGADOUGOU BURKINA FASO: NOW, (HOW CAN WE HELP YOU THEN)? IS THAT
ONCE WE RECIEVE DETAILS CONTACT ADDRESS OF YOUR HOME BASE IN YOUR
COUNTRYT, AS ALREADY PROGRAMMED; WE SHALL SEND TO YOU YOUR SPECIALIZE:
(ATM VISA CARD FUNDS), AND IT WILL TAKE 2-3 WORKING DAYS FOR THE
PARCEL TO REACH GET TO YOUR HOME ADDRESS; THIS ATM VISA CARD FUNDS,
YOU HAVE THE ACCESS TO MAKE DAILY WITHDRAWALS OF; $5000 US DOLLARS
RECEIVE PER DAILY, AS WILL IS ALREADY PROGRAMMED. THIS MESSAGE IS AN
URGENT MESSAGE FROM BIB BANK FOREIGN REMITTANCE DEPARTMENT OFFICE,
OUAGADOUGOU DU BURKINA FASO:
WE NOW SEEK YOUR PERMISSION TO HAVE YOU STAND AND RE-CONFIRMS YOUR
HOME ADDRESS TO US:
1. BENEFICIARY NAME::..............................................................................
2. RESIDENCE HOME/OFFICE ADDRESS:.............................................
3. BILLING ADDRESS:.......................................................................
4. BENEFICIARY NATIONALITY:....................................................
5. POST CODE:..........................................................................
6. TELEPHONE NO:................................................................
7. SEX/ AGE:.......................................................................
8. MARITAL STATUS:........................................................

9. OCCUPATION/POSITION:.............................................
10. PASSPORT/ID NUMBER:..........................................
TO ENABLE US COMMENCE COMPLETE THIS TRANSACTION IN TIME, I SHALL
APPRECIATE YOUR PROMPT ATTENTION TO THIS REQUEST AS I PROMISE TO ABIDE
BY ALL THE RULES AND REGULATIONS GUIDING OUR BANK ON ALL FOREIGN
REMITTANCE. CONNECTED DIRECTLY TO (B.I.B BANK), FOREIGN REMITTANCE
DEPARTMENT. MANAGEMENT OUAGADOUGOU DU BURKINA FASO:
VIA E-MAIL ADDRESS: info_bibbalticinternationalebank@financier.com
I WE BEEN WAITING TO PEACEFULLY RECEIVE YOUR E-MAIL MESSAGE, YOU’RE
URGENTLY RESPONSE WE ARE HIGHLY APPRECIATED:
THANKS & REGARDS FAITHFULLY YOURS:
MRS. SAMIRATOU IDRISSA,
RANK FINANCIAL SECRETARY:

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

osbdibj Jsck
nortoncc1.2022@outlook.com
Subscription Started: Invoice No. UFZ13363BCL
Friday, February 11, 2022 4:43:09 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Welcome Client...
Your Yearly product subscription for NORTON PROTECTION has been renewed and updated
successfully.
The amount charged will be reflected within the next 24 to 48 hrs on your profile of account.

PRODUCT INFORMATION:
INVOICE NUMBER

@

UFZ13363BCL

ITEM TITLE

@

NORTON PROTECTION

ISSUE DATE

@

11 Feb 2022

END DATE

@

One year from START DATE

GRAND TOTAL

@

$251.16USD

METHOD OF PAYMENT

@

Automatic Debit

If you wish to unsubscribe and claim a REIMBURSE then please feel free to call our Billing Dept. as
soon as possible.
You can Reach us on :

+1 – ( 888 ) – ( 302 ) – 3370

Sincerely,
BILLING & SETTLEMENT DEPARTMENT
AC

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

George Washington Jr.
Council, City
Taxable slaes in NY top 20 items
Friday, February 11, 2022 2:03:15 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of
opening attachments and clicking on links.

Taxable slaes in NY top 20 items
10 Feb 10:03 PM

II]
1-NYC taxable sale by top 20 category annually around 2019...Read More

Mr. Eric Adams and inflation of USA
10 Feb 09:28 AM

II]
2-...Read More

Consumer with credit history by state
10 Feb 07:45 AM

II]
1-...Read More

©2022 DC Consulting | New York, USA
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Aram James
Council, City; Shikada, Ed; Jonsen, Robert
Achieving Social Harmony and Equal Justice -Talking with Henrietta
Thursday, February 10, 2022 8:02:40 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________
https://youtu.be/ZyjAEh3on3g
Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Allan Seid
Channing House Bulletin Board
Fwd: Asian women experience twice the hate
Thursday, February 10, 2022 7:45:29 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

From: Stop AAPI Hate <hello@stopaapihate.org>
Date: Thu, Feb 10, 2022 at 4:23 PM
Subject: Asian women experience twice the hate

No images? Click here

Stop AAPI Hate Header

Hello friend,
Of the over 10,300 incidents reported
to Stop AAPI Hate, more than 60% of
respondents identified as women. Our
data shows that AAPI women are
vulnerable and targeted again and
again, from the Atlanta spa shootings
last March to reports like the one
below:

Graphic with paper background and quote text

[g]

This increased targeting of AAPI
women is not new. Misogyny and
racism have been historically
intertwined, resulting in AAPI and other
women of color facing a higher risk for
violence.

[g]

Our report found hate and violence
against AAPI women most often occur

in public places, but our respondents
were also targeted in residential
neighborhoods, online and places of
worship. What this tells us is that there
are very few spaces where AAPI
women can feel safe in their day-today lives
It is important to know your
rights, who to turn to if you
experience hate, and how to help
community members who
experience hate. We invite you to
read and share this list of federal
and state laws we complied with
Norton Rose Fulbright that protect
you from discrimination in public
accommodations and learn how to
report violations in your state.
Know Your Rights Button

Ii]

Thank you for your time,
Stop AAPI Hate

[g]

[g]

□ Share

□ Tweet

□ Share

□ Forward

Stop AAPI Hate
17 Walter U Lum Place
San Francisco, CA 94108
Stop AAPI Hate is a national coalition addressing anti-AAPI racism
across the U.S. The coalition was founded by the AAPI Equity
Alliance, Chinese for Affirmative Action, and San Francisco State
University Asian American Studies Department.
We are a coalition of nonprofits, organizers, and educators who came
together to address the rise in anti-AAPI hate incidents during the
COVID-19 pandemic. Our goal is to be responsive to the needs of our
community. If you would like to report an anti-AAPI hate incident,
click here.
Your support of Stop AAPI Hate enables us to track and respond to

the surge in racism and xenophobia. To ensure we have the
resources to continue our work, consider making a contribution
today.

Preferences  |  Unsubscribe

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jennifer Landesmann
Council, City; Shikada, Ed; Swanson, Andrew
Early bird rate for UC Davis Noise and Emissions symposium expires tomorrow
Thursday, February 10, 2022 4:44:28 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Hello Council,
It was great that the City participated in the UC Davis Noise and Emissions Symposium last
year!
The 2022 event will be on May 1, in Davis, CA.
FYI, tomorrow is the last day to register with an early bird fee.
Jennifer

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Aram James
Rebecca Eisenberg; mark weiss; Roberta Ahlquist; Council, City; Greer Stone; chuck jagoda; Winter Dellenbach;
Joe Simitian; Council, City; Planning Commission; ParkRec Commission; Shikada, Ed; Roberta Ahlquist
How productive are fee waivers for developers?
Thursday, February 10, 2022 12:01:24 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________
Follow the link below to view the article.
https://enewspaper.mercurynews.com/?publink=28c3a8892_1348356
Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

mark weiss
Council, City
Shikada, Ed; Jonsen, Robert; Stump, Molly
Fw: Comment from member of the public
Thursday, February 10, 2022 11:05:30 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Please investigate the caller from the 2/7/21 meeting who threatened violence against Blacks,
Jews and women.
Thank you.
Mark Weiss
Downtown North
----- Forwarded Message ----From: mark weiss <earwopa@yahoo.com>
To: Cormack, Alison <alison.cormack@cityofpaloalto.org>
Cc: Pat Burt (pat@patburt.org) <pat@patburt.org>
Sent: Thursday, February 10, 2022, 11:01:26 AM PST
Subject: Re: Comment from member of the public

If I were in your shoes, or your seat, I might have said immediately that I disagree with the
intentions of the caller, that I disagree that Blacks are over-represented here, or are damned by
God, or are "N-word"s; that I disagree with the implication that violence against women or
this woman is called for. Or that RE is "a bitch". If I thought it better to wait two minutes for
comments/open forum than to break protocol to speak or intervene immediately, I am not
sure.
But I certainly would not wait four days to act.
Mark Weiss
On Tuesday, February 8, 2022, 04:52:38 PM PST, Cormack, Alison <alison.cormack@cityofpaloalto.org>
wrote:

Copying the mayor for awareness
Hello Mark,
Acknowledging your messages about the last person who spoke during our last action item
last night and moving the discussion to my Council email address. The item was continued and
there was no Council discussion, so Councilmembers did not have an opportunity to respond
to any of the comments, including the hateful speech of the last person.
Sincerely,
Alison Cormack

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mary Holzer
Council, City
The Funding etc for Go Green Palo Alto
Thursday, February 10, 2022 10:05:12 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________
My comments below are directed to Pat Burt, but I don’t have any way to contact him directly. Sorry . . . and I am
now going to drop off to listen to the CPUC hearing. If you post the slides or send to people who have signed in,
please include me.
Thanks very much!!
Mary Holzer
What exactly are you talking about with “go green homes”? Replacing gas stoves, HVAC, water heaters etc. and/or
installing solar panels, batteries, etc? I already have solar installed on my roof, so batteries will need investigation.
The cost to replace the gas-powered items - HVAC and stovetop - in my house appears to be astronomical. Not just
for the cost of the expensive replacement, but for the work it will take to put it in place. And I didn’t even
investigate a heat pump hot water heater. Is there a cap on this?
And you need to be clear about the long-term costs to the environment/the world of encouraging solar installments
and installing batteries etc. Obtaining the raw materials for these items is not without damage to countries and
people where the mining and production is done. That information should be available to anyone who is interested
in investigating your programs.
Finally, I hope your program is in full support of keeping the Diablo Canyon Nuclear plant open. Replacing the
clean electrical energy it produces with coal-fired energy sold to CA by Warren Buffet is NOT a viable solution. In
fact, CA should be investigating adding additional nuclear plants to our energy sources.

From:
Date:

Proserfina David Lawson
Thursday, February 10, 2022 8:49:20 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

 אני פרוסרפינה דיוויד לוסון בבקשה האם תוכל לעזור לי,שלום.
גב' פרוסרפינה

From:
Subject:
Date:

Mr Peter Owen
Re: Greetings to you
Thursday, February 10, 2022 8:34:33 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Hello,
Will you be Interested in a PARTNERSHIP DEAL? Let me know for full details.
Peter Owen

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Richard Corny
Council, City
Pics of a Cal Ave during the day
Thursday, February 10, 2022 7:56:33 AM

Some people who received this message don't often get email from guitarrichie@yahoo.com. Learn
why this is important

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of
opening attachments and clicking on links.

Hello This is Richard again and in case you were wondering about Cal Ave Thriving…… it is not.
It’s dead and businesses are struggling. The people that want this street closed don’t come down
here but on Friday nights and Sundays otherwise it’s a ghost town down on Cal Ave. And I don’t
think you seem to understand the urgency. We’re going to lose more businesses and no new
businesses are coming.
20% of businesses on Cal Ave have left or been kicked out. I will keep sending photos of our
dead street so you understand. The restaurants are busy on Friday night and that’s it. Every other
night they do one seating and they are mildly busy from 6pm to 8pm and that’s it. Barely anyone
is open for lunch. It’s really bad I don’t know how you don’t see that. But oh well, we’ll keep
fighting to save our business which is down a tremendous amount mainly because people can’t
see our store because of the street closure. Before we lose more businesses please open the street.
Thank you for your time
Rich
Sent from my iPhone

From:
Subject:
Date:

UNITED NATIONS OFFICE LONDON
Attn: Dear Beneficiary ( CONTACT THE CEO UNITED BANK FOR AFRICA (UBA) MR. KENNEDY UZOKA AND
UPDATE ME )
Thursday, February 10, 2022 7:28:15 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

UNITED NATIONS
Address: UK 3 Whitehall Court , London, SW1A 2EL
England. United Kingdom
From The Office of Dr. Peter Anderson,
The Assistant Director Payment Verification Clearance Office of
UN Office London , England, UK.
Dear Sir,
Based on our Recent Verifications, Your Contract Payment's Country of Origin is Nigeria
and your Contract Number is NNPC/PED/2711/KRD/009-012
Contract Amount is valid at US$10,500,000.00 ( Ten Million, Five Hundred Thousand United
States Dollars Only )
Therefore you are required to Contact The CEO United Bank for Africa ( UBA ) Mr.
Kennedy Uzoka to program your funds through ATM Card Payment and Dispatch Your ATM
VISA CARD to your Provided Address. and you are required to pay for the Delivery Charges
which will cost you only US$150.00 ( One Hundred and Fifty United States Dollars Only )
He will give you the information of the DHL Courier officer in his Country where you will
send the money to or to his Secretary who will take the money to the DHL COURIER
OFFICE on your behalf.
Contact him now and Take his instructions and receive your payment.
CONTACT PERSON:
The CEO United Bank for Africa (UBA)
Mr. KENNEDY UZOKA
Tel.: +2348036050025
Private Email: unitedbankforafricauba22@gmail.com
Please do update me on your correspondence with him. If he tells you anything more than
what I told you, please report him to me so that I will inform the United Nations Secretary
General to take action against him.
I wait for your urgent response.
With Regards
Dr. Peter Anderson
For The United Nations.

From:
Subject:
Date:

UNITED NATIONS OFFICE LONDON
Attn: Dear Beneficiary ( CONTACT THE CEO UNITED BANK FOR AFRICA (UBA) MR. KENNEDY UZOKA AND
UPDATE ME )
Thursday, February 10, 2022 7:22:28 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

UNITED NATIONS
Address: UK 3 Whitehall Court , London, SW1A 2EL
England. United Kingdom
From The Office of Dr. Peter Anderson,
The Assistant Director Payment Verification Clearance Office of
UN Office London , England, UK.
Dear Sir,
Based on our Recent Verifications, Your Contract Payment's Country of Origin is Nigeria
and your Contract Number is NNPC/PED/2711/KRD/009-012
Contract Amount is valid at US$10,500,000.00 ( Ten Million, Five Hundred Thousand United
States Dollars Only )
Therefore you are required to Contact The CEO United Bank for Africa ( UBA ) Mr.
Kennedy Uzoka to program your funds through ATM Card Payment and Dispatch Your ATM
VISA CARD to your Provided Address. and you are required to pay for the Delivery Charges
which will cost you only US$150.00 ( One Hundred and Fifty United States Dollars Only )
He will give you the information of the DHL Courier officer in his Country where you will
send the money to or to his Secretary who will take the money to the DHL COURIER
OFFICE on your behalf.
Contact him now and Take his instructions and receive your payment.
CONTACT PERSON:
The CEO United Bank for Africa (UBA)
Mr. KENNEDY UZOKA
Tel.: +2348036050025
Private Email: unitedbankforafricauba22@gmail.com
Please do update me on your correspondence with him. If he tells you anything more than
what I told you, please report him to me so that I will inform the United Nations Secretary
General to take action against him.
I wait for your urgent response.
With Regards
Dr. Peter Anderson
For The United Nations.

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Palo Alto Free Press
Sean Webby; csumida@dao.sccgov.org
James Aram; Jeff Rosen; Brian Welch; Jay Boyarsky; darylsavage@gmail.com; donald.larkin@morganhill.ca.gov; Jonsen, Robert; Rebecca Eisenberg; Wagner, April; Council, City; Shikada, Ed; Human Relations Commission; Bains, Paul; Binder, Andrew; Reifschneider, James; Perron, Zachary; dokonkwo@dao.sccgov.org
We got the goods on ALL of you. the evidence speaks for itself and Enough to sink your ship…Rosen..
Thursday, February 10, 2022 5:02:29 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking on links.

https://twitter.com/pafreepress/status/1491756226925019136?s=21

Mark Petersen-Perez
Editor in chief
Palo Alto Free Press
reporting from Nicaragua
Sent from my iPad

From:
Subject:
Date:

James EDWARD
I have successfully transferred the fund.
Thursday, February 10, 2022 4:56:14 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

-Hello my good friend,
How are you doing, hope all is well with you? You may not understand why this email
message came to you,but if you do not remember me,you might have received an email from
me in the past regarding a multi-million-dollar business proposal which we never concluded. I
am using this opportunity to inform you that the multi-million-dollar business has been
concluded with the assistance of another partner from France who financed the transaction to a
logical conclusion. I thank you for your great efforts to our unfinished transfer of fund into
your account due to one reason or the other best known to you. I want to inform you that I
have successfully transferred the fund to my new partner's account in France that was capable
of assisting me in this great venture. Due to your efforts, sincerity, courage and
trustworthiness you showed during the course of the transaction I want to compensate you and
show my gratitude to you with the Sum of Three Hundred and Fifty Thousand United States
Dollars.
I have left a Certified Check for you valued ($350,000.00) cash-able in any bank in the world.
Kindly contact Patricia Dennis through this email address (patdennis1981@accountant.com)
for the collection of your Check, I have authorized her to release the Certified Check to you
whenever you contact her for collection. At the moment I'm away and very busy because of
the investment project which I and my new partner are having at hand. I will like you to accept
this token with good faith as this is from the bottom of my heart, also comply with Patricia's
directives so that your Check can reach you quick. Note her contact details below:
Name: Patricia Dennis
E-mail: patdennis1981@accountant.com
I did not forget your past efforts and attempts to help in receiving the fund as requested of you
in the past, I and my partner decided to give you this fund as compensation, so that you can
rejoice too.
Yours sincerely,
James EDWARD.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

George Washington Jr.
Council, City
Total mortgage debt increase
Thursday, February 10, 2022 2:01:26 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of
opening attachments and clicking on links.

Total mortgage debt increase
09 Feb 09:38 PM

II]
2-...Read More

Employed and Self employed in USA
09 Feb 10:44 AM

II]
2- As average wage in USA was $51,915 in USA as per 2019 while median wage
was $34,248 in 2019 in USA mean median mean most making so we need to
increase median wage across the USA to be $60,000 and now DC Consulting is
......Read More

Eric Adams vs Bloomberg and Obama and Trump
09 Feb 08:14 AM

II]
1-...Read More

©2022 DC Consulting | New York, USA
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From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

Loran Harding
Loran Harding; antonia.tinoco@hsr.ca.gov; alumnipresident@stanford.edu; David Balakian; beachrides; fred
beyerlein; bballpod; boardmembers; Leodies Buchanan; Cathy Lewis; Chris Field; Council, City; dennisbalakian;
Doug Vagim; Dan Richard; dallen1212@gmail.com; david pomaville; esmeralda.soria@fresno.gov;
eappel@stanford.edu; grinellelake@yahoo.com; Gabriel.Ramirez@fresno.gov; George.Rutherford@ucsf.edu;
huidentalsanmateo; hennessy; Irv Weissman; jerry ruopoli; Joel Stiner; kfsndesk; kwalsh@kmaxtv.com;
karkazianjewelers@gmail.com; lalws4@gmail.com; leager; Mark Standriff; merazroofinginc@att.net; margaretsasaki@live.com; mthibodeaux@electriclaboratories.com; Mayor; nick yovino; news@fresnobee.com;
russ@topperjewelers.com; Steve Wayte; sanchezphilip21@gmail.com; tsheehan; terry; VT3126782@gmail.com;
vallesR1969@att.net; Daniel Zack; newsdesk
Fwd: Tesla Cybertruck update. 3 models. $38T, to $60T. 500 mile range at top.
Thursday, February 10, 2022 12:30:32 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Loran Harding <loran.harding@stanfordalumni.org>
Date: Wed, Feb 9, 2022 at 11:16 PM
Subject: Fwd: Tesla Cybertruck update. 3 models. $38T, to $60T. 500 mile range at top.
To: Loran Harding <loran.harding@stanfordalumni.org>

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Loran Harding <loran.harding@stanfordalumni.org>
Date: Wed, Feb 9, 2022 at 11:14 PM
Subject: Fwd: Tesla Cybertruck update. 3 models. $38T, to $60T. 500 mile range at top.
To: Loran Harding <loran.harding@stanfordalumni.org>

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Loran Harding <loran.harding@stanfordalumni.org>
Date: Wed, Feb 9, 2022 at 10:51 PM
Subject: Fwd: Tesla Cybertruck update. 3 models. $38T, to $60T. 500 mile range at top.
To: Loran Harding <loran.harding@stanfordalumni.org>

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Loran Harding <loran.harding@stanfordalumni.org>
Date: Wed, Feb 9, 2022 at 10:49 PM
Subject: Fwd: Tesla Cybertruck update. 3 models. $38T, to $60T. 500 mile range at top.
To: Loran Harding <loran.harding@stanfordalumni.org>

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Loran Harding <loran.harding@stanfordalumni.org>
Date: Tue, Feb 8, 2022 at 7:25 PM
Subject: Fwd: Tesla Cybertruck update. 3 models. $38T, to $60T. 500 mile range at top.
To: Loran Harding <loran.harding@stanfordalumni.org>

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Loran Harding <loran.harding@stanfordalumni.org>
Date: Tue, Feb 8, 2022 at 7:21 PM
Subject: Tesla Cybertruck update. 3 models. $38T, to $60T. 500 mile range at top.
To: Loran Harding <loran.harding@stanfordalumni.org>
Wednesday, February 9, 2022
To allThat should read $39,900 up to $69,900 for top model with three motors. 500 mile
range for top model.
Here is a LOT of information about the Cybertruck:
  The 2022 Tesla Cybertruck Update WE DID NOT SEE COMING..! - YouTube
Tesla-Toyota partnership:
  GAMEOVER! Tesla & Toyota Partnership CHANGES EVERYTHING - YouTube
The negotiations to select the site for Giga Berlin: This man's accent when speaking
English is pretty rough, but he is fluent in English- aber er ist fliessend auf Inglish. The
Germans study english in school for years. Die Deutschen studiren Inglish fur Jahren in der
Schule: Here Biden acknowledges Tesla for the first time, auf Inglish.
  BREAKING! Biden Just Acknowledged Tesla as The Nations Largest EV
Manufacturer - YouTube
  

L. William Harding
Fresno, Ca.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Aram James
Human Relations Commission; Council, City; Sajid Khan; Jeff Rosen; Joe Simitian; Greer Stone; EPA Today;
Cecilia Taylor; Betsy Nash
Black History Month Vigils
Wednesday, February 9, 2022 8:31:47 PM
BLACK HISTORY MONTH VIGILS.doc

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening
attachments and clicking on links.
________________________________
Sent from my iPhone

1
Join community activists every Fri. in February (Feb. 11, 18 and 25th)from
noon-1 to honor Black History Month in silent vigils on the public sidewalk
at the Palo Alto corner of El Camino & Embarcadero.
Our special focus this month is on issues of racial justice, inclusion, and
reparations, and to have open communication on those issues in our
communities that affect Black, Indigenous, and other people of color. We are
national partners with the Poor People's Campaign whose principles/goals
include ending poverty, racism, militarism, and devastation of the planet by
ignoring the causes of climate change.
Contact us at wilpf.peninsula.paloalto@gmail.com, and review the Poor People's
Campaign's positions at https://www.poorpeoplescampaign.org/about/ourdemands/
We have signs and a banner to share at the vigil, and also welcome homemade
signs on the topic. Our vigils in March will no doubt focus on women's issues and
the traditional Women's March, but your ideas and participation are always
welcome!
We request that vigilers be vaccinated and masks, and observe social distancing,
but we usually gather outside at Gotts for beverages, a snack or lunch, and
conversation. We invite participants to explore membership in WILPF, and/or
form a coalition for peace, justice, environmental issues and nuclear
disarmament. Our small WILPF branch will be meeting on Zoon at 11-1 or 1:30
Sat. Feb. 19. Use our contact email to register.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

pedro
Recipients
Investment offer
Wednesday, February 9, 2022 7:58:41 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________
We are brokering an Investment deal in your country on behalf of a
client. This deal will involve the eventual investment of USD55M.
(Fifty Five Million Dollars) in your country.
We are by this letter offering you our partnership, so as to allow us
have you as a representative and manager of invested funds in your
country within the time frame of the investment/partnership scheme.
If you are Interested in this offer of partnership, please respond and
give us your full contact details plus company profile, and in
response we will send you an elaborate proposal and details of this
offer.
Your expedient response will be appreciated.
Thank you.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

pedro
Recipients
Investment offer
Wednesday, February 9, 2022 7:57:53 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________
We are brokering an Investment deal in your country on behalf of a
client. This deal will involve the eventual investment of USD55M.
(Fifty Five Million Dollars) in your country.
We are by this letter offering you our partnership, so as to allow us
have you as a representative and manager of invested funds in your
country within the time frame of the investment/partnership scheme.
If you are Interested in this offer of partnership, please respond and
give us your full contact details plus company profile, and in
response we will send you an elaborate proposal and details of this
offer.
Your expedient response will be appreciated.
Thank you.

Please Contact the Clerk’s Office
to View Additional Pages,
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Dilma Coleman
segreteria.sanfrancisco@esteri.it; daoffice@sacda.org
Council, City; Matthews, Brian J
Fwd: What"s happening now? Diva Lee MD+JD says that her experience as a key witness in the Scott Peterson
trial was blocked. Diva Lee MD JD aka Dilma Coleman says that when Alameda County Judge Alfred Delucci held
up the courtcase for Scott Peterson th...
Wednesday, February 9, 2022 6:23:15 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Dilma Coleman <dhappinessforever@gmail.com>
Date: Wed, Feb 9, 2022, 5:48 PM
Subject: What's happening now? Diva Lee MD+JD says that her experience as a key witness
in the Scott Peterson trial was blocked. Diva Lee MD JD aka Dilma Coleman says that when
Alameda County Judge Alfred Delucci held up the courtcase for Scott Peterson the court docs
didn't reveal the mutual friend of Laci( Rocha) Peterson +Scott Peterson prior marriage/during
marriage. Court docs didn't revealed Dennis Rocha as the godfather to Diva Lee aka Dilma
Coleman.
To: <BolanosforSheriff@gmail.com>
What is happening now? The court docs for Scott Peterson's defense or Laci's defense should
reveal Diva Lee MD to JD aka Dilma Coleman. The court docs didn't reveal the truth since
Dec24,2002 disappearance of Laci Rocha Peterson until the death of Judge Alfred Delucci.
If Diva Lee aka Dilma Coleman had attended every courtcase whereas Judge Alfred Delucci
was the presiding Judge..where are the court docs? What really happened to the key witness?
Diva Lee MD JD aka Dilma Coleman says that she was victimtimized with melatonin
administered to her by Jewish Psychatrist Karen Kempter and other drugs were forced into
Dilma Coleman whereas she was victimtimized in the court as a sleepy guest then the baliff
escorted her outside the courthouse whereas other victimtimized her with biting dogs, live
biting red lobsters and live biting thirsty crabs that was dumped on her. Outside the courthouse
Diva Lee aka Dilma Coleman was runners over by a car..the driver an organized habitual
vigilantes canvassing their premeditated attacks to gain access to injury compensation
generated from insurance claims that were filed for the victim. That behavior charectoristics
has been on repeat for whatever reason..it has repeated during the Trump Administration
cabinet fundraising campaign in Santa Clara county and in San Mateo county.
Now in February 2022 since there has been a disappearance of Laci's family members a loss
of Laci's father Dennis Rocha. Its similar appearances to Scott Peterson's family members who
have passed away. Scott Peterson's mother deceased. Laci's father Dennis Rocha deceased
when Dennis Rocha is the godfather of Diva Lee MD JD aka Dilma Coleman.
Does Judge Anne-Christine Massulllo need to eliminate Richelle Nice as a juror based on the
research of Stanislaus county District Attorney Brigit Fladager? Yes. Why? Richelle Nice has
Conflicted stories whereas Richelle Nice has provided information about the case as a false
witness biased and gaslighting the facts that has hidden charector analysis of Qatari
businessman Wissam Al Mana who dated Amber Frey. Wissam Al Mana chased Amber Frey
because she was supposed to be revealed as his girlfriend companion working in his retail

stores. Jewish Homosexual lawyer Harvey Levine decorates Amber Frey as a future author of
a book that's with gaslighting techniques sorcerer's spells defamation of her real with Scott
Peterson. Scott Peterson dated Amber Frey long time ago and it had ended. Yet Wissam Al
Mana's jealous retailiated nature Targeted Scott Peterson because Wissam Al Mana had set up
in his head thru his heart that Amber Frey was his women. Scott Peterson had a good business
ventures whereas it was completely revealed that Laci Peterson and Scott Peterson had plans
for a restaurant.
What's happening now? Wissam Al Mana possibly blongeoned Scott Peterson whereas
Amber Frey administered drugs to Scott Peterson..Wissam Al Mana who laid on the floor
behind Scott Peterson was out cold. That's what led to the women and a few filipinos to
administered drugs onto Laci Peterson and they dumped Laci's body. It was completely
revealed by the jewish homosexuals lawyer Harvey Levine that Amber Frey was a mistress.
That's how Jewish Homosexual lawyer Harvey Levine made an extra income to build up
income thru his ultimatums..to organize his celebrity gossip tv show TMZ.
In the year 2000+(years after)Richelle Nice, Amber Frey and Lucinda Southworth,Amanda
O'Donnell (Mindy Shanahan) were in competition for attention from Wissam Al Mana's
luxury items,cash and relationship with Wissam Al Mana. Mostly Wissam Al Mana always
likes women to work in his retail stores and he gives them luxury items in exchange for sex..or
some type of bartering systems whereas they have plenty in abundance to sell to their friends
or develop a mini online store or something like a neighborhood mini garage sale. Wissam Al
Mana always attracts greedy women who have the most dangerous narcissistic behaviors
especially sadistic Personality disorders.

Scott Peterson had romantic marriage with Laci Peterson yet it's a madlibs description for the
key word "Mistress" to apply to Scott Peterson whereas Scott Peterson was not interested in
dating Amber Frey. It was Jewish Homosexual lawyer Harvey Levine who decorates Amber
Frey with the word Mistress because it was completely revealed that Wissam Al Mana had
violent racketeering jealousy temper on Scott Peterson with his assumptions that Amber Frey
wanted Scott's attention whereas Qatari businessman Wissam Al Mana had spent hours on it
spending his wealth to create his fantasy entourage yet those women abused financially
Wissam Al Mana making his own Habitual behaviors create his delusional manic depressive
state of mind controlling games whereas Wissam Al Mana targeted trapped Scott Peterson and
Laci Peterson in their home whereas Scott Peterson was trapped tackled by Wissam Al Mana
because Amber Frey was told to chase after Scott Peterson.
Qatari businessman Wissam Al Mana was pissed off at Amber Frey for chasing Scott Peterson
into his home because Scott Peterson was happily married with Laci. Wissam Al Mana chased
Amber Frey yet Amber Frey was given an ultimatum from Jewish Homosexual lawyer Harvey
Levine who decorates Amber Frey as a mistress..of Scott Peterson after Wissam Al Mana had
tackled Scott Peterson..Scott Peterson was trapped held hostage..
Jewish Homosexual male Attorney Harvey Levine wanted to make a documentary of Scott
Peterson and Laci Peterson because he was doing hate on Catholic girls..and their husbands.
Scott Peterson never murdered Laci Peterson.
After Scott Peterson had a haircut at Laci's sister's Amy salon salon the couple was stalked by

an entourage of individuals who had drug addictions whereas they were going to do home
invasions in the area to steal xxmas gifts etc.
Jewish Homosexual Attorney Harvey Levine decorates the charector Amber Frey supported
by Jewish Psychatrist Karen Kempter, Jewish Attorney Gloria Allred,Jewish Attorney Mark
Geregos plus Attorney Pat Harris and their friend Stanislaus county District Attorney Brigit
Fladager.
What led for the jews to have so much hate on Catholic girls like Laci Rocha? Laci Rocha was
a creative designer for music artists who had created a resume with their her dad Dennis
Rocha to have their music dance and artistry performed at the Rodeos and at that reference
Dennis Rocha gave them was supportive to their career in different geographic venues and
established a professional reference for insurance policy whereas that's what was required for
bigger venues.
What Dennis Rocha and Laci Rocha provided for certain music artists made them a target for
those individuals who were in the competitive market..what actually happened was a bunch of
Jewish people targeted trapped the artists in humantraffing labor trafficking whereas Dennis
Rocha and Laci Peterson had the key to their established careers not to be trapped in
humantraffing.
Who were the individuals racketeering songwriters and singers? Santa Clara Sheriffs Laurie
Smith, California Governor Jerry Brown, Hunter Biden, and various jewish lawyers and
jewish synagogue leaders and their congregation.
Who was victimtimized during the racketeering stuff,sex slavery lifestyle, humantraffing and
labor trafficking? Diva Lee MD JD aka Dilma Coleman plus her children and their friends.
What happened to those individuals who had depended on the Protective services for the
venues that protects music artists from being victimtimized against Jewish Mobsters? The
music artists were targeted trapped forced into intentional drug overdoses..whereas it's over
there it's over there on it whereas they were destroyed.
Scott Peterson had the worst defense whereas the defense attorney Mark Geregos plus
Attorney Pat Harris are guilty of racketeering styles of it especially when the attorney Pat
Harris has not Developed any new evidence which gives Scott Peterson the appearance of
being innocent whereas his application for Haebus Corpus is granted for exoneration.
What needs to happen for Scott Peterson is for his attorney Pat Harris to have malfeasance
report that application for a suspended bar association number based on the key phrases
"Momma said knock you out. " I'm gonna knock you out" Momma said knock you out"
translation: lock out Pat Harris's & Mark Geregos's bar association number based on their
skills of defense whereas he/they refuses to admit evidence from Diva Lee MD JD aka Dilma
Coleman whereas she has been fully trapped at every courtcase that was presided by Judge
Alfred Delucci until Delucci died whereas Paul Delucci also could apply for the appropriate
charges for Malfeasance.
What did Mark Geregos do? Mark Geregos is a false witness to the Scott Peterson case
because he had know that Qatari businessman Wissam Al Mana had dated Lucinda

Southworth in the years up until Lucinda Southworth married CEO Google Larry Page.
Lucinda Southworth had congregated women similar to her appearances to become the
mistress of Qatari businessman Wissam Al Mana when Wissam Al Mana was married to Diva
Lee aka Dilma Coleman.
Who were the women who have the similar appearances of Lucinda Southworth?
What led those women to murder Laci Peterson?
What are the names of those women?
Lucinda Southworth, Amber Frey, Mindy Shanahan(Amanda O'Donnell).
Wissam Al Mana had penis enlargement harvested tissues from the giraffe penises.
After Wissam's surgery..he became very popular with multiple sex partners. Sex partners such
as Alameda County DA Nancy O'Malley, Kris Jenner, Joan Grande, Lydia Tirado, Lucinda
Southworth, Amber Frey, Amanda O'Donnell and others.
Amanda O'Donnell had a jealous rage with retaliation because Diva Lee aka Dilma Coleman
was pregnanted by Kyle Shanahan. Lucinda
What did those women have in common? They had similar appearance of Qatari businessman
Wissam Al Mana's european mother.
Did Qatari businessman Wissam Al Mana date different women with similar appearances?
Yes
What colored women did Qatari businessman Wissam Al Mana date? Janet Jackson, Richelle
Nice, Cardi B and others. Attachment#1 message to San Mateo county times
Attachment#2 Scott Peterson and Laci Peterson had a great time at this establishment whereas
it's where Scott Peterson asked Laci Rocha for marriage.
Attachment#3 Qatari businessman Wissam Al Mana had dated all the caucasian women with
the exception of Richelle Nice and Jewish Homosexual lawyer Harvey Levine decorates
Amber with the word "Mistress" whereas Wissam Al Mana had targeted Scott Peterson with
his sadistic masochistly behaviors (Scott Peterson was blongeoned in the head) Harvey Levine
had trapped and created the plans for Amber Frey ( to increase her wealth with a book) at 10
Sierra Vista novato ca.. Harvey Levine decorates Amber Frey to be a author of a book whereas
Harvey Levine didn't want Amber Frey to be revealed as a women affiliated with Qatari
businessman Wissam Al Mana.
Attachment#4 Scott Peterson was trapped held hostage on it over there in Modesto Stanislaus
county District Attorney Brigit Fladager gaslighting techniques on it over there and it's
obvious that it's all about Wissam Al Mana's sadistic Personality disorders.
Attachment#5 All Birgit Fladager has to do is admit that she had been a fling for it ...yeah
Birgit Fladager Stanislaus county District Attorney is a gaslighters and for whatever reason it's
on repeat for Richelle Nice to be revealed as a juror in the case of Scott Peterson whereas
Richelle Nice had tried to become the wife to Qatari businessman Wissam Al Mana yet she
had been trapped by the Lucinda Southworth's relatives and women that Wissam Al Mana is
attracted to the most.
Attachment #6 all them guilty of racketeering plaguerized journals and theaterical behaviors

mimicking patterns of sadistic personality disorders.
That's what jews do when they hate Catholic girls like Laci Rocha Peterson.

From:
Subject:
Date:

alilce.mmm123@gmail.com on behalf of Mrs Aisha Gaddafi
Re.Ré.Your Urgent Reply Will Be Appreciated
Wednesday, February 9, 2022 6:09:22 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________
Dear Good day,
I came across your e-mail contact prior to a private search while in
need of your assistance. I am Aisha Al-Qaddafi, the only biological
Daughter of Former President of Libya Col. Muammar Al-Qaddafi. Am a
single Mother and a Widow with three Children.
I have investment funds worth Thirty One Million Five Hundred Thousand
United State Dollar ($31.500.000.00 ) and i need a trusted investment
Manager/Partner because of my current refugee status, however, I am
interested in you for investment project assistance in your country,
may be from there, we can build business relationship in the nearest
future. If you are willing to handle this project on my behalf kindly
reply urgently to enable me to provide you more information about the
investment funds.Your Urgent Reply Will Be Appreciated.
Mrs Aisha Al-Qaddafi

From:
Subject:
Date:

Ms Fatoumata Ndiaye
Classified Information
Wednesday, February 9, 2022 5:51:21 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

From The Desk Of Ms Fatoumata Ndiaye
UNITED NATIONS (UN)
OFFICE OF INTERNAL OVERSIGHT SERVICES
Internal Audit, Monitoring, Consulting, and Investigations
Dear Sir/Ma
This is to inform you that I came to Nigeria yesterday from London, after a series of
complaints from the FBI, Interpol, and other Security agencies in Asia, Europe, Oceania,
Antarctica, South America, and the United States of America respectively, against the Federal
Government of Nigeria and the British Government for the rate of scam activities going on in
these two nations.
From my findings here, I decided to speak with Dr Ngozi Okongo Iwuala, the former finance
minister of Nigeria under the former president. Dr Goodluck Jonathan and the current DG of
the world trade center to know why your contract fund was not paid during her time as the
minister of finance, she affirmed that she was aware of your unpaid contract fund but when it
got to her table her tenure was almost up and that was why she didn't see it through.
Right now, as directed by the secretary-general António Guterres, We are working in synergy
with the Nigerian Economic and Financial Crime Commission (EFCC) and have decided to
give you a “REBATE” to all your clearance Charges and authorize the Government of Nigeria
to effect the payment of your fund as approved by the United Nations (UN) into your account
without further delay. The only fee you will pay to confirm your fund in your account is your
Court Notarization Affidavit fee to the UN envoy Nigeria.
Sincerely, you are a lucky person because I have just discovered that some top Nigerian
Government Officials are interested in your fund and they are working in collaboration with
One Mr Ben S. Bernanke and others from the USA to frustrate you and thereafter divert your
fund into their account. This is the reason I called Dr Ngozi Okonjo Iwuala for clarifications
because based on her pedigrees, she is the only one I can trust based on the prevailing
circumstances.
I have a very limited time to stay here in Nigeria and I would like you to urgently respond to
this message so that I can advise you on how best to confirm your funds in your account
within the next 72 hours to circumvent your funds going to the wrong people.
Forward reply with Your name, address, Phone number, and your ID.
Sincerely yours,
Ms Fatoumata Ndiaye
United Nations Under-SecretaryGeneral for Internal Oversight.

From:
Subject:
Date:

gabriel edgal
HI
Wednesday, February 9, 2022 5:35:16 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________
-Dear Friend
I am Mr. Gabriel Edgal , I am internal Auditor in our bank,i want
you to get read to receive the transfer of $9.5 million Dollars which
will be share among two of 50:50 . The fund was deposited in our bank
by one of my late client ,who bear the same surname with you and he
died with his entire family in Auto Accident . The reason why I have
contacted you is because you bear the same name with the late client
and i want to invite you as foreign partner to stand as the next of
kin to the decease customer ,so that we will put claim over the
deposited fund and share it between two of us 50: 50 each. I want
you to contact me back here through my email address
(gabrieledgal565@gmail.com) for more details
Best Regards,

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

MH
Raschke, Matt
City Mgr; Council, City; Tanaka, Greg
Re: Public Safety Building Construction Complaint
Wednesday, February 9, 2022 5:33:24 PM
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Hi Matt,
Thanks for the reply but this doesn’t fix the issue. While their presence is unsightly, the bigger issue is the residence depend on ventilating our properties as we don’t have central air/heat. Thus, we are already suffocated by the particles and dust from construction. If that’s not bad enough for our health, the present whiff on bodily excrements is insult to injury. Moreover, the portable potties were moved a mere 15 feet, and not closer to a non-residential area of the construction site (I.e. residential is west and east of the construction site).
While I’m still looking into legal options for a lawsuit regarding overall health, quality of life and noise issues, we would all appreciate it if they moved the toilets to the actual work HQ near the construction engineers’ trailer.
Thank you in advance,
Mark
Sent from my iPhone
On Feb 8, 2022, at 2:54 PM, Raschke, Matt <Matt.Raschke@cityofpaloalto.org> wrote:


Mark,
Thank you for bringing this concern about the port-a-potties at the Public Safety Building construction site to my attention. The port-a-potties have been relocated so they no longer face the residences at Birch Court. Attached is a photo of their new location. Hopefully this resolves the issue. Please feel free to contact me directly for any additional concerns or comments.
Sincerely,
Matt Raschke

-

Matt Raschke
Senior Engineer
Public Works Department | Engineering Services Division
(650) 496-5937 | Matt.Raschke@cityofpaloalto.org
www.cityofpaloalto.org
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From: M H <mh11281@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, February 8, 2022 9:01 AM
To: Raschke, Matt <Matt.Raschke@CityofPaloAlto.org>; City Mgr <CityMgr@cityofpaloalto.org>; Stump, Molly <Molly.Stump@CityofPaloAlto.org>; Perron, Zachary <Zachary.Perron@CityofPaloAlto.org>; Council, City <city.council@cityofpaloalto.org>
Subject: Public Safety Building Construction Complaint
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking on links.
________________________________
Greetings everyone,

I hope you and your loved ones are doing well.
When you have a moment can you please instruct Swinterton to relocate their ports-potties and respond to me once completed?
They are physically facing our residences and it feels like a big Eff you. I’ve attached a photograph for evidentiary purposes.
Many thanks,
Mark

Sent from my iPhone

From:
Subject:
Date:

ibrahimrahman084@gmail.com on behalf of Mrs Awa Souley
Dear Sir/Madam
Wednesday, February 9, 2022 5:18:00 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________
Dear Beloved!
I am Mrs Awa Souley, and i have been suffering from ovarian
cancer disease and the doctor says that i have just a short time to live.
I am from (Paris) France but based in Burkina Faso in Africa for over
Twelve years as a business woman dealing on gold exportation.
Now that my life is coming to end and i do not have any family
members or children. I am writing this letter now through the help of
my computer beside my sick bed.
I have $4.5 Million US Dollars deposited in Coris Bank,here in Burkina Faso
and i will instruct the bank to transfer the fund to you as my foreign Trustee.
You will apply to the bank, that they should release the fund to you,
but you will assure me that After receiving the fund you will take 50%
and the other 50% you are to help the Poor, needy, orphans, victims of war and
less privileged ones in the society in your country for my soul to
rest after i have gone.
In my next email, i will send you the copy of the Certicate of Deposit
which will enable you apply to the bank and receive the money with ease.
Respond to me immediately via my private email
address((awa8souley@gmail.com)for further details and instructions
since
I am in the end times of my life due to the ovarian cancer disease.
Hoping to receive your response as soon as possible.
My Regards,
Mrs Awa Souley,

From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

Aram James
Sajid Khan; Jethroe Moore; Jeff Rosen; Greer Stone; chuck jagoda; rabrica@cityofepa.org;
cromero@cityofepa.org; Council, City; Roberta Ahlquist; Joe Simitian; Enberg, Nicholas; Winter Dellenbach;
Tannock, Julie; Reifschneider, James; james pitkin; Raj; Jay Boyarsky; robert.parham@cityofpaloalto.org;
Figueroa, Eric; Tony Dixon
Police fatally shot 1,055 people in 2021, the highest total since The Post began tracking - The Washington Post
Wednesday, February 9, 2022 5:09:39 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________
https://www.washingtonpost.com/investigations/2022/02/09/fatal-police-shootings-record-2021/
Sent from my iPhone

Please Contact the Clerk’s Office
to View Additional Pages,
Attachments, or Images Related
to this Document
From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Rob Levitsky
Winter Dellenbach; Jeff Greenfield; Summa, Doria; Lauing, Ed; bryna.chang@gmail.com
Council, City
Protected Oak cut at Hamilton Post office
Wednesday, February 9, 2022 5:03:56 PM
Video.mov

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking on links.
________________________________
i was biking to the post office around 11:40 am this morning and heard chain saws. i followed the sound to the post office, where a guy was roped up in the 33 inch diameter Oak, cutting big branches, clearly not a trim. 4-5 others on the ground were dragging the cut branches to a chipper.
i ran over to ask what they were doing, and interfered enough that they stopped cutting.   I called peter Gollinger, and he arrived within 5 minutes, and he started looking at the paperwork, which called for 4 trees to be cut - the dead alder, the oak, and 2 other trees.
   But Urban Forestry had not signed the tree removal permit - it was signed by Amy French from planning, clearly a procedural error.
Although the tree is somewhat disfigured now, i believe it should be allowed to live, and hopefully some lessons can be learned about respecting our Protected Oaks.
rob levitsky

Sent from my iPhone

From:
Subject:
Date:

Colin Jay
Re: Project Details.
Wednesday, February 9, 2022 3:00:27 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Hi
This is Colin Jay from White Capital Group. I have the directives of my Investors to source for
a client who has viable projects for financing and can accommodate 3M-70M USD for
profitable Investments. More details will follow upon your reply.
Colin

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

mark weiss
Council, City
Shikada, Ed
Brown Act and Real Estate cartels
Wednesday, February 9, 2022 1:06:17 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________
Ms. Eisenberg might be correct when she asserted during the public hearing that Mr. Shenk, the CEO of Thoits
brothers Real estate company, might not have the standing under the Brown Act to speak at a public hearing as
would Jessica Roth, a resident and small business owner.
Further it seem to be that he was in a technical or virtual sense seated on the dais next to our mayor Pat Burt. It
seems that during the meeting Pat instructed the acting city clerk to mute or unmute Mr. Shenk as if he had the same
status as the six councilmembers.
This was apropos of a discussion about the streets being opened or closed.
Whether it is true or not there is definitely the appearance that real estate cartels and some of them are multi
generational enjoy more power and status than the actual citizens of Palo Alto.
And that in a very related dynamic was the subject of a grand jury report.
Mark Weiss
Downtown North

Sent from my iPhone

From:
Subject:
Date:

mrs juliana timothy
I Have A Donation For You
Wednesday, February 9, 2022 12:23:42 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

-Greetings to you and your family i am Mrs. Juliana Timothy, A widow to Late Mr. Johnson
Timothy of Ivory Coast i am 59 years old, my late Husband was working with Bahrain
Embassy here in Ivory Coast also doing his cocoa company business here before his Sudden
Death in 2017 by this country political group who kidnapped him and killed him.
But before his death, he deposited the Sum of $4, Million US dollars with one of the Bank
here in Ivory Coast in a Fixed Suspense Deposit Account with my name as next of kin and
presently i am suffering a pancreatic cancer sickness my condition is really bad and it is quite
obvious that i won’t live more than two months according to my doctor and i have no Child
who is going to take care of this huge amount of money i am willing to donate the Sum of
$4,Million US dollars for you to help Widows, Orphanages Home and the Less Privileged
ones in the rural and urban areas and to carry out Charity works in your Country and around
the World on my behalf i need your urgent response.
Remain blessed.
Your Sick Sister
Mrs. Juliana Timothy.

From:
Subject:
Date:

mrs juliana timothy
I Have A Donation For You
Wednesday, February 9, 2022 12:23:09 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

-Greetings to you and your family i am Mrs. Juliana Timothy, A widow to Late Mr. Johnson
Timothy of Ivory Coast i am 59 years old, my late Husband was working with Bahrain
Embassy here in Ivory Coast also doing his cocoa company business here before his Sudden
Death in 2017 by this country political group who kidnapped him and killed him.
But before his death, he deposited the Sum of $4, Million US dollars with one of the Bank
here in Ivory Coast in a Fixed Suspense Deposit Account with my name as next of kin and
presently i am suffering a pancreatic cancer sickness my condition is really bad and it is quite
obvious that i won’t live more than two months according to my doctor and i have no Child
who is going to take care of this huge amount of money i am willing to donate the Sum of
$4,Million US dollars for you to help Widows, Orphanages Home and the Less Privileged
ones in the rural and urban areas and to carry out Charity works in your Country and around
the World on my behalf i need your urgent response.
Remain blessed.
Your Sick Sister
Mrs. Juliana Timothy.

From:
Subject:
Date:

INFO REFERENCE
New Transaction alert
Wednesday, February 9, 2022 12:22:28 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

PayPal Helpline : +1-800-291-7271.
You Authorised a payment of $799.99
USD to (Nipun@comcast.net)
Thanks for using PayPal

Transaction ID                                                                    Transaction Date
ADC22689361BT                                                                February 09th, 2022
Invoice ID                             
PU11016618812022
Instruction to the seller:
you haven’t entered any instructions.
If you haven’t made this transaction contact PayPal immediately
at +1-800-291-7271 to report and cancel this transfer.
Thank you.

From:
Subject:
Date:

walters Arren
Carol Smith Trust!
Wednesday, February 9, 2022 12:13:19 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Hello ,
I represent the Carol Smith Trust, I am reaching out to you as regards the handling of a project
together with our Trust, we are impressed with your works, hence my contacting you.
I will give you more information upon your response.
Sincerely yours
Walter Arren.

From:
Subject:
Date:

mrarounasali3@gmail.com on behalf of Mr. Saeed Faizi
Please reply back urgently.!!
Wednesday, February 9, 2022 11:21:45 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________
-Peace be unto you.
Myself, I am Saeed Faizi, from Afghanistan, a politician and
government official working with the ministry of finance before the
Talibans took control of Afghanistan.
I plead for your help to receive and secure my luggage in your country.
I want to send out my digital safe box containing my life savings,
(Two Million Six hundred thousand US Dollars) and some of my very
important documents through a courier express delivery company from
Afghanistan to your country for security reasons and for investment in
your country. Unfortunately, I cannot send the money through the bank
because the Taliban’s have taken control of all the institutions in
Afghanistan.
We are under imminent threat from massacres and targeted executions of
government officials since the Talibans returned to power in our
country and I have been in hiding to avoid the risk of deadly
reprisals by the Talibans as I wait for paperwork to evacuate with my
family.
I hope to hear from you through email for my safety and the safety of
my family because the Talibans are tracking calls to find out our
exact location in Kabul. If you are interesting to assist me for the
delivery of my digital safe box to your country, please send me your
full names, address, zip code and telephone number.
I look forward to hearing from you.
Mr. Saeed Faizi.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jill Sturm
Jill Sturm
PLEASE SHARE: Free Tax Services this Saturday in your community
Wednesday, February 9, 2022 11:10:56 AM

Some people who received this message don't often get email from jill@tax-aid.org. Learn why this
is important

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.
Hello,
Tax-Aid volunteers will be meeting clients at outdoor Curbside Tax Document Drop Off Events events this
Saturday February 12th to collect copies of their tax documents so that our volunteers can prepare their
tax returns.
Tax-Aid helps people that earn less than $58,000 a year. Our services are provided free of charge by
volunteers who donate their time.
Your community members need our help. Many people need to file their taxes to take advantage of
the stimulus payments and child tax credits. Please help us get the word out to your constituents, clients
and networks.
You can find more information on our locations for this weekend on our website here
Flyers can be downloaded on our website in English, Spanish and Chinese from our website.
Our events are also available on Facebook here
Thank you for helping us spread the word.

Best,
Jill Sturm
Executive Director
Tax-Aid

Ill
235 Montgomery Street, Suite 1155, San Francisco, CA 94104
Phone and Fax: 415-229-9239
jill@tax-aid.org

www.tax-aid.org/
Visit us on Facebook!
www.instagram.com/taxaidfotos/

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kenneth Horowitz
Council, City
Fw: Announcements from the City of Palo Alto for 02/09/2022
Wednesday, February 9, 2022 10:24:01 AM

Some people who received this message don't often get email from klhorowitz@earthlink.net. Learn
why this is important

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of
opening attachments and clicking on links.

Hi All
Please refer to my email sent today to
City Manager Shikada
Thank you
Ken Horowitz
525 Homer Ave
Palo Alto 94301
(650)464-8959
-----Forwarded Message----From: Kenneth Horowitz <klhorowitz@earthlink.net>
Sent: Feb 9, 2022 10:04 AM
To: <Ed.shikada@cityofpaloalto.org>
Subject: Fw: Announcements from the City of Palo Alto for 02/09/2022

Hi Ed
Thanks for this summary of the Priorities in this Announcement
This is very helpful for those that completed the survey,
but chose not to speak during open communications
I will be addressing the Council on Monday evening about the Cubberley items
Please don't be "fooled" again about the good intentions of PAUSD
They have altered their plans so many times, and though they are only
interested in 20 acres today, they could change their plans tomorrow
The City needs a first class community center, the City owns 8 acres, and you could
do
alot with 8 acres. We have waited too long for PAUSD to make a decision on a
community center

and all the City has gotten in contracts with PAUSD are five year leases (since 1989)
It's time to move on!
A new wild card is a proposed $25M gift by a philanthropist for City gym.
Perhaps that gift could go to PAUSD for the 7 acres at Cubberley
they are proposing to give up (or exchange)
The City needs a community center for all residents including the non-profits
All the buildings at Cubberley are in disrepair and with lots of liabilities
There are plenty of gyms throughout Palo Alto.(The City does not need their own)
Thanks for hearing me out. Be well
Regards, Ken
-----Forwarded Message----From: Palo Alto <support@opengov.com>
Sent: Feb 9, 2022 9:02 AM
To: <klhorowitz@earthlink.net>
Subject: Announcements from the City of Palo Alto for 02/09/2022

Updates from the City of Palo Alto about Open Town Hall

Is this email not displaying correctly?
View it in your browser.

2022 Council Priorities Selected
Feb 08, 2022 03:54 pm | The City of Palo Alto

Thank you to the community members that shared their feedback on 2022 Council priorities by
emailing the Council, sharing thoughts at the retreat, and/or filling out the online survey.
On Saturday, February 5, 2022 the City Council selected the following priorities:
1. Economic Recovery and Transition
0 Cohesive vision for our commercial cores
2. Climate Change – Protection and Adaptation
3. Housing for Social and Economic Balance

4. Community Health and Safety
0 Crime, mental health, air quality, noise, sense of belonging
From the online survey, some of the frequently commented on priorities include:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Community and Economic Recovery
Public Safety
Climate Change
Housing
Community Services, Libraries, Teen Services
City Infrastructure, fiscal sustainability
Airplane noise, leaf blower noise, and train noise
Race and Equity
Campaign Finance
Healthy Community

For more details, including the survey results and other community input received, go to
www.cityofpaloalto.org/councilpriorities

Read More
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From:
Subject:
Date:

INFO REFERENCE
Payment Debit Info
Wednesday, February 9, 2022 9:45:47 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Dear User,
Your personal subscription with secure squad by using PayPal will expire today.
The subscription will be auto renewed today. Hope you are happy with the
services.
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION: Account Type - Personal Home Subscription
Product            - Secure Squad PC Support
Quantity          -   1
Tenure            -    3 years
Payment mode - Auto debit from PayPal
Renewal Amount - $ 799.99
This email confirms that you have renewed your 1-year subscription to PayPal
for $ 799.99 on February 09/ 2022.
This Subscription will auto renew every 3 years unless you turn it off. No later
than 12 hours before the end of the subscription period.
To Cancel the Subscription You Can Reach Us At +1-800-291-7271.
Regards,
PayPal Support
+1-800-291-7271.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Michael Zeineh
Council, City
California street
Wednesday, February 9, 2022 9:31:16 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

It is very nice to have a car-free zone! Makes it feel like Europe, in a good way!

From:
Subject:
Date:

Beni
In Honesty
Wednesday, February 9, 2022 8:57:26 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________
-Good day ,please can you help me?
Am the only son and I am writing you from where I have been taking
refuge,After the brutal war and Murder of my parents by the rebels.and
before the death of my Father, he disclose to me about this deposit
worth of $ 5Million Dollars, deposited in one of the bank here for
investment, but unfortunately my Late Father couldn't succeed in the
war.please,I would like to invest this money in your country,
Again,you will manage for any investment we are going to choice until
I finish my studies.thanks once again as i expect your urgent response
for
more details.

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Palo Alto Free Press
Sean Webby
dokonkwo@dao.sccgov.org; Brian Welch; Jay Boyarsky; Jeff Rosen; Perron, Zachary; Wagner, April; Binder,
Andrew; Maloney, Con; csumida@dao.sccgov.org; Shikada, Ed; Human Relations Commission; Council, City;
Stump, Molly; James Aram; Scheff, Lisa
Re: Another one to spin this wonder Wednesday morning
Wednesday, February 9, 2022 4:52:31 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Ed as city manager one six the city has hired? (talk about bureaucracy and a waste of
taxpayers hard earned cash)
if you would kindly forward the email to your accounts payable department would be
wonderful. Just as a heads up… I’ll provide them with my Charles Schwab account number in
New York just to get them prepared for a six figure payout deposit…
Mark
Sent from my iPad
On Feb 9, 2022, at 6:38 AM, Palo Alto Free Press
<paloaltofreepress@gmail.com> wrote:
h ttps://twitter.com/pafreepress/status/1491389513553571840?s=21
You've got some serious damage control Mr. Webby….. I’m not thorough…..
Court papers will be filed soon…….
Mark Petersen-Perez
Editor in chief
Palo Alto Free Press
Reporting from Nicaragua
Sent from my iPad

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Palo Alto Free Press
Sean Webby
dokonkwo@dao.sccgov.org; Brian Welch; Jay Boyarsky; Jeff Rosen; Perron, Zachary; Wagner, April; Binder,
Andrew; Maloney, Con; csumida@dao.sccgov.org; Shikada, Ed; Human Relations Commission; Council, City;
Stump, Molly; James Aram; Scheff, Lisa
Another one to spin this wonder Wednesday morning
Wednesday, February 9, 2022 4:39:07 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

https://twitter.com/pafreepress/status/1491389513553571840?s=21
You've got some serious damage control Mr. Webby….. I’m not thorough…..
Court papers will be filed soon…….
Mark Petersen-Perez
Editor in chief
Palo Alto Free Press
Reporting from Nicaragua
Sent from my iPad

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

upcomingsales@friendspaloaltolib.org
Council, City
February Book Sales for Friends and Family - Friends of the Palo Alto Library
Tuesday, February 8, 2022 9:26:19 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Visit our web site

Friends and Family Personal Sales Continue By
Appointment
Many thanks to all supporters of FOPAL's Main, Children's and Bargain Room Teams who
have visited us this past month. It has been lovely to see you all and your assistance in
helping to keep the books, audiobooks, games and puzzles, CDs, records (yes, records, in
the Main Room), DVDs, and postcards moving to new homes is much appreciated!
The February monthly sale has also been cancelled so you may sign up for a 2-hour
shopping session overseen by a volunteer host.
Purchases may be made with check, Venmo, PayPal or exact cash; no change will be given.
A minimum of $20 to $30 would ideally be spent by each shopper or shopping group. Each
visit will have a maximum of two hours. All buyers must adhere to our COVID restrictions
of wearing a face covering, reading our health screening posted on the door, and after
answering no to all of the questions, signing the contact sheet inside the front door.
If you miss our sales and our fantastic offerings of items in three rooms, anyone who
wants to shop is definitely a Friend and you can sign up via SignUp.com:
Main Room:
https://signup.com/go/xaTuNnK
Requested minimum purchase (per person): $30
Children's Room:
https://signup.com/go/ceYabjC
Requested minimum purchase (per person): $20
Bargain Room:
https://signup.com/go/utMmqga
No requested minimum purchase, but please sign up with the intention to show up and
look for something to buy (prices start at $1 and mostly go down from there)
In Main and Children's Rooms, customers must shop only on shelves where items are
priced. Volunteers continue to price and shelve books from boxes on the floor.
We look forward to seeing you and offer our thanks for your continued support. Thanks! -

F&F Volunteers

Shop FOPAL Off-site sales locations
If you're unable to attend a personal sale, you can also check out our in-library store at
Mitchell Park Library and two gondolas full of books and other materials at Rinconada
Library.
FOPAL Store & Mitchell Park Library Hours
Monday

Closed

Tuesday

11:00am-8:00pm

Wednesday 11:00am-8:00pm
Thursday

11:00am-8:00pm

Friday

12:00pm-6:00pm

Saturday

12:00pm-6:00pm

Sunday

Closed

FOPAL Gondola & Rinconada Library Hours
Monday

Closed

Tuesday

Closed

Wednesday 10:00am-6:00pm
Thursday

10:00am-6:00pm

Friday

10:00am-6:00pm

Saturday

10:00am-6:00pm

Sunday

Closed

FOPAL's On-line High Value Book Sales
You can find books we have listed on Amazon here.
Buying the copy/ies we have listed is a bit trickier than that though, you may have to look
through the copies listed online for one that is sold by "Friends of the Palo Alto Library".

News from the Library, by E-mail and RSS
You can read the Library's February news here. It's where yr hmbl newsletter editor got
updates for Rinconada Library's hours!
If you have ever given the Library your e-mail address, like this newsletter editor did when
he signed up for a Palo Alto Library card, you have probably noticed that they are sending
you one to a few e-mails per month since the start of the pandemic.
If you haven't been getting these e-mails, and are curious, there's an archive of them
here. The messages linked from the archive page have links to a subscription page.
If you prefer this sort of thing in your RSS reader instead of your e-mail, you can get the
RSS feed here. (This may open in your RSS reader instead of in your browser.)
The City may also be sending you "Uplift Local" e-mails once a week or so. This week's
mentions the Library's celebration of Black History Month, and may be read here.

Donations
We have made it past Drop-off Donations 3.0 and have returned to accepting donations
without the need to make an appointment.
HOWEVER....
We are closed for donations from Sunday February 6 through Sunday February 14 to
refresh the Main Room for further Friends and Family Sales through the rest of February.
Please read our donation guidelines before you bring materials to us.
All that said, our normal hours for drop-off donations are Monday through Saturday, 3pm5pm. (But not the week before the sale.)

Suggestions?
We're always eager to hear your suggestions for ways to improve our book sale. Please
email us at suggestions@friendspaloaltolib.org.
This notice comes to you from the non-profit organization Friends of the Palo Alto Library. No trees were
felled in the making of this e-mail. Visit our web site. Become a member by joining online.
Be sure to receive your own free copy of this e-mail notice so that you'll know about all special upcoming
books sales. To sign up, just e-mail us. We carefully protect the privacy of your e-mail address. We will not
share your e-mail address with any other organization and we will not use it for any purpose other than to
send you these notices. If you do not wish to receive these e-mail notices in the future, please reply with
the words "Remove Me" in the first line of the text.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Aram James
Greer Stone; Stump, Molly; Alison Cormack; Council, City; Dave Price; Binder, Andrew; Dave Price; Tanaka,
Greg; Winter Dellenbach; Braden Cartwright; Emily Mibach; Shikada, Ed; Human Relations Commission; Sajid
Khan; Jeff Rosen
Aram’s request on the scope the discussion of a study session on encryption versus de encryption
Tuesday, February 8, 2022 8:50:31 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________
To: Policy and Services et al: ( Chair Stone thanks for not backing down on this critical
Issue)
Constitutional privacy versus right of the public and the press to monitor the police and to de encrypt radio
transmission. Let the press and public weight in at the study not just the police and city attorney. Yes, we would like
to hear from a CHP representative as well and any other agency that opposes police radio encryption.
Best, aram

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

PartyFixx.co
Council, City
Your #1 Party Guide For Super Bowl Weekend, NBA All Star Weekend, CIAA Weekend, & Mardi Gras
Tuesday, February 8, 2022 8:42:27 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments
and clicking on links.

View Web Version

SUPER BOWL | NBA ALL STAR WEEKEND | LOCAL EVENTS | MUSIC FESTIVALS | GETAWAY TRIPS
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Becky Bartindale
Council, City
City Mgr
Foothill-De Anza"s Feb. 14 finale and a Town Hall invitation
Tuesday, February 8, 2022 4:00:03 PM

Some people who received this message don't often get email from bartindalebecky@fhda.edu.
Learn why this is important

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Dear Honorable Mayor and Council Members,
This will probably be my last update to you about Foothill-De Anza Community College
District's move to trustee area elections. Thank you for your patience on the receiving
end!
On Feb. 14, the Board of Trustees will consider adopting Draft Map A, which
would establish the boundary lines for five trustee areas. Voters in each area will elect a
resident from their area to serve on the board starting this year. Until now, trustees have
been elected districtwide, chosen by voters across six cities and parts of several others.
Impact on 2022 Elections
Trustees also will determine on Feb. 14 which two trustee areas of the five will elect
representatives for the first time in November 2022. The other three areas will start the
new system in 2024. This change has implications for the current trustees.
Draft Map A
Draft Map A follows city boundaries as closely as possible. However, to meet certain
requirements including having a roughly equal population size among trustee areas,
some cities are divided between two or more trustee areas. That would be the case with
any of the draft maps that the board has considered.
You may view Draft Map A and other maps that were considered at:
https://www.fhda.edu/trustee-areas/A-DraftMaps.html
How to Comment
Trustees invite your comments in preparation for their Feb. 14 vote:

•
•

You may email your thoughts to TrusteeAreas@fhda.edu
You may speak at the meeting, which is being held in person in the board room at
the district offices at Foothill College. Information about the meeting time and

location is available at https://www.fhda.edu/trusteeareas/Timeline_Meetings.html
Thank you so much for your interest (and patience!) in this process.
New Topic: What's New at Foothill-De Anza – Join Our Feb. 23 Town Hall
We'd love to have you join the conversation about the current state of the district with
Chancellor Judy C. Miner, acting Foothill College President Bernadine Chuck Fong, and
De Anza College President Lloyd Holmes at a virtual Town Hall sponsored by the FoothillDe Anza Foundation. The event will last from 5-6 p.m. on Wednesday, Feb. 23. Please
RSVP for the Zoom link at:
https://forms.office.com/r/Ct5UyE7fFJ
Thank you for your time and support.
Best wishes,
Becky
-Becky Bartindale (she/her/herself)
Foothill-De Anza Community College District
Coordinator of communications and public affairs
650-949-6107 office
650-269-8927 mobile

From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

Loran Harding
Loran Harding; antonia.tinoco@hsr.ca.gov; alumnipresident@stanford.edu; David Balakian; beachrides; fred
beyerlein; bballpod; boardmembers; Leodies Buchanan; Cathy Lewis; Council, City; dennisbalakian; Doug Vagim;
Dan Richard; Daniel Zack; dallen1212@gmail.com; david pomaville; esmeralda.soria@fresno.gov;
eappel@stanford.edu; grinellelake@yahoo.com; Gabriel.Ramirez@fresno.gov; huidentalsanmateo; jerry ruopoli;
Joel Stiner; kfsndesk; kwalsh@kmaxtv.com; karkazianjewelers@gmail.com; lalws4@gmail.com; leager; Mark
Standriff; margaret-sasaki@live.com; Mayor; mthibodeaux@electriclaboratories.com; newsdesk; nick yovino;
news@fresnobee.com; russ@topperjewelers.com; Sally Thiessen; Steve Wayte; tsheehan; terry;
VT3126782@gmail.com; vallesR1969@att.net
Fwd: Two weeks pd sick leave pd by ERs passes Leg. Gov. to sign
Tuesday, February 8, 2022 3:35:54 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Loran Harding <loran.harding@stanfordalumni.org>
Date: Tue, Feb 8, 2022 at 12:50 AM
Subject: Fwd: Two weeks pd sick leave pd by ERs passes Leg. Gov. to sign
To: Loran Harding <loran.harding@stanfordalumni.org>

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Loran Harding <loran.harding@stanfordalumni.org>
Date: Mon, Feb 7, 2022 at 9:47 PM
Subject: Fwd: Two weeks pd sick leave pd by ERs passes Leg. Gov. to sign
To: Loran Harding <loran.harding@stanfordalumni.org>

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Loran Harding <loran.harding@stanfordalumni.org>
Date: Mon, Feb 7, 2022 at 9:44 PM
Subject: Two weeks pd sick leave pd by ERs passes Leg. Gov. to sign
To: Loran Harding <loran.harding@stanfordalumni.org>
Tuesday, Feb. 8, 2022
To allGlad I was a salaried employee at GM. There would have been no issue about getting paid
if out sick with something like Covid, up to a reasonable time. A month or two would have
been no issue. I suppose at some point they would have started asking for confirmation from
doctors. I never put it to the test. I missed 6 days of work in my first 7 years with GM. One
good bout of the flu could knock a person out for 6 work days. I had the flu around 2003 here
in Fresno and WOW! Felt like a cube of lead in the middle of my brain. I havn't missed a flu
shot since.

This new bill seems tame to me. Lots of EEs have been hospitalized or at least sidelined
with Covid for a lot longer than two weeks!! I suppose the two week pay requirement in this
new law articulates with the rule that people who test positive for Covid have been required to
self-isolate for two weeks.  
  California votes to require paid sick leave for virus cases - The Business Journal
L. William Harding
Fresno, Ca.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

chuck jagoda
Aram James; Rebecca Eisenberg; WILPF Peninsula Palo Alto; Council, City; dprice@padailypost.com
Re: Police Crime
Tuesday, February 8, 2022 11:38:01 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Hello All,
I was in error on some of what I wrote about the police crime and the discussion of
self indemnification.
I DO believe there is a category of crime we don't discuss enough: police crime.
And I DO believe self indemnification is one of many steps that should be considered.
I also commend to your consideration the Oakland School Board meeting tonight at 6
p.m. Pacific Time. There are thousands of people registered to attend online. It's a
serious, mostly ignored issue. And it's not just going on in major cities as the report
on today's Democracy NOW! show tells us. The shrinking of Black and brown
students' schools and growth of charter schools is going on in East Palo Alto. AND
Oakland.
Inequity and decisions that divert resources from institutions of color is not new and
not an elsewhere problem. It's right here in Silicon City.

C. Jagoda
Member Homeless/Housing Committee
Women's International League for Peace and Freedom
Peninsula Branch

On Mon, Feb 7, 2022 at 5:34 PM chuck jagoda <chuckjagoda1@gmail.com> wrote:
Hello Citizens,
Tonight the PACC is going to take up local crime.
But what about local Police Crime?  
The crimes of violence, disregard of civil rights. lying on official records, assault and
battery, reckless endangerment, committing great bodily harm are unfortunately
fairly common in Palo Alto.
Is there any chance the PACC will consider the category of police crime and discuss
efforts to deal with/decrease this unnecessary category.  

The police-- specifically employed to REDUCE, respond to, and help solve crime-commit a whole bunch of it. Shouldn't we begin there? Employing criminals?
Paying them while they commit crimes and lie about it?
How about self-indemnification at the very least? Isn't the gun, club, taser, and
handcuffs enough of an arsenal? Must we also give them carte blanche, police
immunity, and continued encouragement to assault peaceful residents?
I think requiring them to take out an insurance policy to cover the cost of their
crimes in NOT too much to ask.
Are you pro or anti police crime?
Chuck Jagoda

-Chuck
-Chuck

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Karen Damian
Council, City
California Avenue
Tuesday, February 8, 2022 10:27:21 AM

Some people who received this message don't often get email from
karenswansondamian@gmail.com. Learn why this is important

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

I vote keep the street as is: closed to traffic. i am a frequent shopper there and
appreciate the lack of cars and the European like ambiance of outdoor dining.
Thanks,
Karen Damian
870 College Avenue
Palo Alto 94306
650.656.5776

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

MH
Raschke, Matt; City Mgr; Stump, Molly; Perron, Zachary; Council, City
Public Safety Building Construction Complaint
Tuesday, February 8, 2022 9:01:13 AM

[Some people who received this message don't often get email from mh11281@gmail.com. Learn why this is important at http://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification.]
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking on links.
________________________________
Greetings everyone,
I hope you and your loved ones are doing well.
When you have a moment can you please instruct Swinterton to relocate their ports-potties and respond to me once completed?
They are physically facing our residences and it feels like a big Eff you. I’ve attached a photograph for evidentiary purposes.
Many thanks,
Mark

Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

Loran Harding
Loran Harding; antonia.tinoco@hsr.ca.gov; alumnipresident@stanford.edu; David Balakian; beachrides; fred
beyerlein; bballpod; boardmembers; Cathy Lewis; Chris Field; Council, City; dennisbalakian; Doug Vagim; Dan
Richard; Daniel Zack; dallen1212@gmail.com; david pomaville; esmeralda.soria@fresno.gov;
eappel@stanford.edu; grinellelake@yahoo.com; Gabriel.Ramirez@fresno.gov; George.Rutherford@ucsf.edu;
huidentalsanmateo; hennessy; Irv Weissman; kfsndesk; kwalsh@kmaxtv.com; karkazianjewelers@gmail.com;
lalws4@gmail.com; Leodies Buchanan; leager; Mark Standriff; margaret-sasaki@live.com; Mayor;
merazroofinginc@att.net; newsdesk; nick yovino; russ@topperjewelers.com; Sally Thiessen; Steve Wayte;
tsheehan; terry; VT3126782@gmail.com; vallesR1969@att.net
Fwd: Dr. John Campbell Sunday, Feb. 6, 2022 European Normalisation wrt Covid
Tuesday, February 8, 2022 2:26:45 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Loran Harding <loran.harding@stanfordalumni.org>
Date: Tue, Feb 8, 2022 at 12:30 AM
Subject: Fwd: Dr. John Campbell Sunday, Feb. 6, 2022 European Normalisation wrt Covid
To: Loran Harding <loran.harding@stanfordalumni.org>

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Loran Harding <loran.harding@stanfordalumni.org>
Date: Tue, Feb 8, 2022 at 12:25 AM
Subject: Fwd: Dr. John Campbell Sunday, Feb. 6, 2022 European Normalisation wrt Covid
To: Loran Harding <loran.harding@stanfordalumni.org>

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Loran Harding <loran.harding@stanfordalumni.org>
Date: Mon, Feb 7, 2022 at 3:56 AM
Subject: Dr. John Campbell Sunday, Feb. 6, 2022 European Normalisation wrt Covid
To: Loran Harding <loran.harding@stanfordalumni.org>
Monday, Feb. 7, 2022 late
To all- Hopeful news and projections by Dr. John Campbell here. He disagrees with
the top people at the WHO as to where Covid goes now. We will not likely see a new, more
pathogenic variant of Covid, says Dr. Campbell. He has disagreed with the WHO plenty in
the past, and has even excoriated them. Re mass vaccination of 7 billion people, he says why
would you do that now when we have Omicron? Omicron is spreading like wildfire and
producing good immunity as it goes.
Europe is coming out of the pandemic. EASTERN Europe and Russia with their low
vaccination rates will see terrible times ahead yet with Covid. The peak in Russia is estimated

by them to be coming on Feb. 22, 2022.
  European normalisation - YouTube
LH- California has now suffered over 81,000 deaths from this pandemic. Tonight I heard
Dr. George Rutherford of UCSF say on KCBS-AM 740 SF what a terrible toll that is. He said
that we have had vaccines for a year now.   
Correction: In a recent email, I said that the Danes are the tallest people in the world. They
are the tallest people in Scandanavia- Denmark, Norway, Sweden, Finland. The tallest people
in the world are the folks down the road from Denmark, the Dutch.
L.William Harding
Fresno, Ca.

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Palo Alto Free Press
Sean Webby; Brian Welch; dokonkwo@dao.sccgov.org; Jeff Rosen; Jay Boyarsky; csumida@dao.sccgov.org;
Council, City; Shikada, Ed
Perron, Zachary; Maloney, Con; James Aram; Jonsen, Robert; Stump, Molly; Wagner, April; Reifschneider,
James; Shikada, Ed
Re: Without the benefit of a JURY trial
Tuesday, February 8, 2022 1:26:59 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

More Evidence to be submitted to the California State Bar witch by “the preponderance of
evidence” further demonstrates gross prosecutorial negligence and ground for disbarment..
Mark Petersen-Perez
Editor in chief
Palo Alto Free Press
Reporting from Nicarauga
Sent from my iPad
On Feb 8, 2022, at 3:21 AM, Palo Alto Free Press
<paloaltofreepress@gmail.com> wrote:


Spin this Webbie and get caught up in your own Wehbe
https://twitter.com/pafreepress/status/1490974447532392457?s=12
https://twitter.com/pafreepress/status/1490977486435667968?s=21
Mark Petersen-Perez
Editor in chief
Palo Alto Free Press
Reporting from Nicaragua

Sent from my iPad

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rebecca Eisenberg
Council, City; Human Relations Commission; City Mgr; Stump, Molly
Hate speech at city council meeting
Monday, February 7, 2022 11:44:49 PM

Some people who received this message don't often get email from
rebecca@privateclientlegal.com. Learn why this is important

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Dear City Council:
Is the City of Palo Alto going to respond to the hate speech levied by the final
public speaker at tonight's meeting? This belligerent, hostile, aggressive speaker
demonstrated clear bias against black people, using the N- word more than once
(including putting F-ing in front of it), and also said F-You to me directly, stating
my name in full. You allowed this man to speak long enough to make these
statements heard before finally cutting him off.
What is your system for responding to this kind of intolerable behavior? Is
pretending it did not happen - which is what you did - your official policy? As you
know, hate speech and profanity -- especially profanity used in a hostile personal
attack (I am not a public figure) -- is not protected by the First Amendment and is
in violation of local and state law.
Will PAPD Police Chief Jonsen be investigating the caller? Additionally, given my
criticism of his job performance (which is my legal right, and I used 100%
acceptable language) can Mr. Jonsen guarantee that the caller was not one of the
59 (white) members of his own police force (or himself personally)? And can he or
John Schenk guarantee that the caller was associated with John Schenk and/or
Thoits, whom I also criticized?
(To clarify my comment about John Schenk that he does not enjoy/suffer
"community member" standing pursuant to the Brown Act, I stand by that remark on
the grounds that (1) The City of Palo Alto enabled Schenk to actively conceal his
role as a landlord (rather than as a small business owner); and (2) The COPA gave
Schenk more power to speak than actual "community members." It is your behavior
-- treating him differently than the community -- that changed his status, including
your giving him panelist/speaker status and enabling him to misrepresent his role.
While Molly Stump can and will disagree, that does not mean that she or you will
win a lawsuit on this matter. (As a reminder, Stump loses most lawsuits, which
likely is why she fears them so much.)
In conclusion, what will be the City's response to tonight's outbreak of racist and
misogyny? Or will it not respond at all?
Sincerely,
Rebecca Eisenberg
Rebecca Eisenberg, Esq.
Principal & Founder

Private Client Legal Services
www.linkedin.com/in/eisenberg
rebecca@privateclientlegal.com
415-235-8078

PLEASE NOTE: The information in this e-mail message is confidential. It may also
be attorney-client privileged and/or protected from disclosure as attorney work product. If you have
received this e-mail message in error or are not the intended recipient, you are not authorized to use,
copy, or disclose to anyone this message or any information contained in it. Please notify the sender by
reply e-mail and delete the message. Thank you.
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https://www.californiapolicechiefs.org/eventmenu/ats
Shared via the Google app
Sent from my iPhone
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Dear City Council,
At approximately 10.05 PM, Mayor Burt asked John Schenk, billionaire real estate
developer and one of Palo Alto's largest and most profitable landlords, who
currently serves as CEO of Thoits Brothers (and previously served for almost 2
decades as an executive at Sobrato) - https://www.linkedin.com/in/john-r-shenk2744808/ - mute his zoom app. If Schenk had the ability to mute himself, then he
also had the ability to unmute himself, which is a power that no other member of
the public was given (as far as we were made aware).
This is a matter of serious public concern regarding Palo Alto's history of perceived
favoritism to billionaire real estate investors, landlords, and employers, to the
detriment of Palo Alto's residents and small businesses. For example, Palo Alto
remains the only city in California (and like the USA) with a business presence of its
size that fails to tax its businesses. Even though Palo Alto hosts the headquarters or
large offices of some of the world's largest and most profitable companies -companies that as a group increased their profits by hundreds of billions of dollars
during the pandemic -- it does not tax even the most profitable of its local large
employers. In other words, despite reporting record-setting profitability over the
past year and employing tens of thousands of employees in Palo Alto, huge
companies such as Tesla, Amazon.com, Alphabet, Facebook (despite the most
recent quarter), and Palantir operate tax-free in Palo Alto. Similarly, billionaire
landlords and commercial developers including Thoits and Sobrato are not taxed on
their profits in Palo Alto, even though all of these companies pay taxes in every
other city where they operate.
Accordingly, because John Schenk does not live in Palo Alto (as he admitted
publicly the other week), he pays virtually no taxes to our city and lacks standing
under many/most accepted principles that protect the public against local
government corruption and abuse that form the basis of state laws such as the
Brown Act. Additionally, neither John Schenk nor Thoits is stated on tonight's
agenda.
Although there is an agenda item on University Avenue closures, why would John
Shenk -- University Ave's self-professed largest landlord -- be given a larger voice
than his small business tenants? There is a much larger number of small business
owner tenants than there are landlords like Schenk on University Avenue, and it is
the small business owners who stand to benefit (or lose) from street closures (or
openings) far more directly than their landlord Mr. Schenk.
Is John Shenk, who makes money from business rents and property appreciation,
speaking on behalf of his tenants, who make money from community members who
buy from and/or eat at their small businesses and restaurants? John Shenk's
interests are different from his tenants at best, and are most likely, diametrically
opposed to his tenants' interests. For example, granting Schenk unlimited license

to evict small businesses and replace them with medical office harms small
businesses and the community -- but increases Schenk's profits. Similarly, a business
tax that only taxes large profitable businesses and multi-billion-dollar landlords but
exempts small businesses like his tenants, cuts into Schenk's profits, while assisting
small businesses with increased city services and affordable housing for their
employees. In virtually every way imaginable, Schenk's interests are opposite those
of the small business community. here in Palo Alto.
Who exactly is given panelist/speaker status at City Council meetings? Is this
something that is for sale? If so, what is the price? I may want to make an
investment to receive panelist status as well. I assume there is a discount for
individuals who actually live here?
Either way, please explain how it is that John Schenk was given the ability to be
heard (and seen-- although presumably, intentionally hidden) while all other
members of the public -- including his business tenants: the small businesses that
make up the backbone of our business community -- were not.  
Thank you in advance for a response to this question of great public interest.
Sincerely,
Rebecca Eisenberg

Rebecca Eisenberg, Esq.
Principal & Founder
Netskink Positive Impact Investments
Private Client Legal Services
www.linkedin.com/in/eisenberg
rebecca@privateclientlegal.com
415-235-8078
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________________________________
Dear Council,
I use the opening of our beloved California Avenue again. Too many businesses are challenged down there. And
soon, hopefully the restaurants will be open indoors fully.
Thanks,
anne
PS the street looks shabby and has lost its vitality.
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Dear City Council,
I have been a resident of Evergreen Park for almost fifteen years and want to add my voice to
those asking the Council to carefully consider all possible sides when deciding on permanent
street closure on Cal Ave.
Closing the street during Covid saved the sanity of those of us in the neighborhood and in
greater Palo Alto, and I and my neighbors thank you sincerely for making that decision. Now,
though, some of the negative implications of the street closure are emerging.
When walking down Cal Avenue now, the tendency is to walk down the middle of the street the sidewalks are crowded with awnings and not welcoming. From the middle of the street it is
impossible to see any businesses other than the large restaurants.
When one does look below the awnings, it’s not a welcoming setting for browsing - the street
has more vacancies on it than any time I can remember in the last 15 years, and the feeling of
a vibrant local community that has been here for so many years is much reduced.
On weekend evenings and during Sunday Farmer’s Market Cal Ave is humming, but at
EVERY OTHER TIME, it feels like a ghost town. Please visit during the middle of a weekday
and take note.
I have friends who are Cal Ave merchants, but I am speaking here as a resident of the
neighborhood who misses the old bustle.
Please consider no more than a part-time closure of the street, or if a permanent closure is
planned, please allot space for merchants in the middle of the street so that the marketplace
feel returns to Cal Avenue.
Regards,
Kristina Vetter
333 Leland Avenue
kvetter@me.com
650 285 9599
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Hello Citizens,
Tonight the PACC is going to take up local crime.
But what about local Police Crime?  
The crimes of violence, disregard of civil rights. lying on official records, assault and
battery, reckless endangerment, committing great bodily harm are unfortunately
fairly common in Palo Alto.
Is there any chance the PACC will consider the category of police crime and discuss
efforts to deal with/decrease this unnecessary category.  
The police-- specifically employed to REDUCE, respond to, and help solve crime-commit a whole bunch of it. Shouldn't we begin there? Employing criminals? Paying
them while they commit crimes and lie about it?
How about self-indemnification at the very least? Isn't the gun, club, taser, and
handcuffs enough of an arsenal? Must we also give them carte blanche, police
immunity, and continued encouragement to assault peaceful residents?
I think requiring them to take out an insurance policy to cover the cost of their crimes
in NOT too much to ask.
Are you pro or anti police crime?
Chuck Jagoda

-Chuck
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Honorable City Council,
When the pandemic ends (granted it may take a few years to get completely through it), life will feel
different again. It seems unwise to make permanent decisions that will take us into that time. We do not
yet know how things will feel, what changes will have transpired by then, what the needs will be, etc. To
keep the streets closed for another season might work out, but retail is suffering and foot traffic is the
well-spring of the kind of retail on Cal Ave and Ramona. It seems clearly unwise to me to make such a
permanent decision at this time, if ever.  
Sincerely,
Sharon Murphy
1540 College Ave.
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R2005003 CGNP Opening Comments Accepted 02 07 22.PDF
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Dear Friends,
Message is from me and from Californians for Green Nuclear Power: https://cgnp.org/.
If you are concerned about California’s trajectory into increasingly dire climate straits, please
look at the attached documents and contact CPUC members as well as your representatives in
Sacramento. And please look at the Californians for Green Nuclear Power website if you need
additional information. There is no way that closing down Diablo Canyon and providing CA
with power from Warren Buffet’s coal burning will do anything to stop the increasingly
disastrous future we are facing.
Please read the information below and call the CPUC. The contact info is here and in the
CPUC Meeting Agenda.
To listen or make comments not to exceed 1 minute by phone dial, 1-800-857-1917 and enter
passcode 9899501.
And please forward to any and all friends etc.
Thank you!!
Mary Holzer
The CPUC will decide Thursday am if Warren Buffet can sell us coal power (see attached
Almanac2 summary). Closing Diablo Canyon would be an energy disaster for California and
adding more pollution from coal-fired plants will only make it worse, not only in CA but in
the states where the plants are located. If you would like further informaiton:
Reuters: https://www.reuters.com/world/us/california-urged-keep-nuclear-plant-open-meetclimate-goals-2022-02-03/
https://www.world-nuclear-news.org/Articles/Calls-for-Diablo-Canyon-shut-down-to-bereconsider
We need all Californians to phone in a public comment against Buffet's plan to exploit our
emissions law that allows some "unspecified" power to be imported despite being from
gas/coal GHG-emitting sources whether Diablo Canyon is closed or not. The CPUC simply
has been lobbied to allow Warren Buffet's Berkshire Hathaway Energy to violate our
emissions laws and encourage Diablo Canyon shutdown.

2nd attached is Gene Nelson's detailed explanation. You can call/email him with questions.
Californians for Green Nuclear Power : https://cgnp.org/
Gene Nelson, Ph.D., Legal Assistant,
Californians for Green Nuclear Power, Inc.
1375 East Grand Ave, Suite 103 #523
Arroyo Grande, CA 93420
Tel: (805) 363 - 4697
E-mail: Government@CGNP.org

3rd attached show the Thursday meeting agenda -- public comments from any of you start
early.
4th attached are the comments filed by us in CGNP with the CPUC, FYI.
If you're a CA person, or know one, please call the CPUC Thursday am!
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Please re-open California Avenue to vehicular traffic. Having it closed has been a blow to many business
on the street. It has been extremely inconvenient and annoying to motorists trying to drive in the
neighborhood and trying to access avenue stores. Closure has gone on long enough! Re-open the
roads!
Geraldine Hraban
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attorney Pat Harris..because Mark Geregos plus Amber Frey are an assessory to the murder of Laci Rocha
Peterson.
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---------- Forwarded message --------From: Dilma Coleman <dhappinessforever@gmail.com>
Date: Mon, Feb 7, 2022, 3:11 PM
Subject: The San Mateo county courthouse Judge Anne-Christine Massulllo's baliff must
apprehend Scott Peterson's attorney Pat Harris..because Mark Geregos plus Amber Frey are an
assessory to the murder of Laci Rocha Peterson.
To: <dept1@sanmateocourt.org>, <dept4@sanmateocourt.org>
Cc: <ed@smllp.law>, <erodriquez@cityofsanmateo.org>
Hello it's Diva Lee MD JD aka Dilma Coleman. It's been on repeat for whatever reason why
Scott Peterson deserve Habeus Corpus application for exoneration in 2022.
Scott Peterson had an abundance of computer development knowledge for the development of
inmates Smart mail based on his affilation with classes taught by Steve Jobs and other coding
courses whereas Intelligent Scott Peterson quickly gained access to develop a system whereas
Scott was given an ultimatum to sell it quickly because of its competitive markets and the
Jews who always doing corruption to plaguerize written computer developments.
Scott Peterson was able to change his talent and skills in the development of the Smart
Communication it's obvious that the income that Scott generated is the reason why Scott
Peterson and Laci Peterson were held hostage..during the Xxmas..after the Hannukkah
celebration. Prior to Laci Peterson and Scott Peterson being held hostage after Scott's haircut
at Laci's sister's Amy salon salon. Jewish Homosexual male Attorney Harvey Levine decorates
the word "Mistress" onto Amber Frey. Harvey Levine was jealous retailiated natures against
Scott Peterson because Harvey wanted the business ventures whereas Scott quickly had
recieved income for a software development that was sold to a filipino family who claim the
computer development of "Smart Communication" a software development for SmartJail Mail
in San Mateo county jail across the U.S towards Miami Gardens FL. Scott Peterson and Laci
Peterson had became private Investigators to children who were forced into Humantraffing
whereas they were targeted trapped and the mother of the children were treated poorly while
she was victimtimized and held financial responsibility for those children who were assigned
legal guardianships. Diva Lee aka Dilma Coleman was targeted trapped by Jewish Psychatrist
Karen Kempter who drugged Diva Lee aka Dilma Coleman and develop a conservatorship for
justification for the appropriate charges that the father's of her children were exempt from
paying child support payments. This is exactly what led to Hunter Biden not wanting to be a
father of his daughter Robyn Fenty aka singer Rihanna who Diva Lee's family took 100
percent financial responsibility for her when Robyn Fenty was assigned legal guardianships in
Barbados and other island geographic locations whereas Diva Lee aka Dilma Coleman is the
biological daughter of Jamacian Music producer Christianed Sullivan Lee aka Bunny Striker

who was killed in 1991 whereas the identical twin brother Edward O'sullivan Lee took on his
identical twin brother's music producer career whereas he had a navy career at a naval base.
Diva Lee aka Dilma Coleman had survived a similar appearances of that hostage situation
whereas Scott and Laci were destroyed. Diva Lee aka Dilma Coleman was pregnant whereas
she was held hostage during her marriage to Saudi Arabian businessman Alwaleed bin Talal
Al Saud (Kamala Harris demanded to be the mistress whereas Diva divorced and her inherited
income from the divorce was distroyed) it was completely revealed that Diva Lee aka Dilma
Coleman was trapped beaten up and the Vigilantes stepped on her pregnanted belly until the
baby's head fell out. Drugs were administered and the baby was killed. Diva Lee aka Dilma
Coleman was kept on the secret love pain suffering and it was the end of it. Attorney Mark
Geregos plus Attorney Pat Harris didn't have adequate research to find Scott Peterson
innocence because of their negative involvement with cyber forensics Cyberattacking
cyberbulling stuff racketeering styles on it over there. jewish Attorney Geregos kept himself in
the charectoristic analysis of how much he had hate on Catholic girls like Laci Rocha and her
husband Scott Peterson. Mark Geregos had became the entertainment lawyer/criminal lawyer
to Singer/dancer Chris Brown who was victimtimized in humantraffing labor,sex trafficking
similar appearances of how Frank Sinatra was victimtimized in sex slavery whereas Frank
Sinatra had many filipinos/mexican women pregnanted. The jews had Developed a sex slavery
system that kept Jewish Homosexual lawyer Mark Geregos to recieve lavish gifts from his
client Dancer/singer Chris Brown whereas Chris Brown wasn't allowed to give financial
resources to Diva Lee aka Dilma Coleman for the written lyrics that was intended for her own
music yet it went to Chris Brown to sing em and recruited other artists to join him on the
collaboration of creating more music and more financial resources. It was completely revealed
that Diva Lee aka Dilma Coleman and Laci Rocha had Developed the first music skills in
music writing and artistry in Dancer singer Chris Brown because Chris Brown really is a
relative to Diva Lee aka Dilma Coleman whereas Laci Rocha had been a babysitter/nanny/
teacher prior to Chris Brown being assigned to Joyce Hawkins being his Foster care mother/
adopted mother. It was hate on Catholic girls like Laci Rocha..from Jewish Homosexual males
to control the development of music artists and increased Music producer music company that
Diva Lee aka Dilma Coleman were to build up with Laci Rocha. It's been on repeat for
whatever reason why it wasn't a submitted documentation on what led to Laci and Scott
Peterson being held hostage after Scott's haircut at Laci's sister's Amy salon salon prior to Dec
2002.
What other environmental factors of it being an attack against Catholic girl Laci Rocha
Peterson and Diva Lee aka Dilma Coleman. In 2002, Laci and Diva's family friend
philanthropist Susan Buffett(Methodist beliefs) had cancer whereas it matters on those jews
who begged Susan Buffett to give their community leaders inherited income. Susan Buffett
died in July 29,2004 was forced to Give funds in Jewish philanthropic non profit organizations
that the Jews demanded additional income on their own Habitual ritualistics canvassing the
development of their community non profit organizations. Diva Lee aka Diva Jobs aka Dilma
Coleman was attacked by Jewish Psychatrist Karen Kempter who drugged Diva Lee aka
Dilma Coleman whereas Karen is the birth mother of Mark Zuckerberg who stole the
inherited income from Diva Lee aka Dilma Coleman. Scott Peterson was already fighting his
innocence after Laci Peterson was killed witnessed by Filipinos caucasians at their kitchen in
their home.
As long as you can understand that Diva Lee MD JD aka Dilma Coleman had dual citizenship
in Syria and America to study medical career in opthalmologist Surgeon medical
neurosurgeon, cosmetology,plastic surgeon with phalanges and dental assisting. Diva Lee

born in Italy had lived in the U.S with sponsorship Steve Jobs until age 31. Oftentimes Diva
was trapped by those individuals who are negros addicted to drugs and other things whereas
they did the worst with their santanic sadistic brain personality disorders..as those negro
filipinos relatives of Rob Bonta studied psychology science with criminal justice. Diva
affiliated with Steve Jobs's birth father and other coding developers in the U.S as well as in
the Middle East, Samoan hawaii Jamacian ISLAND and Australian Media Monguls. Diva Lee
MD JD had studied Ophthalmology residency in Syria with Syrian doctor Mr. President
Bashar Al Assad. Diva Lee MD JD aka Dilma Coleman had studied Neurosurgeon surgery,
Psychaitric nurse, dental assisting, cosmetology. Whereas all licenses were approved yet Diva
Lee MD JD oppressed isolated trapped Victimtimized on labor trafficking,sex trafficking,
humantraffing whereas it was on repeat since the death of Laci Peterson in 2002. The
homosexual/bi sexual jewish creeps keep doing it now based on Gematria santanic ritualistics
beliefs to recruit individuals to steal income intended for Diva Lee aka Dilma Coleman on her
creative business ventures in music,film and now it's over there on the Netflix documentaries
those shows "Dirty John" ,"Medical Malpractice" "Law n Order" "The Plaintiff" " Big Bang
Theory" "Boondocks" " Friends" "Empire TV series" and various movies whereas the Actress
Diva Lee aka Dilma Coleman doesn't have any ideas they are invisible in the movies for
someone else to collect an income for the development of their charector.
That Stanislaus county District Attorney Brigit Fladager is a serial false witness in the murder
of Laci Peterson. Brigit Fladager was in the Modesto Stanislaus county home of Scott
Peterson when Scott was unconscious. Birigt has participated in the worst murder witness
whereas Brigit gaslighters and it's not documented in the courts case. Brigit Fladager stalked
Diva Lee in various geographic locations whereas Diva Lee aka Diva Jobs aka Dilma
Coleman was drugged by Jewish Psychatrist Karen Kempter so there was an ultimatum in the
Mental health judge Stephen Manley's courtcase systems connects to Santa Clara DA Jeff
Rosen and it's how a conservatorship was created and Inherited income intended for Diva Lee
aka Diva Jobs aka Dilma Coleman was trapped stolen including real estate properties were
stolen, destroyed in that type of behavior charectoristics left Diva Lee MD JD aka Dilma
Coleman to live in Homeless shelter in Santa Clara county and often switched to Santa Cruz
CA and other areas whereas she slept on a couch victimtimized by the Santa Clara DA Jeff
Rosen plus the mental health judge Stephen Manley their cohorts affiliated with Santa Clara
County housing and other areas whereas it's over there it's over their Illuminati puppets. It's
been on repeat for whatever reason why Santa Clara mental health judge Stephen Manley had
been programmed to target Diva Lee aka Dilma Coleman whereas she was victimtimized
placed in a conservatorship..whereas Stephen Manley's sex partners Affiliated with Rosa Parks
relatives in Oakland,CA whom resided In East side of Arthur Street Oakland CA their cohorts
Affiliated with SF mint and SF courthouse Judge Katherine Berman plus Rick Marino's drug
addictions with the use of Delancy organizations. After being challenged by Rosa Parks
relatives on it over there it's over the courtcase whereas Diva Lee MD JD aka Dilma Coleman
is victimtimized by mental health conservatorship whereas she is abused financially oppressed
isolated from her family and oppressed from her skills to have a career as a lawyer or medical
Doctor. The Vigilantes affiliated with Gavin Newsom,Santa Clara DA Jeff Rosen CEO Apple
Tim Cook CEO Google Larry Page their cohorts affiliated with Philanthropist organizers who
keep canvassing their premeditated Gematria santanic ritualistics events with their own drug
addictions with the use of Homefirst homeless organization and life moves organization where
their own personal itinerary are often fabricated and canvassing their creative side in
cartoons,TV series shows, documentary reality TV series on Netflix whereas they use income
from that to build commercial buildings and residential buildings to grow snail garden on it
over there on it with the distribution of man-made dieases,man made Fentanyl made on the

stove..or something like that whereas it looks like gummy bears..flavored toothpaste. Those
individuals from San Jose CA conservatory charter school corp are hired for events that have
hostages on it over there it's over there on them mimicking patterns of the corruption of Santa
Clara DA Jeff Rosen and his cohorts affiliated with Former SF 49 er football homosexual bisexual Colin Kaepernick. It's been on repeat for whatever reason why it's over there on the
way Amber Frey,TMZ celebrity gossip host Harvey Levine,Mark Geregos,Pat Harris,AG Rob
Bonta, former AG Xavier Bercerra were the individuals racketeering styles on the
humantraffing physical altercations whereas they victimtimized Scott Peterson as a man who
killed his wife Laci Rocha Peterson.
It's not good reasoning especially when lots of evidence was kicked out especially key
witnesses were hidden from the documentation of the Scott Peterson case SC05550A.
Call the baliff 650-551-3731 develop new evidence of the terrorists leaders in Politics,
government officials, boogaloo fraudulent law enforcement agents, Soul Brothers motorcycle
club members, jewish homosexual lawyers bi-sexual jewish religion leaders Affiliated with
Baptist Christian Leaders and them negros spiritual music makers with them Filipinos
caucasians native americans on it whereas they are organized habitual vigilantes canvassing
their premeditated thoughts on American Promise lands. (Attachment available of their
pictures upon request) check the mail sent to whomever.
What made Technology in smart Communication created by Scott Peterson a creation of a
filipino? Why did the jewish homosexuals attorney Harvey Levine target Scott Peterson's wife
Laci Rocha Peterson whereas she and her husband were held hostage. What made Laci
Rocha's brother Brent and his mother Sharon Rocha suspicious of the income Scott Peterson
had and his assets that created the material life for Laci Rocha Peterson whereas Laci had been
busy as a substitute teacher? Laci Rocha and her father Dennis Rocha plus Diva Lee aka
Dilma Coleman had to recover from a music company Development that was stolen by
Birdman aka Bryan Christopher Williams..whereas Laci's only artistry was the development of
Rapper "Shock G". Dennis Rocha had a long term affilation with Rodeos shows and
environmental factors that influence the development of rap music artists in the 1990's the
geographic locations whereas the Rodeos shows had a half time performances. That's what
Laci,Dennis Rocha and Dennis Rocha's goddaughter had in common in the 1990's. Rodeo
shows, dairy cows, horse races at Bay Meadows and other venues, Catholic Church services..
Whereas that's what we loved to do together. We quickly were attacked by Jewish
Homosexual/bi-sexual community advisors, Psychaitric doctor Karen Kempter and their
recreational competitive markets. That's what led to Laci Rocha Peterson and her husband
Scott Peterson being held hostage. The Jewish Attorney Harvey Levine decorates different
geographic locations whereas he had role playing skits and the key word he decorates
"Mistress" for Amber Frey was a vital role to develop a career change for Amber Frey to go
from massage therapist to author. It's been on repeat for whatever reason why Jewish Attorney
Gloria Allred has a reputable skills as well for her hate on Catholic girls especially Catholic
girl Diva Lee aka Dilma Coleman who was born in Italy because Diva's grandfather Afghan
King MOHAMMED Zahir Shah was in exile in Italy. Stop Gloria Allred's law offices from
creating compensation generated for victims who are not victims but canvassing their
premeditated theatrical scenes based on TMZ celebrity gossip host Harvey Levine decorates
them as it's over there as an main act over there at West Valley College theatrical stages and
other stages on it over there at California Great America. In conclusion, let's pause on
gathering Habeus Corpus application for Scott Peterson. There's evidence that there are other
victimtimized by Santa Clara DA Jeff Rosen incarcerated who need Habeus Corpus

application. There's evidence of Chino Hills,CA Unsolved massacre on Peggy Ryen in 1983
Whereas Ron Grantski was involved as a key witness. How much Sharon Rocha's husband
Ron Grantski involved with the death of his step daughter Laci Rocha Peterson. (Picture of
them upon request or sent in the mail to the courthouse) Attachment #1-3 literature online
intended for San Mateo county courthouse. Attachment #4 Scott Petterson with Corrupt
Jewish attorney Mark Geregos. Attachment #5 Stanislaus county District Attorney Brigit
Fladager.(false witness for Laci death) attachment #6 Santa Clara Sheriffs Laurie Smith (
Charector analysis of bribes on February 14,2019 to her charector in 1983) attachment #7
Santa Clara DA Jeff Rosen (crackhead pinocchio looking german jew homosexual/bisexual
skinny bones M.O.B Mobster current Illuminati puppet maker,serial rapist,Serial dentist
appointment taker, serial plastic surgery facial parts take his appointment over there he is lover
to Colin Kaepernick whereas Colin Kaepernick is a serial lover to Katherine Berman plus Rick
Marino is jealous with hurt feelings) attachment#8 TMZ celebrity gossip host Harvey Levine
decorates this with his terrorist Santanic sadistic personality disorders and his daughter living
and doing family therapist at the Live Moves organization plus at the San Jose Fairgrounds
whereas Harvey Levine's daughter has employement as a therapist for Life Moves when
Harvey Levine's daughter often dates Golden State Warriors basketball player Stephen Curry.
And it's over there on it over there. As a Psychic medium spy hypochondriac empath..dont be
overly excited because I am not using my psychic abilities to help you inherited income thru
gambling..at Santa Cruz casino on Pacific Ave, Or other Reno,NV to Las Vegas NV or other
lottery stuff as I was forced to do in the past. You can't play with my yo yo and you better
move on with your life and stop feeling like you gotta keep Diva Lee MD JD oppressed
isolated from a real career. Stop feeling like your only strategic financial resources is on a
ritualistics beliefs of trap Diva Lee in your homeless shelters.organizations to build up a
organization for your own financial successes when it's not good reasoning Stop the
gaslighting techniques to dress up Diva Lee MD JD aka Dilma Coleman to be an transient for
an Conservatorship application and courtcase. There's evidence that these lawyers whom
representative of Mark Geregos plus Attorney Pat Harris must be with Malfeasance
applications. They can't continue to practice law. Go find the Bar association number for Diva
Lee MD JD whereas California Governor Gavin Newsom bullied Diva Lee MD JD aka Dilma
Coleman whereas that background check has been hacked up there in Sacramento CA
background information check systems. Yes that is good news especially when it's intended
for the complex litigation for California Supreme Court Judge Anne-Christine Massulllo dept
304..its CC: various San Mateo Superior court Judges, and San Mateo county City councilman
and emergency services bureau of Homeland securities. Best regards Diva Lee MD JD aka
Diva Jobs aka Dilma Coleman
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Stephanie, Wansek
Council, City
City Mgr; Apple, Kara
Fwd: Cardinal Hotel / Ramona Street Closure
Monday, February 7, 2022 5:02:05 PM
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of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Dear City Council Members,
I am forwarding this email sent on Nov 15, 2021 as a reminder of additional information to
consider when evaluating the street closure on Ramona St.
I am including three recent videos (see Vimeo link below) that show the activity on Ramona
after 10 pm which would be disruptive to guests at the Cardinal Hotel.
These are amateur videos taken with a cell from a guest room facing Ramona St. to show the
activity on Ramona St late into the evening / early morning.
https://cardinalhotel.com/video/
Friday Jan 28 11:30pm ( 51 second video)
Friday Feb 4 11:30 pm (24 second video)
Sat Feb 5
12:30am (29 second video)
I am in favor of the street remaining closed to traffic and open for outdoor dining. I am
requesting that Council put enforceable hours of operations for the parklets that correspond
with dining hour so that noise after 10pm will not negatively impact the operation of the
Cardinal Hotel.
Thank you,
Stephanie
Cardinal Hotel, GM
---------- Forwarded message --------From: Stephanie, Wansek <Stephanie@cardinalhotel.com>
Date: Mon, Nov 15, 2021 at 1:56 PM
Subject: Cardinal Hotel / Ramona Street Closure
To: <City.Council@cityofpaloalto.org>
Cc: <CityMgr@cityofpaloalto.org>, Kara Apple <kara.apple@cityofpaloalto.org>
Dear City Council Members,
I appreciate the ongoing consideration and deliberation about whether to keep certain
streets in Palo Alto closed to traffic and open to outdoor dining.

As the owner of Bistro Maxine, a restaurant on Ramona St, I am pleased to have half of
Ramona street remain closed to traffic through June 2022.
As the GM of the Cardinal Hotel, located on the corner of Ramona and Hamilton and
currently closed for renovation, I want to ensure that (1) any potential noise impacts of
this street closure which would negatively impact the hotel guest experience and (2)
the loss of two commercial loading zone parking spaces are being considered as
these discussions about Ramona street remaining closed continue.
1.

2.

3.

Permitted hours for Parklet operation: Hours of operation for permitted parklets
should be limited to 10 pm.
Additional noise concerns: No additional noise be permitted in parklets or from
restaurants into the streets to reach patrons dining in parklets. Concerns include, but
are not limited to: volume for televisions in parklets, music playing into the street from
restaurants with open windows or exterior speakers and live music (except special
permitted events with end time of event clearly defined and enforced)
Commercial Loading Zone: replace the two commercial loading zone spaces on
Ramona with the two remaining parking spaces in front of the Osteria / Cardinal Hotel
on Hamilton St. Make these two spots Commercial Loading Zone 8am-6pm and
Loading Zone only after 6pm to accommodate guests arriving at the hotel (similar to
Nobu with all parking spots on either facade of the hotel dedicated to the hotel for
commercial loading and passenger loading and unloading.

Additional information:
Over the 20 + years, having two restaurants / bars on Ramona street has posed the biggest
challenge to the hotel when it comes to late night noise and its negative impact on the
guest experience.
Over ten years ago, The Old Pro was renovated with large open windows, and ledge tables
attached to the building on the sidewalk side and seating on the sidewalk. After I reached
out on behalf of the hotel, the City reviewed the CUP and restricted the hours the windows
could be open and did not allow the tables / seating on the sidewalk. Over the years hotel
employees call regularly (both Old Pro directly and PAPD) to request that the windows be
closed per their CUP and it is important there is something to refer to to enforce. In 2018
we had issues with both the Old Pro and NOLA with speakers attached to the exterior of
the building playing music later in the night. The City was involved with helping to resolve
that at the time.

If Ramona street is to remain closed to traffic beyond June 2022, I would like to request that
the parklets be permitted for outdoor dining only and the hours that restaurants / bars are
allowed to use the street for business are limited to 10pm. The “Uplift Local” effort has been
discussed as “outdoor dining”. I would like to request that this is formalized and that bars
can not serve customers on the street after 10pm.
If bars are allowed to serve alcohol out on the street until 2am this will make
accommodating guests on our Ramona side impossible. After our renovation, each room
night should generate at a minimum $50 per night in Transient Occupancy Tax for the City
so it is important for both the Cardinal Hotel and the City that a “pedestrian only” Ramona
street supports a successful hotel operation and is not an option for outdoor bar business
from 10pm -2am. Ramona is the hotel’s most favorable side with views to Roxy Rapp’s
beautifully renovated building and City Hall Plaza. In our renovation we plan to have our
largest rooms that will command higher rates located on Ramona. We project that on
certain dates we will regularly be able to generate upwards of $100 per night in TOT for the
City from these rooms on Ramona St.
As a hotel GM, I want to be able to provide an extraordinary guest experience in the
renovated Cardinal Hotel, a Palo Alto business of almost 100 years. The Cardinal needs
the support of the City Council and the City Manager’s Office to remain a viable and
popular hotel in the community. The owners are poised to invest over 10 million dollars in
this renovation. For this reason,we want to take this opportunity to clarify how important the
downtown environment -noise, streetscape and cleanliness - is to the future success of the
Cardinal Hotel.
Let me end by saying that I believe, if done properly, having a closed Historic Ramona
Street could be beneficial to all, including the hotel.
Thank you for your time and consideration,
Stephanie
GM, Cardinal Hotel

-Stephanie Wansek| General Manager
THE CARDINAL HOTEL
235 Hamilton Ave | Palo Alto, CA | 94301 | www.cardinalhotel.com
p: (650) 323-5101 f: (650) 325-60856 | stephanie@cardinalhotel.com
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-Stephanie Wansek| General Manager
THE CARDINAL HOTEL
235 Hamilton Ave | Palo Alto, CA | 94301 | www.cardinalhotel.com
p: (650) 323-5101 f: (650) 325-60856 | stephanie@cardinalhotel.com
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Notice of Confidentiality: This communication is intended ONLY for the recipient(s) identified
in the message, and may contain information that is confidential, privileged, or otherwise
protected by law. If you are not the intended recipient, please disregard this communication
and notify the sender.
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Barry M Katz
Council, City
Street closures
Monday, February 7, 2022 5:01:23 PM

Some people who received this message don't often get email from bkatz@stanford.edu. Learn
why this is important

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

To the City Council:
I applaud the Council’s willingness to consider permanent closure of California Avenue,
Ramona Street, and perhaps others.
There is nothing radical about separating people from cars. To the contrary, pedestrian
districts have flourished in cities including Barcelona, Florence, Vienna, Helsinki,
Copenhagen, Rotterdam, Munich, Prague, Shanghai, Taipei, and many others. Indeed, we
might follow their examples and do more than simply block off these streets to traffic; we
could convert them to attractive urban spaces.
I have always believed that by virtue of its prosperity, high levels of education, and unequalled
access to technology that Palo Alto is uniquely positioned to create a vision of 21st century
urban life. If we can’t be a leader, let’s at least not be an outlier. I support the permanent
closure of California Ave. and Ramona Street and I urge you to do so as well.

BK
Barry M Katz
233 Margarita Avenue
Palo Alto, CA. 94306
650.644-8697
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Cc:
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Jeannette Kreuzer
Council, City
Bret Van de Sande
Ramona Street Closure
Monday, February 7, 2022 4:45:15 PM

Some people who received this message don't often get email from jkreuzer@goodlandsllc.com.
Learn why this is important

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Hi,
I am sending you the below letter from Bret van de Sande, Director of Facilities & Services at Inspire
Real Estate Holdings, LLC. Inspire Real Estate owns the building at 250 University Ave. which is
located on the corner of Ramona St. and University Ave. in downtown Palo Alto. Along with having
our own businesses on 3 floors of the building, we manage the tenants occupying the street level
store fronts. The below letter is for the discussion tonight regarding the closure of Ramona Street.
Thank you,
Jeannette
February 7, 2022
Dear Mayor Burt, Vice Mayor Kou, and Council Members Cormack, Filseth, DuBois, Stone, and
Tanaka,
We represent the building’s owner and oversee property management for all suites at 250
University Ave. We feel it’s our responsibility to advocate for our tenants to ensure they are being
treated equally to the rest of the businesses on Ramona St. and University Ave. as well the rest of
City of Palo Alto. While the street closure on Ramona has benefited restaurants since August 2020, it
has caused the loss of business for non-food shops located in our building. By limiting through traffic,
you are diverting cars who would normally travel through our street onto University or Hamilton.
This is a missed opportunity for new customers to view shops located at our building. Additionally,
existing customers feel offput by the lack of easy access and are less inclined to stop and shop. For
instance, at times, the open portion of Ramona St. is taken over by pedestrians walking in the middle
of the street as they feel safe to do so since the other half of the street is closed. This makes it
extremely unsafe not only for those pedestrians, but for vehicles parking in our garage, which are
made up of the public, our tenants, and our employees. Cherry LeBrun, the owner of De Novo Fine
Contemporary Jewelry and our longtime tenant for over 32 years is a valuable member of the
downtown Palo Alto community and has been hit hard by this street closure.
Additionally, the Ramona closure is having an impact on our own organizations that occupy 3 floors
of our building at 250 University. We are in the process of resuming normal business for our nonprofit foundation, investment company, and property management company, however the street
closure which we were told would be temporary is interfering with vendor, employee, and guest
access to the parking garage that we solely maintain and manage. Vendors, guests, and new
employees who are unfamiliar to the area have found it difficult to navigate with the street closure.
Furthermore, before the closure, we were able to provide convenient parking and access to our
building which provided excellent first impressions to our guests/clients doing business with our

organizations, now many of these guests/clients are met with frustration before they even step into
our building. It is unfair that restaurants on Ramona are benefiting and being favored by the street
closure at the expense of other businesses. We encourage you to reopen the remainder of Ramona
St. to give all businesses an equal opportunity to succeed in these difficult times.
Sincerely,
Bret van de Sande
Director of Facilities & Services
Inspire Real Estate Holdings, LLC
250 University Avenue, Suite 300 | Palo Alto, CA 94301
Office: 650.331.8812 | Mobile:408.687.7433 | Fax: 650.331.8803
e-mail: Bret@goodlandsllc.com
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Richard Corny
Council, City
Cal Ave Street closure please reopen
Monday, February 7, 2022 4:08:49 PM

[Some people who received this message don't often get email from guitarrichie@yahoo.com. Learn why this is
important at http://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification.]
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________
Hello my name is Richard I own the Cobblery with my wife Jessica and brother in law Stephen and I strongly
recommend that we reopen Cal Ave. It is so slow during the week and the restaurants really only benefit a few
servings a week like Friday night and Sunday brunch. Unfortunately for us and any business, it’s not enough. There
are 15 empty spots on Cal Ave, there are 50 open businesses on Cal not including offices that seem to be half empty
like the building behind the cobblery. If we do some simple math 20% of Cal Ave is vacant and that is really bad.
And sad. Please reopen Cal Ave so that we can once again have businesses thrive. I did not count all the surrounding
empty spots as well but Cambridge is bad, Birch st has 2 spots closed. And we could potentially lose more
businesses if kept closed. Please do what is right. Give life back to Cal Ave.
Thank you.
Rich
Sent from my iPhone
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To:
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Date:

Curtis Layne
Council, City
Fwd: Please vote to keep Cal Ave open to pedestrians only and closed to traffic
Monday, February 7, 2022 2:49:59 PM

Some people who received this message don't often get email from curtis.s.layne@gmail.com. Learn why this is important

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening
attachments and clicking on links.
Dear City Council,
It's been brought to my attention you'll soon be voting on whether to keep California Ave open to pedestrians or open it back up
to vehicles.
I am a resident of College Terrace and absolutely love living in this neighborhood. I would like to ask you to please vote to keep
California Ave open to pedestrians only, allow restaurants to continue to seat people on the street, and have live music during
dining hours.
My family and I have really enjoyed having California Ave open to pedestrians only these past few years. Everyone I've spoken
to in College Terrace would also like to keep Cal Ave open to pedestrians only. It's truly brought the community closer together
and it's a street to look forward to visiting and eating outdoors. Eating outdoors is so much more enjoyable without traffic going
by, and it's very easy to reach all the retail stores and browse around. There also seems to be ample parking on the streets and
in the garages to either side of California Ave and still very accessible to reach all of the retail stores, including Mollie Stones.
I understand Mollie Stones may be petitioning to re-open Cal Ave to vehicles because they say it's hurt their business but quite
honestly it's still very easy to access Mollie Stones with Cal Ave being open directly in front of Mollie Stones and having access
to their parking lot from Cambridge. I honestly wonder if Mollie Stone's really high prices (compared to other local grocery stores)
is what's hurting their business. Having a portion of Cal Ave closed to vehicles hasn't stopped me in the least from visiting any
retail store, grocer, or restaurant on the street.
Thank you for your consideration of my voice and opinion. I know that I speak on behalf of myself, my family, and all of our
friends in College Terrace.
Kind regards,
Curtis Layne
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To:
Cc:
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Date:

becky
Council, City
peter@plasm.com
California Avenue
Monday, February 7, 2022 2:20:03 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________
Hello,
I write in strong support of maintaining the outdoor dining, pedestrian
friendly, streetscape that we have been enjoying on beloved California
Avenue.
Allowing restaurants to expand their dining rooms into the street has
really changed the vibe in a very positive way. There is a warm,
convivial quality that the street lacked before, its so much more
vibrant and alive. A very welcome counterpoint to being cooped up at home.
Its a real pleasure to stroll the Avenue, any time of day, but I
especially enjoy wandering through in the evening when there are strands
of twinkling lights and those dramatic vertical flame heaters. Its
quite lovely, almost European.
This new arrangement has provided a way to be with with other humans in
a socially distant (and hopefully safe) way. I kind of feel like I am
hanging out with all the folks strolling on the street: parents with
their infants in strollers, Stanford students, middle schoolers on their
bikes, dog walkers, older couples walking hand in hand, folks enjoying a
date night--and the five year olds chasing each other in circles!
Its been such a pleasure to see people doing things, enjoying each other
and a nice meal--you know, NORMAL things, in this difficult time of
upheaval and disruption. The outdoor seating, no-car, arrangement of
California Avenue has certainly aided in maintaining my emotional
equilibrium. Its fun to be there, its accessible, you don't need to
spend any money if you don't want to--you can just sit on an plinth,
enjoy the sun and the world wandering by.
A special tip of the hat to Team Terun/Italico, who have elevated my
mood through months and months of Covid precautions with their seasonal
decorations and *live music* provided by Michael and his guitar playing
friends. This has brought many a smile to my face and motivated me to
entertain a little more hope than before.
I would also say that having the outdoor dining has been a great
enhancement to the Farmer's Market on Sunday.
Please, please, please let the restaurants keep their outdoor seating
and abandon cars on California Avenue! It has made, and continues to
make such a positive difference in so many lives.
All the best,

Becky
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Jennifer Landesmann
Council, City
my public comment to Policy & Services - please put airplane noise on the Agenda soon
Tuesday, February 8, 2022 8:06:55 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Policy & Services February 8, Public Comment:
Good evening Chair Stone, and Committee,
It was encouraging to hear last night at your Budget meeting how safety, and
leaf blower code enforcement priorities have clearly identified needs which I
hope can happen soon with airplane noise. City staff did a great job on airplane
noise in this committee in February 2015, and February 2018. Please now find
a place on your agenda, February 28th would not be too soon.
On Saturday Councilmember Filseth spoke about putting resources into the
City's engagement with SFO, mentioning an inflection point with the rollout of
GBAS and how we're not going to be in the san mateo roundtable anytime
soon. Because Council has previously committed to responding to airspace
actions affecting Palo Alto such as GBAS, with respect to environmental review
I wonder if there is a plan to prioritize SFO engagement instead. It has
happened with PIRAT, the city choosing to work locally and not challenging the
FAA. However, I’d like to point out that the City’s engagement of Palo Altans
leading up to Council's decision about PIRAT, was impeccable. Prior to Council
voting on PIRAT, City staff documented citizen concerns to authorities; collected
everything to inform Council’s deliberations, the public was heard in Council
chambers, and as much as I and many disagreed with Council’s final choice to
send PIRAT to the Santa Clara roundtable, the public was given due process.
GBAS impacts on Palo Alto neighborhoods are giant compared to PIRAT.
PIRAT traffic volume is a ¼ of each of SERFR and BDEGA. The GBAS roll out
in March involves all three paths. Yet thus far City staff has only given a voice
to SFO. It is within your power to take in the public’s concerns before March.
Please engage the people in Palo Alto who will actually live with the outcome of
these actions very directly (on all your plans). Thank you.
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To:
Subject:
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Aram James
Winter Dellenbach; michael.gennaco@oirgroup.com; Greer Stone; Alison Cormack;
Andrew.Binder@cityofpaloalto.com; Tanaka, Greg; Stump, Molly; Council, City
Here is an article on the city council voting 7-0 to include in the use of force data —each time a gun is pointed at
a member of our community voted on in June of 2021 when mike Gennaco was present —mike gennaco left this
out in his IPA report. Why?
Tuesday, February 8, 2022 7:45:07 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

https://www.paloaltoonline.com/news/2021/06/15/police-auditor-to-vet-cases-in-which-paloalto-officers-point-guns
Shared via the Google app
Sent from my iPhone
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Police auditor to vet cases in which Palo Alto officer points guns
Tuesday, February 8, 2022 7:38:10 PM
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https://www.paloaltoonline.com/news/2021/06/15/police-auditor-to-vet-cases-in-which-paloalto-officers-point-guns
Shared via the Google app
Sent from my iPhone

